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murmuring

pines,

and

stole outward

over the rippling waters, falling upon the
listening ear, till we almost

heavenly
Shore.

strains

0-0-0
0 0 0 2. 8

lution at the South ;

ied

9 ittle by little the world grows strong,
Fighting the battle of right and wrong;
Little by little the wrong gives way,.

Little by little the right has sway;

Little by little the good in men
Blossoms to beauty for human ken?
Little by little the angels see
Prophecies better of good to be;
Little by little the God of all

Lifts the world nearer his pleading call!
— Leon Herbert,
FREER FP CPLR
4

THE “ SUNNY 80UTH.”
CoLumsIa, S. C., April 2.
IN THE HARVEST FIELD.
The good work still goes on in Columbia. Dr. Munhall, the evangelist, closed
his four weeks’ labors here, and was on
the eve of departure for other vimeyards;

“but the people pressed upon him sore, and

the interest was so great that he finally
decided to remain with us one week longer. The interest has increased wonderfully, extending to all parts of the city,
* and pervading all classes. Business men
are seen in groups conversing with one
another on this
all-éngrossing topic.
still

the

cry is heard, ‘‘ Men and brethren, what
shall we do to be saved?” Bar-rooms are
at a discount, and their keepers are
because

the

callers

are

few,

and quarreling among
themselves at
this—to them—strange departure.’
The weather has been all that could be
wished.
For three weeks the sun has
risen and set in an almost cloudless sky,
and heaven has bent:its blue dome above
in kindly sympathy with mother earth in
this her spring-time.
Trees are clothed
in

beauty,

flowers

have

opened

their

lovely petals to the sun, the fragrance of
the jessamine (the loveliest of Southern
flowers) and the rose, mingled with the

sweet scent of the violet comes to us on
the healing wings of the
hills have broken out

morning.

The

into gladness,

and

all nature has awakened into new life.
Neither have we ever experienced such
joy and

peace

as came to us as we went

forth to the harvest field,
gathering
precious sheaves for the Master.
Never.
can we be thankful enough to our Father
for permitting us a sojourn with the people of this city in this their day of rejoicing. Saturday brought aus to the close of
the fifth week. With grateful hearts we
gathered in the Opera House to give expression to the depth of our feeling in one
grand outburst of thanksgiving.- I never expect again to witness another such
rejoicing till we have crossed ‘the river

and stand with the redeemed on the other
side.
:
There has also been a deep revival interest among the colored people in the
city. At one of the churches (Methodist)
four hundred have been added. Into one
of these meetings we dropped one night
between ten and eleven o'clock.
Perhaps eight hundred persons were present,

filling every seat and crowding into the
aisles. The pastor had finished his discourse and gone home.
Men were on
one side, women on the other.
A por

tion of

the congregation

prayer; and many séemed
atthe same time.
Those

kneeled

in

to be praying
who filled the

aisles sang the old, old negro melodies,
keeping time with
* their feet,

as well as

demonstrating with their whole bodies.

Aged negresses with checkered turbans,
old men with gray heads, middle-aged
and children, —all joined earnestly and

solemnly in this worship. To these struggling souls meetings of this

foretaste of the New

kind

are

a

Jerusalem they so

much hope to see.
burdens they can

Many are weary with
not bear, and bowed

with the weight

of responsibilities too

heavy for people in their condition.

Shall

we who should be teachers of this darkened race question the genuineness of
their devotion? A lady resident of this
city

(Columbia)

expressed

her

opinion

that there was work enough at their own

doors without going to heathen lands, to
which I could only respond, amen and
amen.

?

he

addressed,

showed

a mass

gentleman

with a

God, sir,” replied the old man.
¢ T hear old Pomp has been converted,

Little by little all longing souls
Struggle up nearer the shining goals!

mourning

hear,” added the

sir,” replied

quizzical glance at the old man, * that
you have had a revival down - in the Hollow. Tsuppose you thought you must
follow the fashion of the city folks P”
* We has had a 'vival by the grace o’

Into a beautiful yield will grow.

and that you call him ¢ Brother Pompey’
now,” said the gentleman with a sarcastic
smile.
“ You's heerd de truth, sir; Pomp isa
new man, and if de blessed Massa is not
ashamed to call him ¢Brudder,’ surely
poor sinners like us-selves need n't be.”
“.Aye P" said the gentleman, evidently
without any sympathy in old Sampson's
tenderness towards Pomp who had been a
very hard character, but very soon he
added, playfully, ¢ Poultry-raising will
be more profitable in our place after this.”
« What, sir?” asked the old man, inno-

cently.
|"

:

hy; westatt bo able to have chick:
ens at our own tables, after raising them,
instead of having all their necks wrung
by the folks in the Hollow !”
“ Oh," replied the old man with a sigh,
¢T see; you mean that some of our folks
was hin-thieves!

I don't know

as

I can

deny it, wholly. Dere’s onsanctified boys
down in de Holler like dere is up on de
Hill! Dere's heaps o' human natur’ among
men, sir, be deir color

what

it may.

It

takes differing ways o' ‘howing itself.
Dem dat's poor and wicked covets deir
neighbor's hins and steals emi ; and some
dats rich 'nough to buy deir Lins, covets
and steals any other combustible dey sets
deir hearts and can lay deir han's on.
Dese ones keeps a right smart eye on deir
riputation, however, cause mebby dey
hopes to go de legislature some time ;”

here he cast a sidelong glance at his
neighbor. ‘Dey steals, but dey don’t

stoop to hins and ducks!
deir rich neighbors’

Dey looks

housés,

and

at

hosses,

and jewelries, and dey says: ‘I mus’
have such like things some way
or
nother !"
»
“So dey buys heaps and heaps o’ goods,
and stores 'em up, and cheats de gov’'ment,
wid wrong figures on em; and den dey
sets up in big style! Dey sells and sells
and sells; and dey stuffs de money into
deir pockets, place o' payin’ deir debts.
De ‘goods cost dem nothin’; but dey
scrouges heaps out o’ deir customers for
em!
;
_‘“ But bom-by pay-day comes, and- deir
selves gets serouged, and den dey jus’ up
and fails, and pays twenty cents on de
dollar. Inde Lord's eyes dey has stole
eighty cents on every dollar! O, sir,
we’s

poor,

frail

high or low,
massy

on

funds.

to

us,

crefur’s,

black

whether

we's

or white—Lord

and

keep

us,

from

ha’
bein’

hard on each other!”
By the crimson hue on the fine gentleman’s face, it was

evident

that

this

last

phase of human depravity was not as
agreeable a subject as the robbing of

hen’s roosts.

This thrust seemed

a per-

sonal one. So he changed the subject by
saying:
«I was not taught to believe in such
things ; and so I do not understand them.
Tell me about old Pomp. Has he stopped swearing ?”
BIE
3
«Yes, sir.”

i

{

staves, boxes;<haskets,

chips

and

rags,

"prove his grounds, and ‘pair his buildin’s
and smart up his family! De pitiful

which had been plowed

Lord, he knows our frame, and remembers we is dust, and ib isn’t so hard on
us as we poor sinners is on one another,

grass.
[fi
:
;
Peggy had a new bonnet and shawl,
and the boys new clothes. Pomp himself

Bruder

hy

grace ; but he’s Pompey yet !”

was owner, instead of borrower, of an ax,
spade, rake, hoe
and
wheelbarrow ;

‘Oh, I thought religion entirely changed a man—made him all over new !” exclaimed the gentleman, sarcastically.
‘“’Ligion don't change de color of a
man’s ha'r; nor make a runty pusson'’ tall,
nor a crooked one straight, nor an igno-

which were to him as great a marvel as a
dozen gold and silver mines and a cart
load “of diamonds, suddenly acquired;
would be to an ordinary man.
Pompey was working peaceably irom
morning till night like other -laboring

rant one larned ; but—"
“ What makes you say,

men although neither

Pompey

is a sinner

saved

then,

that

a

good’s

as he raised his hat and
of erisped white hair.

Little by little the days smile out

wid

evening yourself,

the grave old colored man

Gladder and brighter on pain and doubt;
Little by little the seed we sow

nian, nor a rich gentleman

evening, Sampson,” said a genhe took his seat in the car
to convey him to his suburban

Little by little the skies grow clear;
Little by little the sun comes near;

man yet, and nuther an angel nor a high-1 the windows and round ' the doors. The
polished saint, nor a high-toned business pig-pen and the hen-house, the ' barrels,

man like Pomp is a changed man—a new
man
.
*“If a man had his arm shot clean off,
de doctor mought say, ‘I'll soon raise
you up, and you'll be a well man again—

*¢ Good
tleman as
which was
home.
*¢ Good

and

felt that the

came from the Other
LuTHER J. HURD.

Short if you sing through it; long if you sigh;
Little by little—an hour a day,
yone with the years that have vanished away;
Little by little the race is run,
Trouble and waiting and toil are done!

God,

The sing-

ing was especially interesting.
Waves
of melody floated upward through the

PER

Little by little the time goes by—

to

to, the

POMPEY YET.
- The'following sketch, contributed to
the
Congregationalist
by Mrs. J. D.
Champlin, admirably illustrates a phase
of the problem now in the process of so-

LITTLE BY LITTLE.

Many are turning

walked

gathered there by the river.

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
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river side to witnessan impressive baptismal service administered by the colored people. A thousand or more were
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ever.'

Well, he gets well; ‘and

one day he takes his ax and goes out for
to hoo down a tree, and lo and behold he
aint got no right arm to hoo wid! Would
he go back and 'huse de doctor, and say :
‘Here ; you promised to make me good’s
ever; and here I is widout any right arm !*
De doctor would say: ‘Youlos’ dat by
de shootin’, and you'll have to go down to
de grave widout dat arm. But you can’
l'arn t6' use your left arm instead; and
you'll be a smarter man den if you had de
ole shattered right arm hangin’ by your
side.”

Wouldn't dat be’ reasonable,

“Yes;

but Pomp

sir!”

never lost an arm.”

“No; but he los’ what was more valuable to a man dan an arm; and what was

had all been removed from the front yard,
and

as

sowed

capable

nor

as

§

Se—yprtyiryyty”hbo
-\

THE

NEW

ENGLAND

BY DR,

JAMES

L.

CONVENTION.
PHILLIPS.

At the adjournment of the last Conven-

tion, it was left with

the

business com-

mittee to fix the time and place for the
next , meeting.
The place selected is
Freeman Place Chapel, Boston, and the
Convention will begin on Tuesday evening, April 23d, and end on Thursday evening, 25th.
This Boston church invites
the Convention, and will cheerfully afford
ample entertainment for all attending it.
A prior invitation, and a very hearty one,
came from the church at Lyndon Center,
Vermont, but the

committee

and

others

chose Boston as the more central and actuk off by a weapon ten times worse dan cessible point for such a meeting.
The last two Conventions in New Ena mulket!
Rum, and other sins,
had
burnt out all Pomp’s inergy and ombition ; gland have yielded good fruit. At Lewand now he'll have to go down to his iston, Maine, in 1876, the meeting, though
grave widout 'em. He can never be jani- by no means largely attended, was a sigtor of a building, like my brother Jake, nal success. ‘Measures were there set on
nor a waiter in a hotel, like my son. But foot, that can not fail to materially aid all
he's a man, and a new man, for all dat. our benevolent societies in the prosecuHe'll grow in grace ; and-be led along till tion of their good work at home and
bom-by he'll clar up dat mess round his abroad.
The Convention at Lawrence,

doers;-and-hetp; pace 0 botherin®; his Mass:; in 1877; was in several Tespects
neighbors ; but you'll never see

his

white, nor him rushin’at business

skin
‘like a

an

improvement

on

the

former

one.

Notwithstanding the heavy rain, the at-

steam engine—for de faculty is all gone tendance was fair, and the topics presentfrom him, like de soger’s arm off of him, ed elicited considerable enthusiasm. Several valuable papers were read at LawBut he's a new man for all dat.”
‘That sounds like the wildest supersti- rence, which we would like to se¢ printSubjects vitally retion, Sampson,” said the gentleman, who edand preserved.
lated to our growth and strength and use“had been listening attentively.
|. “Poor gentleman!” exclaimed Samp- fulness as a body of Christians, were disson. ‘¢ Of course youdoasn't understand ; cussed in a friendly and manly way. We
but de Lord is jus’ as able to open your only regretted that instead of forty, four
blind eyes as he was to open Bruder hundred ministers from our New England
Pompey's.”
:
churches had not been present to particiThe gentleman winced; he did not pate in those animated and profitable dislike being put on the same footing with cussions.
Many thoughtful persons have doubtold Pomp. But he was interested, and
wanted to hear the wise old man talk; so less very: often felt strongly impressed
he repeated the remark: “I can’t under- with the importance of more mutual conference, and freer and more frequent instand this.”
“No, poor gentleman, you can’t widout tercommunication of an intellectual and
de Sperit ; nor I can’t make you, no morn religious character, ‘between brethren
if you was a wooden man. All your hope laboring in different sections of the field.
is dat He as give sight to de blind beggar In the Middle and Western ‘States we
and made de lame cripple walk, can do have repeatedly heard this feeling expressed, and not unfrequently in New
“de same for yoo.”
“Why, Sampson, do you think I'm as England, too. Our facilities for meeting
here are vastly superior to those of our
hard a case as old Pomp ?”
York and the West.
‘Harder, sir, harder!” replied the old brethren in New
man. ‘‘ Same’s a man in a coat 0’ male None, surely, will undertake to deny that
is harder to punch a sword into, dan

one

widout it! Your coat o' mail is ~ selfrightness. You think you's too ’spectable to need anythin’; but Pomp knowed

there is need of more co-operation, in
the highest and best sense, among breth-

and dat dere was no use in him tryin’ to

ren engaged in the same work.
Is there
not too much of *¢ every man for himself”
style of doing things? Hence who wonders that our congregational polity seems

make believe good, ather to God or man.

too much

A beggar may have de advantage
gent'man sometimes.
De gent'man

there is somuch ¢¢ genuine freewill,” is
there not liable to be a fair stock of ¢¢ free
won't ?” One man puts down a broad
gauge track for his trains, his neighbor
puts down a narrow gauge track for his.
What wonder that we find traveling

he was

poor,

and

sinful,

be well dressed, but has

and

mis'able;

los’ his

of a
may
money

like

a rope

of sand?

Where

‘mong strangers. He can't beg—he can’t
stoop to it—and nobody would think of
offerin’ him bread. So he might lie down
and die o* hunger. But de beggar haint somewhat incommodious? Besides, the
no pride ; he march up to de rich man’s time tables don’t tally. Every one is gotdoor, and show his rags, and tell his hun- ten up quite independent of the rest, and
so we fail to make close connections!
ger; and gets all he want!
Ergo,
grumbling.
j
Jes’ soit is in de soul’s "fairs, sir. De
Well, what is the help for it? Our preman as sees his need, begs for mercy on
Mutual
de very ground of his poverty! But de scription is short and simple:
We must
self-righteous sinner he marches up to de confidence and co-operation,
It, is a
p'arly gate, and holdin’ his head up understand each other better.
mighty high, he thumps on it—wid a gold favorite trick of human nature to misinterhead cane, maybe—like he'd smash in de pret and even misrepresent what it does
p'arls, and de rubies, and all de
precious stones. Maybe he'll ax

other
how

not

understand.

conference

enables

Courteous,

men

Christian

to understand

“much saiary de Lord will give him to en- and appreciate each other.

We hold

| ter in and serve him! Many a such thinks that the most critical and even explosive
he’s too holy to need Christ's salvation! theme can be wisely and profitably discuss‘ Yes, sir.”
Now
you-qpgnder on dem things, sir; and ed by brethren who meet in the right
‘“Has he stopped beating his boys ?”
see if it isn't) easier for Bruder Pompey to spirit. Our faith in Christ's, power over
«Yes, sir.”
frail human nature, and in Christian self“Is he housing and feeding his pigs get in at de strait gate dan for dem as is
mastery,
waxes stronger every day. We
so high and grand -dat dey can’ stoop
better than he did last*winter ?”
believe that the church has yet very much
down,
nor
squeeze
in—no,
not
if
it
cost
“Yes, sir.”
:
to learn of the benefits of Christian conven¢¢ Is he chopping and hauling wood, in- ‘em deir souls!”
The car stopped at the station. The tion and conference. As a people,it seems
stead of making poor Peggy do it P?
to us, we fail to realize half the solid good
two parted and went their ways, cach
+ Yes, sir.”
that might accrue from such meetings for
¢« Has he put glass in place of the rags thinking on what the other had said.
mental and spiritual improvement.
The
|: in his window, and cleared up his yard,
A year passed away. The miserable Quarterly and Yearly Meetings have a
and mended his fence, and put shoes on
wreck of a house which Pompey had call- name to live, but everybody is talking of
his children, and dressed them up well
Can |
ed ** home” was greatly changed. It had their .lack of life and enthusiasm.
for school, and—and—"
‘still neither bay window nor piazza nor not we do better ? That is the question.
« Oh, goody sakes,sir! Please hold on blinds nor paint; but the fallen chimneys Brother, will you help answer it?
a bit!. You most stuns me wid so many
had been rebuilt, the roof mended, and
The programme for the New England
'| questions 'hout one poor old black sinner!
the rags and old hats in the windows re- Convention to be held in Boston this
No, sir! He have not done all dat in
placed by glass. The time-blackened month, appearsin this issue:of the Star.
three short months.
De leaper has not
clapboards and the fence had been treated It will be seen that the papers to be preghanged his spots, nor de ’'theopian his
skin!
Bat for all dat Bruder Pompey’s a to a coat of white-wash ; morning glories sented are all on topics that are just now
‘changed man.
But, mind you, he's a had
Ph, been trained and were blooming over demanding our most earnest thought as a

*“ Has he stopped stealing ?”

\

~The writers will

give us the results

of

mature

reflection’

and patient research, and no one

tends the Convention

can

with .| away with him both facts

swift as they. He was doing his best, but
he was Pompey yet; and God was bearing with him and helping him in his effort
for a better life.

Ne

body of Christians.

who at-

fail to carry

and fervor

for

fresh work in his own field. Each paper
willbe open to criticism, and it is ‘hoped
that all the subjects to come before the
Convention will be discussed in a frank
and friendly way, so that both sides of
each may be fully appreciated.
By what

better method can we arrive at the truth

concerning important questions, that are
being agitated in our churches and family circles?
An important feature of the Conventioy,
will be the report of the committee appointed a year ago, to draft a censtitution for a New England
Association.
Other items of business will come before
the meeting. The committee have provided also for frequent devotional exercises
during the Convention.
These
were a real refreshment to those who attended the former Conventions.

It is hoped that brethren attending this

meeting will remain

assist in all its work.

until

its close,

and

It is almost enoggh

of itself to kill such a meetingto see many

of the brethren, carpet-bag in hand, ready
to take the next train.

‘We have studied

that phenomenon sufficiently at the Q.
Ms. and Y. Ms. Let us come together at

the beginning of the meeting, and work
faithfully to the end of it. We hope

many will attend, and all be able to say
as did a brother at the Lewiston Convention, ‘ I've been abundantly repaid for
coming to this very interesting and very
profitable meeting.”

patience we can until the Spirit moves the hearts of those that hold"thb
purse strings,

meanwhile hoping and praying for #* the good time coming.”
oH
hs
Just now a new avenue is open through

-

which it may be easy for some of our

fripnds to render important and valuable
assistance to these young brethren. Sev-eral who desire to enter the school have -

recently written to inquire if the reomsof the Seminary at Lewiston are furnish- -

ed, and one has said that if he can have a:

furnished room, he thinks he can get om.
for a year, otherwise, not.

At most other

schools the rooms are supplied with alk.
necessary furniture, and it ought to be so

at ours.

An appeal has recently been:

made to some of our churches for help in
this direction, and we are glad to record -

that the Ladies’ Circle of one church, noted *
for its benevolence, at once assumed the
responsibility of furnishing a room; a:
Q. M. in Maine has taken another, and so-

the work has begun.

Fifty dollars

will

a carpet,

which +

furnish a room, without

may be added if the donors choose.
If”
the Ladies’ Circle of a church supplies the
whole or a part of the bedding, the eash’
expense may be somewhat reduced. Now:
the way is open, the work begun.
Some
may feel the call of duty in this direction,

who have not heard it in others, and
some who hear and heed every call may:
yet find room in their hearts for this. Let :
us do what we can, and amid

all

the m-

terests that demand our prayers and our
help let us not forget the young men who
must soon occupy the places from which:
the Master is calling the worn-out veter--ans and the burden-bearers of to-day.

+004
+4044

OUR INDIA NAMESAKES,

CARLYLE ON THE LORD'S PRAYER.
¢ Our Father which art in heaven,

4

them. . We shall have:to wait with what.

hal-

lowed be Thy name, Thy will be done;”

Plummer Brown is now a well settled “mar
ried man. He married Dula’s adopted daugh-*

.

ter,and they have a dear little daughter of their
own.
Their house is close to the Printing ,

what else can we say? The other night,
in my sleepless tossings about, which
were growing more and more miserable,
these words, that brief and grand prayer,

consistent Christian, and his class of boys- in
the Sabbath-school think they - have the Best

altogether new emphasis; as if written

teacher
in school. . Mr. Hogbin,
the Secretary;
thinks so too. That money no doubt has been:

came strangely into. my mind, with an

and shining for me in mild, pure splendor

on the black bosom of night there; when
I, as it were, read them word

with

a sudden

check

wanderings, with

a

by

to my
sudden

word—

imperfect
softness

of

composure which was much unexpected.
Not for thirty or forty years had I once
formally repeated that prayer; nay, I
never felt before how intensely the voice
of man’s soul it is; the inmost aspiration
of all that is high and pious in poor human nature ; right worthy to be recommended with an ¢ After this manner pray
ye.”

————

ere is one point which we long since
waved in favor of our Catholic brethren.
They claim chaplainships in prisons becafse they furnish the congregation in
such places. We have no objection to
granting the demand, provided always
that the statute and the commission set

forth the ground of the claim.

But press-

ing a claim of this sort reminds us of the
man who was * proud to boast that six

members of his family had been hanged.”

As for proselyting in a modern prisons, it
is one of the barren fields that not even a
Mary-worshiping Papist would seek. The

priests must be really anxious to give religious consolation” to their unfortunate
members.— Methodist.
"+o

MISSION
CONDUCTED

BY

REV.

WORK.
G. C. WATERMAN.

REV.. J. PHILLIPS.
The last overland mail brings more
tavorable reports of the health of this
missionary, and we trust that prayer will
be answered by his full recovery.
HOW

TO HELP THE

YOUNG

MEN.

We ought to be thankful that God is
calling any of our young men tothe work
of the ministry, and that some of those
whom he calls are willing, nay, anxious
to obey. Moreover, we ought to count it
a privilege to lend a helping hand to such
whenever we can.
For the most part
they are not wealthy. If God ever calls
the sons of wealthy parents to preach the
gospel, few of them heed the call; only
now and then one. Almost without exception the ranks of the ministry in «our
denomination are filled by men who have

to struggle

with necessity,

if not with

downright poverty.
Nor are they any
the worse for this, if the struggle is not
too severe; if it is only enough to draw
out and discipline
qualities: of |
: the sturdy
.

character of which they will stand in so:
great need

when

fairly

at their work.

But it is a great misfortune that any of
them, while in their preparatory studies,
should have to endure such severe pinchings of bitter need as to cripple them for
life. They ought to be able to get from
the school the highest possible advanta-

'ges, and nothing ought to be allowed to
prevent this.
on
We do something to help them,but they

need more.

-The best of them,

the best

physically, we mean, the toughest and
strongest, manage to get through in fair
condition ; the weaker come out limping

and foot-sore, and some go down by the
wayside, just for lack of a little, only a
little,timely aid, which over-stuffed

es among

our brethren

might

purs-

furnish

Establishment in which Plummer has- been- a _
compositor for thyee years. He is a faithful, ©
.

well expended.
Adam Brown is a quiet, well-behaved young
man.
He is just married.
Tafts Brown is a bright, good boy in the-

first class in school.

He has not yet been bap--

tized.
Adam Brown, senior, who

was named about

forty years ago, has been, on the whole, about:
the pluckiest man our mission has ever bad,.
and a man with perhaps the fewest friends. _
He never was

guilty

of having

¢ respect: Jor.

dignities” as he always: thought himself to be highest

dignitary

about:

Many

years ago-

‘when he was a young man in the medical elassat Balasore his work was to take the mame of:
each patientas he came or was browght be--

-

tween the hours of seven and eight in the
morning. When the clock struck eight,. Bo-..
more names were taken, and from: eight to.
nine was spent in attending to the cases; One morning a pompous native gentleman came ina palankeen attended by quite an escort. After:

waiting a little for some one to go to him and

ask him to get out, he got out himself, and
immediately Adam, book in hand, went up to.
him and asked his name.
The gentleman

turned his back

without

and walked

deigning

a word,

the

other way

and

Ad.m

walked away with a happy expression on
face.

When

teo

his »

wis

the clock struck eight fie took. lijs-

stand as usual

by the

Dr.s

chair

calling

off

each name in the order in which it was written. _
The work of the hour went on and was all’
finished at nine o’clock. Then the Dr. immediately became oblivious to everybody and
went on with his studies while his patients alk.
went away. Meanwhile the pompous gentleman.
had been left quite to himself and did not seem
to enjoy it, though Adam did, and with that.

happy look on his face was

biding his time.

He was evidently very bappy in watching,

big man little by little gulping down
nity and coming

alone

and

the

his dig- -

unnoticed to the.

Dr.’s chair, and even then having to speak first,
He said, “I have come to ask your medical ad
vice.” He got no answer, bat Adam was
sharply called and asked. why this name was

.
«
-

not in his list. Then. came his triumph,.
*“ When I asked his name, he turned his back
on me without deigning a word.”
Come to- .
morrow morning, baboo, and give this man

your name and you shall have attention.” The
next morning with a benign countenance Adama’ .
wrote the baboo’s name.
;
He and lis wife Annie have persevered...
in educating their son Laban.
Our missien .

had not the appliances, so he has been educated both in English and Bengali in the Church *
of Engand Mission Scheol, and has just mow ’
entered Bishops

College,

Calcutta,as a theo-:

logical student, with an allowance from Gov--ernment of seven and a half dollars a month. .
This is the crowning event of his fathers’ life.
All the family privations for the last twelve

years are forgotten,

the months:and months:

of rations of rice and salt, scanty

at that, the:.:

pinching in every way that this son might be.»

kept in school and the final success.

The

fam-. -

ily are now above want.
The youngest son, .
about twelve,is on the same track as the other, .
and there is but little doubt that if the persist-

ent father lives long enough he will see him.
to safely through.
The visible. income:of
that family of five has for a year: at
‘ been not above tyo dollars a month,

father is such a ‘‘ crooked stick” he

a time:
for the

can mot

work in the Printing Establishment though he .
knows the work. The mother has lately got.
the appointinent of female warden in the Cen

tral Jail near us at a salary.of about

six dels -

lars a month. In fact the family are. now in a.
very prosperous state.
v
Alphonzo Houghton is one of the best boys:

in schoofitin. every way a perfect little’ gentle~
‘man

and trusty,

Fennimore

Houghtaling

seems to have been forgottén. He is the .sec-ond teaeher in the Santal Normal school Reve,
a good worker and a good Christian.
Enoch Page is-a Santal lay preacher; as. true
1.

Lyman seems

to

have tipped ever...

ag shoal. get righted up again,
ed too much

and could n’t

Time and. space -are gone.

He was flatter

bear it.
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bodies of mummies,” says Sir G. Wilkinson, ¢¢ and the beautyof the figures

Sabbath - School Lesson.--April 28.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTES

Questions

THE

BY

see

PROF, J. A. HOWE,

Lesson

Papers.)

RECHABITES.

GOLDEN
“ Will yé not receive inTEXT:
]
struction to hearken to my words? saith
. the Lord.’—Jer. 35 :13.

Notes and Hints."
came

the word of the

Lord.)

The message of Jehovah came to Jeremiah, after he

had

tried

the

Rechabites

and found them unyielding and true to
their vows. The trial was made in the
temple, and there the message may have
come to Jeremiah.
‘ The Lord of hosts.”
The Jehovah of Sabbaoth. By ‘ hosts”

the heavenly bodies are probably meant.
Jer. 33:22; Is. 40:26.
The ruler of all
the stars was the God of Israel. ¢ Receive instruction.
The counsels, laws,
warnings and promises of the great God,
Judah refused to regard. Men are never
more in danger than when unwilling to
receive counsel. The counsel that saves
character and souls is contained in the
words of the Lord.
‘“ Jonadab.” Lived in the times of dehu, and went with Jehu when he slew the

worshipers of Baal.

2 Xings 10:15,23.

Rechab was of the house of the Kenites,
who were the descendants of Moses’ fa-

ther-in-law. 1 Chron. 2:55; Judges 4:11.
The peculiarities of the Rechabites, Jonadab introduced.
“ Not to drink wine.”
The reason of this request was the “evil of
wine-drinking, but what incident gave
rise to

the

request,

we

do

not know:

Jonadaly also commanded kis children to
live in tents amd to eschew vineyards.
““ Unto this day.”
The command was
given

two centuries

and

a half

a wise father;

his

were

wise

chil-

dren. Ome great curse of civilization,
only total abstinence can remove. "¢* But

ye hearkened not unto me.”

them,

prove

the

skill

fastened

with a thread, the ends of which

werd sealed. The rolls were generally
written on one side only.
They were dive not less than three fingers broad, and
the lower not less than four; and a space
of two fingers’ breadth was to be left between every two columns. For parchment or skins, a reed was used for a pen;
and the ink, generally black, was lamp-

black dissolved in gall juice.—Rev.

H.

Wm.

Ward.

FinpiNg THE

Law.

search which was made

The

thorough

in the temple for

the removal of every relicvof idolatry or
superstition which former kings had introduced, brought to light the autograph
copy of the law written by Moses; and,
in opening it, the eye fell upon the passage, Deut.
28:15—68,
declaring the
doom which awaited the nation if it fell
into idolatry.
Offered to the attention
thus, in an old manuscript written by that
holy and venerable hand, it made .an
extraordinary impression, which may in
part, although still imperfectly,
be understood by him who has beer privileged
to examine some one of the most ancient
manuscripts of the Scriptures now existing; and whom the very oldness of the
vellum, and the antique style of the writing, with the knowledge of the long ages
through which its existence may be traced, seem to take back so much nearer to
the time of the writer, and give a vivid.
ness to his

impressions

of

ancient truth,

which no modern copy can impart.

It is

a curious feeling, which
ence fully to appreciate.

one must experiAnd, if this be
manuscripts which
short of the time of the

before, {the case in respect of

about 884, B. C.
* They drank none.”
The children so long respected the will
of their father that total abstinence became a characteristic of the tribe. Theirs
©. was

upon

of the leather-cutters, some
of these
bearing the names of kings who ruled
Egypt about the period of the exodus, or
3,300 years ago.” The skins when written upon were formed into rolls.
They
were rolled upon one or two sticks and

vided into columns, the upper margin to

Jeremiak--35:12-19.

“ Them

stamped

Three things

still

fall

far

writers,how
still more intense would it be

in the presence

of an

autograph

Suppose, for instance, we

had

the

copy!

auto-

graph of St. John’s gospel, and read on
the last page the words, ¢¢ This is that
disciple that testifieth of these things,
and wrote these things; and we know
that his testimony is true ;” would not this,

written under his own hand,
are contrasted with the course of the tensity to our: conviction of
Rechabites: (1) The speaker to Judah, | his testimony, such as we had
“I have spoken unto yeu.”
(2) The fore been able to realize in
manner of speaking, ¢ Rising early and of the printed copies, or even
ancient manuscripts ?— Kitto.

give an inthe truth of
never bethe perusal
of the most

speaking.”(3) The result,
“Ye hearken-net unto me.”
Whose efforts for our
good cin be compared with those God
puts forth?
“I have sent.”
.Jopadab

‘ed

was one whoappealed to his’séns.

‘The

servants of Jehovsh were many who appealed to Judah.
** Rising up early and
+ Sending.” Not more earnestly did God
send messengers to Judah than he has
sent them to us. Jonadab spoke once and
was obeyed.
God
addresses
Judah
through centuries and is not regarded. To
many who study -this lesson, God has
long called in vain,
‘s Therefore thus saith

the Lord.”

Be-

~cause Judah disobeyed and despised God,
judgments were threatened.
Obedience
to God secures attention to the laws of
‘our being; hence, it is peace, happiness,
reward.
“ The Lord God of hosts, the
God of Israel.
Said to impress Judah
with the. majesty of their God.
Read
"thus:

‘¢ The Jehovah,

God of Israel.”

God

“Iwill

of hosts, the

bring all the

evil.” Notice who will bring evil: Jehovah the God of the planets and stars.
Notice, then, the certainty of the evil,
since he threatens it. Notice the reasons
assigned for the evils to come.

spoken but they

have

“I have

not heard,

have called unto them, but they

and I

have not

answered.”
Let those who read be
_ warped
to heed the voice of God.
A
« The
evil that Ihave pronounced.” Not merely

when thelaw was given, but pronounced
by the prophets ; the threatened captivity
that Jeremiah had announced as sure.
*« To the house of the Rechabites.”
The
chief men who represented this peculiar
people. The approach of Nebuchadnezzar had driven'the tribe into Jerusalem.
** Because ye have obeyed your fathers.
The children and young may well ponder
the reason for the promised blessing that
follows. Obedience to parents God has
«ver blessed.
This, too, is his *¢ first
command with promise.” The Rechabites
.are not here said to be blessed for their
abstinence, but for "their obedience which

abstinence expressed.

** Shall mot want

aman to stand before me forever.”

A

promise of the continuance of thé tribe.
The word * forever” should not be taken
itoo literally.

It sometimes,

in such con-

nection, means no more than forages.

In

Jer. 33:18, similar language is applied
to what has already passed away.
Practical Lessons. (1)That the way we

treat divine instruction proves
where we are. . (2) That there
marked con
between the
honor men and the way men treat
The

sons of Jonadab shame

what and
is often a

way men

their God.

the

sonsof

God. (3) That Godis in earnest when he
appealsto us,
He rises up early and

speaks to us. He sends his servants to us.
His Holy Spirit

ceaselessly calls

on

us.

(4) That God is grieved by the folly and
blindnessof men.
(5) That heis not

fiendish appetite.

Conmanvacations.
LIFE SKETCHES.
‘“ Look not upon the wine when it is
red, for at the last it biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like an adder.”

Loudly pealed the bells, breaking upon the silence of the early morning,
mingling their deep tones with the wild
notes of the storm as it moaned amid

the

leafless trees.

¢ Five o'clock !” whispered

the weary

“What a long night! Thank God that the
repeated the

fortunate possessor of a comfortable home

drawing the clothes still closer, and
uriously nestling in her warm
¢ How the storm beats against the
dows; thank fortune those bells are
for me.”

luxbed.
winnot

SLL

‘“ Five

o'clock!”

-aroused toiler,

muttered

‘‘ can it be

the halt

morning

so

soon? it seems as though I had just
closed my eyes. = Oh, how cold, and such
a storm,” as a loud blast rattled the loose

panes; ‘‘howl envy those who are not
obliged to be governed by those hateful
bells.”
!
‘“ Five o'clock!
come, Nellie dear,”
said a pale toil-worn mother, bending

it

can’t

be

morning,

sleepy.”

:

:

‘* But, Nellie, the bells are nearly done
ringing ; I wish you could lie longer, but
it is impossible. Now be mother’s brave
little girl.”

The

child

roused

those

herself,

mills.

I

am so afraid of the big boys,” and a shudder passed over the child as she spoke;
* the girls, too, they are so rough and use
such bad words.”

organist of the Sunday-school

present, and, no doubt, is able to make
the exercise an'interesting
one.
That is
better than totry to pack the catechism
and the Snnday-school lesson into one ex-’
ercise.
Ex-Gov. Page is the

efficient superin-

tendent of the Congregational Sabbath-

school at Rutland,
Vt. = When elected
governor he was then only assistant superintendent, but he remarked to a friend
that that was a position of more honor
than the one just bestowed upon him by
the suffrages of the citizens of his State.
Few value the position of assistant superintendent in that way.

* But, my

have acquired

the knowledge of the art,

dressing the skins
from the ] a
‘among Whom it had attained” great pér“The leather straps across the
1

“I know it,mother;

little children

were

and

there;

children who should have been sheltered
in the émbrace of home, were thus early
subjected to influences, learning lessons
that would affect all their after years.
God pity the children who have no child-

hood! the children born to an inheritance
of poverty and toil; bearing upon their
young shoulders the burdens, the responsibilities suited only to adult years.
Little Nellie was borne along with the
crowd, and soon was busy

at

her accus-

tomed toil.
She ‘was a delicate child, of a timid, re-

tiring nature;
not hard, the

and though her work was
constant

confinement,

the

other room,

the

girls wouldn't let those boys plague me
£0.”
‘ Well, dear, you must

that

those who would
To such a nature

as hers, the life of the

mill

was

a slow

mons for release, and she hastened as
fastas her tired feet would permit to her

home, she resolved again and again that
make

the

best

Tofit; T don’t think the boys will hurt

Ab, do those who use this argument
remember that if the single glass were
never quaffed, in all the broad universe
there would not be one, drunkard? Were

the first glass never touched, the terrible
scourge of intemperance would be swept
forever from this fair heritage.
“ Only one glass!” That single glass
was multiplied: by

she shrank even from
have befriended her.

length, the great bell rang out its sum-

room. IfIwere in some

hundreds;

man made in the image of his

until the
God,

the

once kind husband and father, was an
abject slave to .his debasing appatite.
Night after night was spent in the wild-

est debauch ; morning after morning

he

gone
; he had sunk to a level with the
ize’ scattered efforts, and to encourage us brates ; ay, lower than that, they care
in the face of difficulty, butit ‘seems also
| to be oar bounden duty: to unite before for theit young; he took the bread from
| Godin: thankful - acknowledgment of his his children’s ‘mouths.’ He, the sirong
_blessing vouchsafed of late years to this mat, stole the hard earned-pittanics of his
special work.”
little daughter and consumed it upon his
*

Children,

beneficent

careless

I mean those in my

girls

a8: the most common, material which the

a special day in each year serve to organ-

of whose

lives was felt even by the
profligate.

are not

child, all the

glad to puonish.
(6) That obedience to |: Sunday, Oct. 20, and Monday, Oct. 21, staggered to his desolate home an object
principles of temperance, of filial respect, of this year. have been set apart in the of terror to his children, and even of horChurch of England as days of special ror and loathing to her whose pride and
of devotion
to God he will reward.
praver for Sunday-schools. = The "Arch- joy he once had been. How could it be
ishop of Canterbury has : expressed his
NCIENT WRITING, The most ancient,
approval of such a . selection. in these otherwise? What was therein him to love?
terms : .¢ Not only will the observance of Every vestige of his manhood seemed

Hebrews used for writing, was dressed
- skin in some form or other. They"
They"
may

the cultured, the refined, the noble and
good. Christian men and women were

martyrdom.
Each day dragged its weary
length along, seeming as though its
hours would never pass; and when, at

bad.”

|- But there is almighty

power

in One

be mingled; and

There also were

| whatever happened,she would never enter those mills again. But the threats of
her brutal father, and the scarcely concealed anguish of her mother, drove her
back to the scene of her torment.
This day had been even more trying
than usual. Everything seemed to go
wrong in the room. = The girls were
cross ; the boys unusually malicious; and
as the afternoon waned, a blinding headache came on, so that the poor child
could scarcely see the work which her
fingers mechanically performed.
“¢* Do get out of my way, you whining
thing,” exclaimed a rough girl as Nellie
ple question about her work ; ¢* you are always in the way,” and giving her a push
she went on with her task.
The poor
child staggered, caught hold of some object to steady her tottering steps, then a
wild shriek, rising above the din of the
machinery, rent the air.
;
There was a rush of many feet, followed by confused, eager questions. = Then,
after what seemed an age, the vast machinery

ceased its motions, and"

stillness filled the room.
“¢ How did it happen,”

a deathly

was

whispered

at length, as faces pale with horror confronted each other.
No one could tell.
As the little girl moved away after her
cruel rebuff, probably her dress catching

in the machinery had drawn her into its

he is drinking,

drops

have died in vain.

amid the sad,terror-stricken group.
Poor little Nellie! no more taunts for
her; no more calls from halt completed

so early called,

hood has been

regained,

the lost

child-

and amid

the

lambs of the upper fold, little Nellie

has

forgotten the sad experiences of her brief
earthly life?
Tenderly, strong men pore the mangled form to her home, and kind, sym-

pathizing hearts sought to alleviate ‘the
grief of the almost distracted mother.
The father, completely sobered by the
terrible scene, raved like a madman. ¢ I

have killed her, I have killed my little
Nellie,” was the burden of his ery. «I
sent her to those mills. I wanted her
money for drink, and the ‘blood of my
child rests upon me. O God, what shall

Ido! what shall Ido!”
It was a terrible scene ; to utter words

of comfort was entirely useless ; indeed,
sympathizing words seemed but cruel
‘mockery at such a time.
After a while, becoming completly exRausted by his anguish, some good Samaritan,seeking ever an occgsion to work
for his Master, took advantage of the
father’s remorse to urge him earnestly
to abandon forever the cause of. his woe.

He was successful; and the despairing

man

‘solemnly

pledged himself

more ‘to taste, touch,

or

handle,

cursed thing that had wrought
and his such fearful misery.

_ Will he keep that pledge?

gle will bea terrible one.

never
the

ac-

for him

The strug-

The shackles

of habit, like bands of steel, have so long
enfolded him that it will require a mighty
power to break those bonds.
7

His almost

The transition is easy from personal

reminiscences to a brief retrospect of the

denomination with which my poor labors,

such as they are, have been identified for
half a century. Justa bit earlier, there
were no institutions of education among -

the Freewill Baptists; no publications except an occasional magazine, hymn-book
or sermon. Just at this time the Morning
Star had risen upon us in that small, early

sheet, with its two editors and five hun-

is
Whenever a growth in grace is vigor-

ous and efficient corps of editors and
contributors. ‘What a stride in .improve-

THY

C.D.

D..

[J

ously sought, without a corresponding
development in knowledge, the results
are sure to be sad. It causes a tendency
to magnify feeling at the expense of practical strength. = Abnormal conditions and
fanatical notions are produced.
We are
in water too deep for us whenever we
reach a condition where our judgments,
assisted by the Word and Spirit of Gd,
can not serve as a reliable guide.

We speak of being led by conscience,

but conscience must look to the judgment
for its light. The judgment in its turn
depends upon training and instruction.

Were this not true, we would not need the

times as many thousands, and

ments from the then to the

its

numer-

now!

from

the one large square room, with the editor's seven-by-nine sanctum partitioned
off by itself in the south-west corner,to the

Starbuilding

of to-day, withall its sev+

eral rooms and offices—from the old

sec-

ond-hand Remage press and ink-balls that
used to blister our

hands,

to

the

grand

steam press and all its improved machinery now used! Should the Morning
Star's fifty-two years of history be now

written, a stirring record would

be made

of type-setters, pressmen, editors,
tributors, subscribers,

of those

and those who are not.

con-

who

are

Forty years ago,

Scriptures to tell us of the way of life, there were but two academieg among us,
nor the Spirit to lead us into truth. both recent,—one in Maine and one in
Knowledge of the way in which we would New Hampshire, taught by two of the
walk, is as necessary in spiritual matters only four College graduates in the whole
denomination. Now in their place, we
as in business or domestic affairs.
The stagnation of spiritual life expe- have several colleges with their Faculrienced by many professed
Christians ties of a dozen each of our ablest educs- *
is frequently the result of ignorance. tors,two theological schools,a goodly numGod has never been known or appreciat- ber of first-class seminaries, all doinga
ed as a personal possession in but one or grand work for the churches and humanitwo of his many perfections.
We have ty. Elsewise,in many modes of effort,
valued his kindness but not his justice, the half-century shows gratifying progbecause we have seen the one providing ress that we can not pause now to menfor us but have never looked upon the tion. Such reviews impress two ideas
otheras protecting us. His power has upon the present actors—grateful remembeen our constant theme, since it comple- brance of the Fathers, as we come more
ments our weakness, but his immaculate fully to know that ‘ the present is alpurity is seldom sung, because we have ways the lineal descendant of the past”—
not realized that it is daily subduing the and confidence that the Denomination’s
future is to be more abundantly ** the
corruption of our hearts.
Christ is known by many good people light that shineth more and more.”
* The world moves," said the old phiin but part of his gracious offices. Many
know him as the forgiver of past sins losopher. Go back forty years and conyet not as the preserver from present trast the: progress and developments in
temptation.
Some are éver rejoicing in the various handicrafts of the nations J
his death for their sins, who have not since then, and now. Indeed, * tall oaks
learned that happier song of thanksgiv- from little acorns grow ;" in all the ages
| ing for-his resurrection and triumph over ~Nature-works; no less man. When we
the grave. To others he is a - helper moved to enter upon my first pastorate at
without being their example,or he is their | Hampton, they were just running the
perfect ideal without an appreciation by dirt cars freighted with gravel from the
them of that promise,
“I am with you uplands above us to the marshes below,
alway even to the end of the world.”
to build the Eastern Railroad. Since,
Weare told in Scripture of disciples what thousands of miles have been conwho had not so much as heard of the Holy structed in America, England, Egypt,
Spirit and doubtless many could be found Japan, in all countries !—and how signif
to-day who have barely heard of such a icant the difference between the palace
person, having no consciousness of his cars and magnificent steamboats in all
lands and on all seas, to what these were
comforting and inspiring presence.
The exhortation of the Scripture is to in the first years of steam logomotion.
grow both in grace and knowledge. Are Our best standpoint for observation and
we mourning because of little or no retrospect of what the world is doing, is
Fished
int
a
:
hitadelphia Cen5
tennial. In imagination, traverse again
not because we'are neglecting knowledge,
those extended grounds, examine cri
for they must not be separated.
When
you find a saintly character, look if there cally the millions of specimens of h
industry and skill in all those vast buildare not also a well worn Bible,a frequented closet and a heart known to itself by ings,and what wonders you behold, though
you consume mouths of time and miles
patient study.
of travel 10 see a tenth part thereof.
No. Scituate, R. I.
-

What
a marvel

i.

A RETROSPECT.
PERSON
P*XWD OTHBRWISE.
March 1; 1878. My 68th birthday!
Two mile-stones more on life’s journey,
and the goalof three-score-and-ten is
reached.
Ah! so soon!—and yet the
headlands

of the

past,

here

and

there,

erowd the memory numrerously.
es and experiences, joyous and

remote vista.

farther

Changpainful,

away

To-day the parents

in

the

alone

in the old homestead, by grace still alive

ull

expectation;

the

childreh

away here and there—four families instead of one. Tis said *‘ the old live in
the past; the young in the future.” On
slumbers, no more walks in the chilly
this new birthday, the years of that past
morning, no more wearisome days. May
ng
Io th
3
ich «|. rush Tush on the mind,
m
waking pleasant recolwe not believe
that, in the land to which
lections, Fifty-two years ago,
I entered
she was

Then bring your gauges.”

dred subscribers, instead of its now three

beyond

down,

PILGRIM.

¢ Measure not the work

KNOWLEDGE AS WELL
AS GRACE.

GROWTH IN

in and

reverently

will

PUP
GW.
*-ro+

some nearer, some

carefully,

of sweetness

little Nellie will not

terrible embrace.
The limp and lifeless form was brought
laid

]

, Until the day’s out and the labor done;

task indeed, to undo the work of years.

profane, the impure.

profane, talk frightened the child so

mother,

Pgor man,
a laborious

who is ever ready to help in time of dis-

she said; ‘“ how I hate

‘0

moaned the half aroused sleeper; ¢ do
let me have just one more nap, Iam so

for its wonted indulgence.
he has sturdy work to do;

tress. If his help is earnestly sought, if
there is a leaning on his arm for support,
all will be well. Even in the bitter cup

rubbed her eyes and proceeded wearily
to put.on her clothes.
*¢ Oh,if I could only do something else,”

over the bed where a little girl lay sleeping heavily.
Don’t‘you hear the bells!
come, mother will help you dress, you
will be late.”

unquenchable appetite will clamor loudly

set the

early rising, and above all the fear and
shrinking she felt toward the operatives
in her room, was telling fearfully upon
her.
:
:
The rough boys, by whom she was surrounded, delighted in tormenting her;
and her very fear of them caused them
renewed pleasure in their cruel treatment.
A bolder, less sensitive child
would have applied to the overseer; but
this she dared not do. The girls in her
room, though rude and uncultivated, were
not cruel; and, could they have understood how acutely she suffered from her
tormentors, would have taken her part.
Sometimes, indeed, they sought to do
this ; but their coarseness and rough,even

you; try not to mind them and they will
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
stop teazing after a while. Mother wishA successful State Sunday-school In- es she could keep her little girl at home ;
| stitute was held by the ¢ Disciples” in perhaps the times will be better by and
Ionia, Mich., the last week in February. by.
The scanty breakfast was hastily swalWhatever the Sunday-school teacher of
the present day may want, says the S. S. lowed, and the child went wearily out
Chronicle, there is one thing that he cer- to her daily toil. Shivering with the bittainly can not be said to lack, and that is
ter cold, she hastened along the street
good advice.
and soon mingled with the crowd hurJoseph Cook expresses the opinion that rying to the mills.
:
* the Sunday-school is now a better thing
Her mother watchedthe little form as
than it used to be, and that you can not
let your children stay out of it without long as it was in sight, then, with a
heayy sigh,she closed the door.
putting them behind other children.”
“O my God, what will be the end of
Mr. George A. Bell, superinténdent of
this
?” was her heart-broken .exclamation,
the Pilgrim Chapel Sunday-school, sustained by Pilgrim church, of which Dr. as she sunk into a chair and bowed her
| Storrs is pastor, receives: a salary of head in an attitude of utter despair.
$1,000.
‘Was she an unnatural mother? How
The Suomday-school workers in New else could she have aroused the child
York have formed what is called a ** va- from her slumbers, and sent her that bitgrancy commission,” to prevent ‘ Sun- ter morningto toil all unsuited to her
day-school tramps” from roving back and tender years? Alas!
necessity has no
forth and around among the various
schools, chiefly intent upon happening law. That mother would willingly have
in the right school at the right time to worked her fingers to the bone, rather
get the benefit of a festival or something than have exposed her child to such an
or other of the sort. Success to the com- ordeal ; but with health sadly impaired,
mission and staying grace tothe vagrants.
with constantly decreasing strength, she
— Advance.
had found it utterly impossible to supply
Holland has now a Sunday-school un_ion, embracing four hundred schools, to her family the bare necessaries of life.
three thousand teachers
and seventy Hence, Nellie, the oldest of her group of
thousand scholars.
The union is under
little ones, at an age when her young
the direction of the reformed church, and
spirit should have been basking in the
is a mighty missionary engine.
| joys of careless childhood, was sent to
It maybe stated in round numbers that the mills, that the pittance her little hands
in France the increase of Sunday-schools would earn, might help to keep the wolf
since 1856, has been from three hundred from the door.
to fourteen hundred, abonmt ninety being
But was there ne alternative? was
in Paris, and that there are in the whole
country twe Sunday-school unions and there none from whom assistance might
one Sunday-school paper, which has be- come? There wasone who should have
come nearly self-supporting.
been the bread-winner, one whose exerAfter all has been said in just raise of tions might have kept his family in comthe great annual-Sunday-school ¢ Con- fort... .
gresses,” ete., it still remains that the |. That mother, in the midst of her abject
real elevation of our Sunday-schools is to
come mainly through the multiplied meet- poverty, could reeall the time when a
ings of lesser pretensions. The growing home of happiness, a home where peace
habit of holding frequent county conven- and love were abiding guests, had been
tions is one to be espeeially commend- hers.
JF
:
ed.
It was the same old story so often. reIt is stated that for thirty-five years peated, the story of the wine cup’s powDr. Granville Moody, of the Cincmnati er. * Just one glass, only one;” the
M. E. Conference,
has made it a rule to
teach the catechism to the children of his tempter had said; * surely, there can be
congregation on Saturday afternoons. He no danger in a single glass.”

has the

be

machinery in motion, and the business of
the day commenced.: Many classes and
several nationalities were represented in
those mills. There were the rough, the

the warm rooms, busy hands had

there, the influerce

invalid, moving restlessly upon her bed.
morning comes.”
“Five o'clock!” dreamily

Can degradation

deeper than this?
Bi
It was a motley crowd that answered
the summons of the bells calling them to
their daily toil; and, soon gathered in

the office to learn

the

in college,a hundred miles away,

I walk-

ed more of the distance because I mistook the up and down stage days of that
time, and arrived the third day at an expense for the whole trip of 62 cents,
with my light luggage onmy arm. Forty
years have glided past, oh, how rapidly !
since the three years at the Strafford
Academy, succeeded by my six pastorates
—at Hampton, Deerfield, New Hampton,
Buxton,
Limerick, Danville,—covering

the toils and mercies of above a third of
a century in the gospel ministry. How
indelibly, upon fleshly tablets here and
in the Book above, are written the expe-

riences and special events of these years!

And as pastor and wife talk over persons
and places, co-operations, prayers, Mbors,

trials, triumphs, funerals, weddings, baptiems, what

endeared

names come

home

to us—what associations that we love to
cherish of these old fellow-helpersof the

truth! We sigh,

where

Echo answers, where?

are they now?
Nineteen years of

our ministry were spent in the good

old

Rockingham Q. M,, with the churches of
Hampton and Danville. Of those pastors,
our intimate and beloved associates and
co-laborers then, some remain or are toil
ing on at other posts; others have passed up to the higher services, as Hutehins,
Moulton, Caverno; and their mantles
rest on younger heads, ‘not betler hearts.
Mrs. Browning says:

does

that

a volume—what can a paragraph do? Lo!

what the nations are doing on the highway of the world’s march onward! Our
retrospect impresses two facts specially:
—the abolishment of American slavery
during Lincoln's. presidency,—and the
gain in inter-demominational
brotherly
love, fellowship, and co-operation. ,1 am
glad to have lived in this age, and would

wish
to live the earthly life over again,
to see what the next half-century will
achieve, but for the precious hope ‘reaching beyond and within the vale.
P. S. BURBANK.
——

OV

REV. OYRUS STEERE.

printing business,

under the dear Mr. Burr. Eight years
later, returning to my Sophomore class

of mechanism

huge Corliss steam engine of fourteen
horse power show, moving all the works
in Machinery Hall, and all so quiet,as the
onlookers can easily converse together,
standing close about it. It would require

Rev. Cyrus Steere was born in Burrills-

ville, R. I., June 3, 1801,

the

eighth

of

ten children. He moved with his parents
to Cooperstown, N, Y., in 1806; afterward to Norwich, thence in his tenth year
to McDonough.
At the time he camé to
Norwich, there were no roads marked,
trees being the travelers’ guide, and the
country sparsely settled. He was con-

verted at the
age of twelve years, began
his ministerial labors at twenty-six, and

was ordained, Aug. 26, 1829, at the F. B.

church in East McDonough, the first ordained minister of the town. He was
pastor of eleven different churches be-

sides doing much other incidental Chris-

tian work.” He was truly a pioneer in
the denomination as well asin ths country where he dwelt,
@gssisting in organiz-

ing and buildin

‘ufféhan

churches,

traveling from place to place

and

on foot or

horseback. Although without a classical
education, his labors were greatly blessed.

At our

last

Q.

M.

session, fifteen

arose by request who had been” bapdzsd
:
by him, and there are many others iving
near,
He missed but few Sabbaths

in

course

He was married, at the

of

18, to

of his ministry yithout preaching.
age

Miss Catherine Dodge, by whom he had
eight children, the youngest son, Rev.
Charles Steere, being’

theF. B.

now

denomiunion

a

minister

His

wife

of

died

in 1874.
Dee. 16, 1877, he was married
to. Mrs.
Nancy
- Eccleston, about two
months before his death. He died at East
McDonough,
Feb. 26, aged 76 years.

Funeral sermon

of German,

by Rey. L. D.

from John

17:4.

Turner,

A large

circle of kindred friends and brethren
will long cherish the memory
of the courageous
Christian soldier, faithful servant
of God and father in Israel.
W. A. PHILLIPS.
“

:
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Pastoral Work.

“ Do
name

you
of

near you

STRENGTH FOR THE DAY.

recollect a family

H.,

Dennis

BEFORE.
The morning breaks in clouds, the rain is falli

by the

been

lived

ed.”

who

under circumstancesof great

trial and want,

’

H.,

at the

end

of the

lane,

not far from your father’s house ?”

“T recollect them perfectly,” said I

“Well, I am one of the younger
Bios Foe pillow still I si h for rest,
‘| members of that family; too young at
ny voices calling
Bl ve Lue 50. Many my burdened soul (is that time and too poorly clad to. be repressed,
called by you now.”
t I can only pray

Ft ongth for the day.”

)

rayer of faith, but weak repining
Tatar the words there comes no hope, 10
light;

ther lives a morning sun is shining,
In hi le mine is but a change from night to
night.
So while I weep I

¢¢ Strength for the

day.”

¢¢ Strength

for the day.”

:
AFTER.
Now looking back to the long hours ended,
I wonder why
I feared them as they came;
Each brought t oe strength on which its task
depended,
.
And so my prayer was answered just the

same,

Now with new faith I pray,
‘+ Strength for each day.”

[2

For in the one just closed I've learned how tru-

1y

God’s help is equal to our every need;
Sufficient for each hour it cometh newly,

If we but follow where its teachings lead,
Believing,when

we pray,

“ Strength for the day.”

He who has felt the load which we are bearing,
Who walked each step along the path we
tread,

Is ever for his weary children caring,
And keeps the promise made us when He
said,
He’d give us all the way,

* Strength for the day.”
0-0-4

PASTORAL EXPERIENCES.
BY

THE

LATE

PROF.

THOMAS

C.

cease to feel an
I found

For it is hard to work in constant shadow,
Climbing with tired feet an uphill road;
And 80, while my weak heart dreads each to‘morrow,
* And once more I lift up my heavy load,
Desponding still I pray,

interest

that

this

in

those

who

unexpected

inci-

I

Was onmy

way

to the neigh-

marks, than one of the
and said, ‘We want,
a fair understanding;
to be disrespectful;

have now

said

these re-

party spoke up,
parson, to have
and donot wish
but what
you

about

ment,

being edified, to

‘ Well,”

said I,

*¢ when

we

me, to

some

extent,

to

the

started

there was an end

down East; people call ita
But according to my under-

standing

of

an instance or case of
me,

as

I

anything that
called

it.

I

once

a

answered

other

extreme to another.

of

ones,

had

which they

Seemed

especially

to de-

light, and perhaps being a little sensitive as to the reputation of my brother,
who

had

entered

upon

his

duties

at

quite an early age, I said I had heard
something
of the case. I understood
the

in

a law office, who

had

Liberal
Now
Star.
fers :

criminal
jurisprudence. _ Bill replied
with dignity, that he had heard of the
name; and he believed it was both a
man

and

a

book.

As

tothe

But here

mouth ‘of the
the limit of

Piseataqua

the

tide

river,

waters,

and

within

knew nothing about him ;and as to the
book, they would
naturally suppose,
that, on account of the pressure of other
business, it had escaped his notice. And

under

with two circumstances

that made it, in conseold law or
quence perhaps of some
to judicial precedent, something different

comes a carriage

large, strong horses.
* Driver, can I go in this carriage
Dover?”
“It is a private carriage,” said the

from ordinary theft,

and

in

fact

essen-

let the parson off. Evidently the case
bad not been made out.
;
I then proceeded to say, that having
got through with my trial, and’ thanking
them for their favorable

decision, I'would

like to make a little confession.
They
said they would like to hear a minister
confess ; it would be anew thing.

tiallyof the nature of a piracy. It was
not the business of a judge to make the
man,
:
0.
“ Well,” said I, * I confess, that, like
but to give a decision in accordlaw,
‘ Please ask the gentleman within,”
my
friend wrapped up in the cloak yonquite
not
was
AsI
law.
the
with
ance
—whereupon, a person who had overheard the inquiry thrust his head from sure of my ground, I found that I made der, I do not understand Grotius quite so
argument, well as some learned men I have heard
the window, and said, * Sir, is the mat- but little headway in the
of my of ;and I confess further that in the matter
part
a
accomplish
[
although
ed
ter urgent P"
.
Ireplied, *Itis. It is necessary I purpose in keeping them from other of the law of Moses, I may be found
z
A number replied willing to be judged by the strict letter
to listen.
44 'Well,” said he, ‘‘ we are already pelied
considerab
with
once
at
le spirit, they of the law. In such a court, which aims
eight in number;
and possibly by
crowding we can give youa place in a could not well see what the Piscataqua at judgment without mercy, I should be
likely to come
:hort. ButI hope to
back corner, But perhaps
you had river or any other river, or high or
better understand the case’ fully, We low tides, or®resh or salt water, had stand well in the court of Jesus Christ,
who, I understand, was and isa good
are not men who sail under fulse to do with justice.
advocate or pleader, and was and is a
conthe
to
turn
new
a
gave
then
I
colors, We are a party from D., who
ing that I agreed with genuine friend of publicans and sinners.
‘have cometo the training on a spree; versation,
to extreme severily And I hoped that would answer.” They
oppoSition
in
them
not saints by any means, but a set of
mentioned in par- at once said, ‘‘ they thought it would
I
punishment
of
.
swearing, drinking fellows,
and who
objections I had answer.” ‘When we arrived at the hotel
the
of
some
ticular
might rob perhaps, if hard pushed;
and ex- (it was the hotel near the old Courtpunishment
capital
to
felt
,
would
do
anything, in fact,
except
would house), I shook hands with them, and
society
that
hope
the
pressed
lying, Thatis something we leave to
offered them pay for my passage. But
it.
without
along
get
to
able
be
soon
ministers.”
“Well,” said I, “I will accept of] Such is a specimen of the conversa- they refused, saying it would be disreppassed between - us; and utable totake pay from a minister; esyour permission to go with you, and tion which
manner in which things pecially from the chaplain of the regiment:
the
was
such
will take any corner you may assign
me.”
x
N
went on. There was not a word of And then I shook hands with them again ;
I hoped they would excuse me for
profanity after I made my request in and
‘¢ Move on, driver.”
earnestly
asking one favor;it was this;
considerin
which,
it;
to
opposition
g
. I took my place onthe back seat on
that
they
would remember, that Christ
somewhat
was
men,
the
of
habits
the
the right hand side, and kept silent for
is the Friend of sinners. And I was glad
some little time, perhaps fifteen or twen- remarkable.
to hear one voice reply, “ We will try to
¢¢ Stop, driver.”
ty minutes, The party were
soon enremember, parson.”
The carriage stopped opposite a one
gaged in loud and rapid conversa4-00
>
+
tion with each other; and it seemed as if story house, in a rather obscure place,
their oaths were almost as numerous and, as I judged, aboutthree miles from
THE STURDIER VIRTUES.
as their words. I was never in such a D. They said they could not give up
We hear people continually
debating
situation before nor since; and was ex- driuking and swearing both at once; whether some line of action will be lucraceedingly shocked and saddened. Final- and must certainly take something be- tive, prudent or agreeable, politic, reputaly I said, *¢ Gentlemen, you are very fore they went any further. This was ble or successful; whether it will serve
kind in permitting me to ride with you; undoubtedly the place where they had some interest, or baffle some opponent, or
some party.
But how often, in
their revelry; advance
and as you hired the carriage for your expected to complete
all the thoroughfares of society, do we
own party and your own gratification, and which probably
would have re- hear an open question shut and concludand fighting, ed by the short, swift, clear argument of
drunkenness
and that gratification in your own way, sulted in
I am not quite sure that
I onght to say and a very late return heme. Under |-a Christian tongue ? ¢¢ T'his is right, and
anything; but counting upon your kind the circumstances I felt that it was use- because it is right it must be done, cost
what consequences’ it may; that other
feelings, I hope you will allow me to less to make remonstrances, or even thing is wrong, and therefore it can not
suggest that it would give me great suggestions. I sat alone in the carriage. be touched, let it promise to pay what it
of calculation
pleasure if the conversation could he It was in the latter part of October, a will.” In the clamoring
clear, frosty, star-lighted night. There and profit, how often is the simple voice
conducted without profaneness.”
of duty audible and decisive ?
There was a moment or two of si- was a melancholy moaning of winds in
Looking for causes, we find that among
lence, when one of them, who seemed a cluster of pines near by. I felt sad, the virtues which the people honor, we
to be a man
of some degree
of and spent the lonely minutes inwardly have been trying a good
deal of late to
education replied by saying, that the praying for these poor men.
make the softer virtues answer for the
,
sturdier, and philanthropy for all the
Proposition
was
wholly unexpected;
‘ Well, parson, we are sorry that we
but as it was made in kind terms, he have been obliged to leave you in. the rest. It happened bya natural reaction.
the feudalism and vassalage of the
was rather inclined to let the strange cold and alone,” said the men as they In
middle
ages, and under the monarchies
gentleman see that they at least knew came back again. I found that a higher of the Old ‘World, the tendency ran to
Libwhat was proper, and not only knew power had been working with them ; physical cruelty. Life was cheap,

~ but that they could act with
if they made

up their minds

propriety and that, for the time being at least,
to do so. they had given up both swearing and

He
suggested, therefore,
that
they
should make
the trial; and I was
gratified to find that they all assented.
And although we were together
some
two hours or more after this,
not a
profane word was spoken. The change
was so sudden and so marked, that I

have never forgotten it, though
- many years ago. ,

have
after

minutes a voice, not far from

me,

4

Mr.

They seemed

to have

dis-

cussed the matter among
themselves
in a very generous spirit. I was prob-

U,,

on my
| part, and not injuriously I hoped on
cothe theirs, I proceeded to add, ¢“ As we are
some approaching the end of our rather re-

spoke

who

The

goodto suffer any sort of
The slave 'was at the mercy

of the master:

and

mercy always give
to wrath.
and more

where

markable

journey, I think

I ought to

say, I am grateful for jour kindness;
and ORY the whole bave been
entertained;"and as we gministers say, have

that is

hen the free
equal forms of

spirit arose,
civil society

compassions and
Christian people
as the moral feel-

the impulse was

to make everybody comfortable in condition and happy in mind.
But there is
something - higher than that.
Wrongs

were righted,

not always

because’ they.

were wrongs, and because rights are sa-

cred, but because suffering 13 disagreeable. If a malefactor was seized by the
arm of justice, and shut up in prison,

indiscriminate sympathy,

an

thinking

noth=

ing of the safety of society, went

about

Thursday, June 20, 1878.-

26.

for

a new

subscriber

one

year, for $4.00 in advance.
Clubs of six or more, one-third

being new subscribers, can have the
Star at $2.00 each, strictly in advance.
The offer of ¢Day’s Memoir,” ‘or
of “Open Communion or Close
Communion,”

eral indeed.

and the Star,

is lib-

A moge liberal offer than the
above can not be asked for, unless

the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrupt.
Those who have said, “put the Star
list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done.
We will furnish the Star, to those

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :
STAR

and

i

¢¢ Wide Awake?

ponies
¢¢

new juvenile

(the
maga-

ZINA) sweets sasuieinnnresses

¢¢

and ‘‘Harper’s Magazine,”
“Bazar *? or “Weekly’?....
and ‘*Arthur’s Home Maga-

¢
¢

and
and

ZIN@

Fall

term

.evesrsvisvarsrinviascee

4.00
5.75

MCE

¢

5 cvs nancnsiovs session

cases

4.75

BEY seessssnrsonninecasannrsnes

4.60

and ‘‘Smith’s Bible Diction«

¢

and ‘‘Lite and Epistles of
PARE?

¢

vivisaitvenarsnrsnccsons

and “Critical Greek and
Engilsh Concordance?.....
and
“Fruit Recorder and

July 11, 1876.

:

'y gins March 25, 1878.

This Institution is one of

the largest and best in the Stete. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
J.
S,GANDINER, Principal,
‘Whitestown, Oneida

Co., N. Y.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,
and Classical.
For further information
the Principal, Rev. 8S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Strafford, July 31, 1877.

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Winter term will begin Jan. 29, 1878.

Institution

is already acquiring

the thorough
arted. The.

manner
courses

This

new

a reputation for

¢“

Cotta,

¢
¢

e Gardener”?

rent)

from

For further information

HAYES,

¢¢

one

year

Rev.

and

Geo. T.

Rev.

‘Memoir

Day,”

ORTHWOOD

Northwood Ridge, N, H., Nov. 1, 1877.

ment Thursday, May -30.
the Secretary,
.
Ridgeville, Indiana.

3

time, $80.

Monday, A
"10, 1978, Send
Principal for a Catalogue,

AT

Matchless — Unrivaled,—

Railway.

LAW

vv Ss

FRANZ

|

3

Paris, 1867;

Santiago,

Vienna, 1873;

HIGHEST

SC line you
test and grandest Railway
nited States. It owns or con.-

can take. Itis the
organization in the
trols

LI1SZT.

1875;
Philadelphia,
HAVE AWARDED THEIR

/

Great

Trunk Line between the East
and the West.
It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,.

WORLD'S EXEIBITIONS
of RECENT YEARS,

:

2100 MILES of RAILWAY

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS are run alone
by it through, between

CHICAGO

&

COUNCIL

No other road runs

Pulman

CABINET

to the Secretary or

Cars, or

any

Chica.

HONORS

ORGANS

for

Demonstrated
Supeviority,
NEW STYLES at reduced prices, from $54 upwards.
Cash Prices;
FIVE OCTAVE, DOUBLE
Reed,

$100;

NINE

STOPS,

$108;

in

ELEGANT

, RIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND

UP-

GOLD

BRONZE, $135.
Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays . A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained b y payment of $7.20 per quarter,
for ten quarters.
LLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and

PRICE LIST, free.
MASON
& HAMLIN

1564 Tremant St.,

ORGAN

25 Union Sq.,

BOSTON.

NEW YORK.

A

F

i

We

CO.,

250 Wabash

Ave.,

CHICAGO.

will during these

HARD TIMES
dispose of 100 NEW PIANOS & ORGANS, of
first-class makers, at lower prices for
cash or Installments than ever before offered.
WATERS’
PIANOS
&
ORGANS are the
BEST MADE, warranted for 5 years.
Il=

lustrated

Catalogues

duycements to the trade.

$130., 7 1-3 octave,

Mailed.

Great

PIANOS,

$140.

ine

7 octave,

ORGANS,

7

Stabs, $65.
8 stops,
$70.
12 stops, $85
cash, ‘in perfeet order not used a year.
Sheet musie af half price.
HORACE
WATERS & SONS, Man’Crs and Dealers, 40
East 14th Street,
New York.

Omaha and California Line
Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
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URGIN, President,
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SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.

address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
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arship for Commercial course, unlimited

College
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P. R. CLASON, A. B., Principal, with a complete board of assistants.
For further particulars
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Maine.
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paratory, Music and Art
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Best of religious influences.
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buildings in the
Northwest,
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Its effects are as wonderful anc +
satisfactory as ever. :
It restores gray or faded hair to ..s
youthful color.
It removes all eruptions, itching
and dandruff. It gives the head a
cooling, soothing sensation of. great
comfort, and the scalp by its use
becomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it restores
the capillary glands to their normal
vigor, preventing baldness, and mdking the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing, nothing has licen
found so effectual or desirable.
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Send for Catalogue and

Board, (including room
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vestor through us ever did or ever will get an acre:

English and Scientific, and Ladies’
Collegiate
course of Study. For further particulars address

The Establishment has also offered,
on a slip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer); that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all
arrearages shall have his own paper
and

In over

Bix years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No in-

APHAM
INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution furnishes Dollege Preparatory,

for an

George T. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢* Open Communion or
Close. Communion.”
The postage on each book thus obtained will be ten cents extra.
The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for
his own Sar one year in advance;
and also to every new subscriber
who will send his own name and
bey for one year in advance ($2.50).

exceed one third of the actual value.
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Lyndonville, Vt.

courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.
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place, sooner or later,
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English
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the Life of Rev.

Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved Farm

First Mortgage Coupon
guaranteed. We
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IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This school was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of Study, The Classical,
Seminary and Reugtich Course.
For full catalogue,
address the Principal.

Please read the following of-

lower classes

were not too
deprivation.

ably indebted in part to my friend H. weie planted, the milder
for this fevorable result.
:
gentler sensibilities of
Having remarked to the party that I came uppermost. So far
had perhaps interfered
with some of ings were aroused at all,

it was their plans innocently I hoped

Matters seemed now to
lo a stand generally, when
out, and asked if I was
formerly preached in R.
I answered, ¢ Yes.”

drinking.

erty ‘was crushed.

15, and

begins Monday, Aug.

er week.

man, he

br

circular to
:
i
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton, N, H., July 26, 1877.

munificent

time to work

12, 1878.

Pres. of Trustees, Rio
Grande, GalTo every old subscriber, who will lia. Z.Co.,HANING,
Ohio.
pay all arrearages for his Star, and
EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
two years in advance ($5.00), or
offers to students important and peculiar advantawill pay for his own Star one year es. For particular information, send for a circuin advance ($2.50), and at the same ar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.
ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busitime send pay for a new subscriber |T [4 Enaxox
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
GEO.
F.
CHACE,
A. M., Principal. For further
one year in advance ($2.50), we:
articulars, - address
the principal, or ELIHU

conveyance; and I found that, in
-_exigences.
‘of this notable time, when that the theft was committed near the [on the whole he thought they had better.|
everything élse had heen
previously
occupied, it was not easy to find one.

is the

March

8,

Wanted.

TREAT, 306 Broadway, No 3.

JEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each. Commercial College. Cheapest and best of
any in New England. 8 Ting term begins Monday,
Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer
term begins
Monday, April

increased circulation of the Morning

taking some practical lessons in what
may be called the
ground-work of

begins

4 new games on 40
nts

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements for the coming year. Spring term
ns
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the
Prin.
cipal, Ozro G.AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
ii
+, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

alms impulsively on mendicant people
about him, and letting his debts go.unpaid.
What a wretched. world
this would
be if the Almighty turned his ordinances
of truth into a confusion of unprincipled
indulgences like that ! Kindness is always lovely; but kindness will not save
us from the conséquences if we do not
pay what we owe, or if we take more
than our due. An age of mingled philanthropy and dishonesty is not an age of the
reign of Christ, whose name is ‘“ the Lord
our righteousness.”— Bishop Huntington.

been

term

.

foremost of American statesmen ‘that he

This was addressed to a young man,
who was rather carefully wrapped up
in a cloak. I concluded. that he was a

Spring

which,as sons of a God of righteous-

was in the habit of bestowing

3

first-class school.
Three complete courses of study,
—Co
te, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Classical.
Send for Catalogue, Address
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

ness, we could not afford to let go, and
which we shall have to bring back,and plant
side by side with our yielding. charities
and fair humarities, before we shall throw
off this disgrace of dishonesty. There
must be more respect for reality, and less
for show ; more willingness to be poor, if
God wills it; less anxiety to hang out signals of success; more simplicity and less
extravagance. Nor is there any such
thing possible as atoning for a fraudulent.
getting of money by giving a part of it
away. Ananias laid a part of the proceeds
of the land at the apostles’ feet for the use
of the church. Itis known of one of the

said

60 New Parlor Games

on
| Of American History
thou64 cards. This 26th
#and reduced 75 to fifty cts, ,
“They stand without a ri.

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J,
8.
BROWN, A.
M., Principal, wi
polifetdnt as.

sistants.

Probably inthe old

social order there were some upright and
downright traits, intermixed with coarser

‘¢ Bill, can you tell us what Grotius is?”

studect

T

progress, the pendulum swings from one

minister

the

in a de-

kind by an unqualified pity, but by mercy
balanced with justice, by tenderness harmonized with severity—the severity itself
sometimes being merciful.
In ‘mortal

it was an easy matter. When
referalways a minister.”
ence was made toa decision of a cer‘“ Very well said,” responded one of tain court in N. H., and some attempt
the party. ‘We are not a company was made in explanation of its apparent
of saints, as we told you, but we like to cruelty, it was at once said by some
see a man true to his colors.”
: one, and others joined in, that justice
Another voice asked,
“if I was
a was justice ; that it did not depend upon
brother of Judge U.”
the Piscalaqua river or any other river,
‘*“ Yes,” said I. (My
brother,
the upon high wateror low water, upon fresh
next to me in age and who has recent- water or salt water; in other words, it
ly died. had been appointed a judge of stood fixed, unchangeable, and eternal ; a
the Supreme Court.)
great idea worthy of Grotius himself;
“The Judge is a hard case,” said whereupon one of the company cried out,
the man.
he was not in favor of being humbvgged ;
“ And why so?” said 1.
and should like to know what Grotius is.
things,

of

ut after all, God does not govern man-

ter pass, on the ground of consistency
of character.
‘‘ But,” said T, ““ Ido not confess, on

edified

out

blessed were

t ey by whom they came.

con-

of school
college.

were needed,

ree, and they came, and

one of your party remarked

that, if I confessed,

possible, to get him

Such ameliorations

make the least of it, is a square lie.”

from R.,

and, if

BES
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL,
—For further information address the Pres:
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
’
J
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
N Sines ‘LATIN 8CHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col
© ge and every effort is ae to do this in as Uior
0
a manner
as possible.
enses are moderpov Send for a Catalogue.
*r
A. M. JONES, See.,
:
Lewiston, Me.
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY .—Waterbury
Center, Vt.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
AD
L. BALDWIN, Associate. With competent
assistants. Expenses are moderate. For further
Jarticuists address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
Vv. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

the hands of the law altogether. Now it
must be a hard heart which does not recognize in these kindly impulses the workings of the spirit of Christian charity.

the contrary affirm that [ have been
edified; I do not say in everything
that has been said, but at least in som
‘“ Bnt you are not a minister now,” things.”
said H.
There being ‘something of an uproar
“My business
now
is teaching,” I in this condition of things, they finally
replied. ‘Iam connected with a sort all insisted that I was bound to give
duced

party, ‘“he sentenced a man to the
State's prison for two years, for steal-

boring town of D., and all my arrangements required me to- be at D. {hat
very afternoon or evening. Through
some mistake I had missed the regular

made

fidence and fellowship of this unaccustomed fraternity.
:

There is a training in R. There are
droms and the shrill fife. Words
of ing a man’s jacket or some small trifle
command are heard amid the sounds of of clothing. I call sucha judge a hard
the stirring rub-a-dub. I did not come man.”
Being willing to enter into any conto see the training, but the training
which
might
divert them
was there whenI came;
and it was versation
topics in
violent
and
low
the
from
rather difficult to be there and not to

see it.

no sooner

to stir up public sympathy in his behalf,
sent flowers and pictures and carpets to his
cell, tried to shorten his term of punish-

instruct-

the case; and they would let the mat-

dent had a tendency to make things a
little more pléasant; and in fact intro-

‘“ Because,”

UPHAM.

VIII.

Ihad

in other words

“ Give me your hand, “friend H. I to me, that, while you might possibly
remember your family well, your father do some other things, you left lying to
and mother in particular; and should ministers.”
4
be ashamed of myself if I could ever
The other party at once responded
had been so well known.”

pray,

edified;

;

FEAR

. Wl

walnut, ete., from $1.50 to $6

{TR

each.

Rae,

10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Cataloguesof Ban.
ners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid,
1y42

\

THE
the denomination to great and true ends,
and make

its

influence more

and

more

et

speaks the truth in love, gives us timely
warning, and guides us in the way of life

and peace.

' blessed in the years to come.
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There is a way of safety provided and
open to all, the way of salvation by the
EASTER,
- A@~ All communications designed for publication
A large portion of the Christian church Gospel. Through repentance, faith, and
«should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
may be saved. None need
is just now in the act of observing this obedience all
-on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
-be lost. The volpe of infinite mercy and
festival,
instituted
in
commemoration
of’
addressed tothe Publisher, Dover, N. H.
the resurrection of Christ. In connection love to all is, Come, come and be saved
Behold now is the accepted time,
B® The Western Editorial Office is at 95°Clark St. with it the proofs of his resurrection are now.
52, Chicago.
!
o Room52,
Chi
now
is
the
day of salvation. Herein we
being re-examined and re-stated. The
text, ¢“ I am the resurrection,” and others all agree, Come then, struggling, doubtTHE YEARLY MEETINGS.
‘The Yearly Meetings are just at’ hand. of a similar import, are furnishing the ing soul, to the infinite fountain of bléss"At least they are not so far off but that ar- foundations of many discourses, and those ing, Close in at once with the overtures
crangements for them should be nearly chapters which depict the scenes and de- of mercy, while there is a day and means
1 perfected by this time. Not including tail the events of the resurrection morn- of grace. Why stop to speculate upon
“the two or three that hold their sessions ihg are being read in the hearing of nu- the possibility of some other way? God
. in May, it may be safely said that the merous congregations. The relation of the has uttered the voice of warning with that
month following will witness the gather- doctrine of the resurrection to the other of invitation. This is sufficient. Come
in the way he has provided, the only way
ing of three-fourths of the denomination doctrines of the Christian system is behe has revealed.
ing
clearly
and
definitely
pointed
out.
in these annual convocations.
What reDN
—,
Lt
a:
The element of joy is very properly minsults may
be looked for?
THE
WAR
CLOUD
LIFTING.
That ‘depends mainly on tlie objects gled with the other features of the occaThey say that Russia is bankrupt and
aimed at, and the preparation made to sion. Indeed, there is scarcely less reason
could
not raise funds to carry on a war
for
rejoicing
to
be
found
in
a
Christ
risen
- compass them. If the brethren come to; even if she were drawn into it. However
gether without plans, merely intending than in a Christ born.
Viewing the subject from our stand- that may be, it is a fact that her reply to
* to go through the usual routine of busipoint,
we can not but be grateful that a England's circular is unexpectedly conness, leaving everything else to circumstances or to whatis conveniently called portion of the Christian church feels call- ciliatory. It makes concessions that had
the leading of the Spirit,but little will be ed upon to present and enforce this prim- hardly been anticipated. At the same
. accomplished. For as a rule the usual itive and apostolical doctrine, making" time the reply is dignified and courteous,
routine of business might be dispensed prominent its literalness, even though it contesting point by point England's aswith without loss, while that part of the is done in connection with what some re- sertions, defending the treaty made with
programme which had not been previous- gard as a sort of popish festival. If the the Turks, and asserting in a spirited
ly arranged for might include the very modern and manifest tendency to. drift manner Russia's rights to the emoluments
items that should receive the most care- from that dgetrine can be arrested by any of her hard-earned victory. The reply
3

ful attention.
We wish that a competent committee in
« each Yearly Meeting might interest themselves in laying out the work of the ses-

E —————
Dan a

means, we will rejoice, unless

sions with reference to our actual needs.

fanciful, in the doctrine

tion as exemplified by Christ

with

+ discussions to follow, aiming to stir up
greater enthusiasm for these objects, to
put in practice some method of systematic giving of funds to sustain’ them, to

it can

be

shown that the attendants of the remedy
are worse than the disease. There was
evidently something real, and not merely

If there could be ‘persons appointed to
read. papers on topics connected with our

: missionary and educational work,

APRIL 17, 1878.
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of the

resurrec-

and

taught

by Paul.
While, however, we cling to the doctrine of the resurrection with a firm grasp,
we would seek to be mindful of what it
symbolizes, especially the act of regener-

seems to have been conceived in a

better

spirit than that which prompted England's
suspicious circular, and has materially ad.
vanced Russia in popular favor. Prince

Gortschakoff denies that the treaty of San
Stefano creates a strong Slav state
the control of Russia,

and ‘declares

under
that

the arrangements relative to Bulgaria are
only a development of the principle established by the Constantinople conference.
He continues :
Lord Salisbury admits that a return fo
the programme of that conference, .pure

spatch some practical propositions of a
nature to assure an understanding for ‘the
solution of the present difficulties.
The reply seems to look toward peace.
Even the London Times admits the infer-’
ence of a conscientious desire on Russia's
part to avoid war. It is possible, after all,
that the Congress may be held.

of! promotihg the reform.
They found
hundreds of persons, both in Europe and
America, ready to join them, and the association has increased beyond the most
sanguine expectations. The British Parliament, on the petition of a majority of
the school boards of Great Britain,has the
matter already before them, and the ques-

tion is now before the ‘committee on education of our Congress.
Private assoOURRENT -TOPIOS.
——A correspondent calls the attention ciations are also striving to promote the
of the National Baptist to the fact that a reform. An address on the subject by
certain Baptist minister, of the *¢ regular” | Rev. T, A. Goodwin, recently delivered
t Indianapolis,
kind, of course, extended the inyitation
Ind., entitled ¢ The
to the Lord’s Supper to all who a
of Literary Men,” is issued in pamto partake,as it was ‘‘the Lord's table and phlet form, and is itself a practical illusnone would be passed by,” and asks if tration of the reform aimed at. We quote
the pastor has aright to give such an in- a specimen paragraph at random:
vitation without the consent of the church,
The evilz ov this outrajus sistem ov
speling™
(if enything so arbitrary and caand here is the answer of the Baptist:
prishus can be cald a sistem) ar innumIn our opinion, No. The ¢hurch spreads erable.
It not only requirez yeerz tu
the table.
True, it is the Lords Table,
lern whot shud be lernd in az meny
rll
lil
4040

as it is the Lord's Church;

but

both

are

subject to the condition which the Lord of
Table and Church has instituted.
The
ancient Passover was the Lord's Passover; but it was administered according
to the Lord’s directions.
Very good.
The Passover was ex-

clusively a feast of the Jews.
Supper ' was instituted to
Passover and exclusively for
Israelites. Who are these
the household of faith? We
Philadelphia contemporary
admit thatthere are a great
Christians in the world who
tists.

The Lord's
succeed the
the spiritual
members of
suppose our
will freely
many good
are not Bap-

But, the ordinances is

the conditions which, the

subject to

Lord

and Church has instituted.”

of Table

The

**con-

ditions” seem very simple in the light of
the following: ¢ Jesus took bread, and
blessed,and brake, and gave to the disciples; and

body”

said;

Take,

eat;

this

is

my

(Math. 26: 26). Paul adds: ‘For

as often as ye eat this

bread,

and

drink

this cup, ye do show the Lord's death till

munths, and harasez its victim

throo life

with a constant convicshon that he iz aul
the time liabl tu mistakes, but, more than
eny thing els, it standz in the way ov acquiring our language by forenerz.
For
that mater meny a fine English scolar
never pronounsez aul hiz wurdz correctly. Wun ov the best preecherz we ever
had in Indiana (and so eminent a scolar
that he iz recognized az wun ov the ablest prezidents our alma mater ever had)
woz accustomed tu reed from the Samz
that ** The wicked wauk in a vane shoo,”
az if the shooz [shoes] ov the wicked differed from thoze ov the

richus;

and

yoo

hav ofén bin invited by yoor pastor to attend the suing society at such a time and
plase; and the literary wurld iz now aul
torn up
over the important question
whether
‘ either” shud be pronounst
ecther or iether.

If that paragraph should suggest that
Josh Billings may have had a hand in
writing it, it would n't be strange. Some
features of the new method seem to us to
be quite as puzzling as any in the present.

Who

would

ever

stance, that amez was

mistrust, for

meant

in-

for aims ?

te—

Rhode Island Ministers’ Institute are both ap.

pointed on the same days of next week, If the
New England brethren fill those two program.
mes in one week they will be acconiplishing

quite
a feat.

But they

programmes

for publication

Saturday—too

late

are

equal

to

it.

reached

for correspondence

The

us on
about

the matter, if they are to appear before the
meetings are announced to be held,

Denominational Neos,
Feeble Ohurches,
Havingespoken of the cause
churches being feeble, I now

make some suggestions
remedy.

of many
proceed

concerning

to

the

The first, and a most essential thing it

is, we must feel that the country churches

are, to us, of great value. I do not undervalue city churches. They are centers
of influence, of great importance. They,
if successful, will contribute largely to
our future growth, and may ‘add much to
our strength in our missionary work, The
importance of well sustained and prosperour churches in cities, and large

villages,

can not easily be overrated. Many of
our best membersin country churches,go
to the cities and go into business, and if
they do not find a" respectable church of
our own, they seek a home elsewhere,
and are lost to us, or wander

about,

and

are lost to the cause of God.
But while we are anxious to strengthen

our interests in the

centers -of influence,

we, should not forget the smaller and
feebler churches in the country. We
should remember that a very large proportion of our ministry comes from our
country

churches,

and

many

of

our

strongest and most efficient workers for
Christ were raised and converted in and
became members of churches, that are
now ina feeble condition. Our churches
and congregations in the country will
compare favorably in point of intelligence
and moral worth, with our churches and
congregations in the cities, and ministers

oa

he ceme.” Discipleship seems to be the
Whoever wishes to pursue the subject may
ation and the glorious consequences which
main ‘‘ condition which: the Lord of the
find publications advocating the reform
awaken an interest in the strengthening of follow it. Placing soul for body and
and simple, is rendered impossible by the Table” has fixed, and the opportunity to by addressing E. B. Burnz,
33 Park Row,
the weak churches and the organization things spiritual for things in a measure war. The fact
that the San Stefano treaty show that ¢¢ Lord's death till he come” is New York?
and teachers raised in those churches, are
:
- of new ones, to promote the special ob- temporal, the resurrection is an event of is preliminary indicatés that Russia has manifestl
y too precious a privilege to be
among our very best,ablest and most sucjects now in great need of aid, like the constant occurrence and manifest in lives not prejudged definitive results, and has denjed the humblest of his disciples.
——THERE seems to be quite a strong cessful workers for Christ, If history is
endowment of the Biblical school for In- begotten of the Spirit of God. The true left room for an ulterior understanding.
undercurrent of opposition
Bulgaria will be under Russian control no |
in certain prophecy, we must, to a large extent,
«dia, the better, equipment of the faithful and spiritual Easter is notan institution of
more than Roumania) which also owes its ——HERE is something from the Metho- quarters to the adoption of a plan of pos- look to our country churches, for our
“oilers at Harper's Ferry, and the estab- simply a portion of Christendom, but of existence to Russia. Russia
is quite ready dist Recorder, in answer to the chronic tal savings by the government.
It is ar- future supply of efficient'men.
Hence,
lishment of the colleges on a sure basis, the whole of it. It is not an event of a to abridge the term of occupation of Bulnewspaper-fault-finder, which Se cor- gued that a system of national savings the conclusion that our rural churches
the results could not be unprofitable.
single day in the year, but of every day. Fle as much as possible. The limits of dially adopt, and respectfu
lly dedicate to banks will come into competition with must be sustained.
Though they are
ulgaria have only been indicated in gen“Mereover, it is along just this line of Every Sunday is properly an Easter Sunprivate interests and tend. to destroy the small, and poor, and need aid frdm our
our own readers:
nathe
with
.
accordance
In
terms.
eral
practical work ‘that the denomination day. The Spiritual Easter manifests it- tionality
of the population, the details will
- We don’t expect to issue a paper to savings banks as now in existence.
In missionary societies, or some other source,
greatly needs to proceed. It is not dis- self in the new resolutions formed, in the be left to a mixed commission. ~ The only
please everybody, or to please anybody the first place, we should remember that they will furnish us men that will do valobject. in-assigning.ports-to-Bulg
iSTitis the duty of Congress to legislate for ant service for Christ. Those who are
plans for'work.
That would beget en- perienced and in the new lives lived. assist her commercial development, by found in these columns which runs countwhich.
England
and
the
Mediterra
nean er to your political faith, or crosses any the people of the entire country, as a in the ministry, or preparing for it, must
-thusiasm.
It would show enterprise. Happy will it be for those to whom this
powers, whose commerce has always been pet theory of your own, don’t raise the whole, and not with special reference to feel that as good service can be done for
It would oecmpy the young men.
It event shall be all of which itis suggestive! a powerful lever for their political influ- mischief
over the matter.
What displeas- any class, whether bankers or tailors. In Christ, and for our cause in the country,
“ would’ cheer the older toilers as they The resurrection life begun and lived will ence, are likely to profit far more than es you may
exactly please somebody as the second place, if it be true that the as in the cities, that though the salary
looked back on the work they were about be attended with blessed and enduring’ Russia.
good and as loyal and as smart as your- people generally (will
prefer to place may be less, and the congregation small- to leave forever.
Prince Gortschakofl’ expresses surprise self. And by and by something will be their hard earnings with the Governm
fruitage.
¢ Eye hath not seen, nor ear
ent er, there will'be ample scope for all the
And nothing could so effectively an- “hear, neither have entered into the heart at the objections to the stipulations of the sure to happen in print which will disat
less
than
culture and strength, the best can bring
four
per
cent.
interest
turb
to
that
placLr
man
and
delight
"you,
and
swer the willfully false representations | of man the things which God hath pre- treaty relative to Thessaly and Epirus.
It then you'll be even.
ing them with the savings banks at six, to the service of the Master, and the TreWe.
are
trying
to
* that one or two papers in the largger Bip- | pared for them that love him.”
is claimed that the reforms stipulated are make music by touching all the keys put then it is clear that
something is. wrong sults may be as far reaching and glorious.
« ist body still persist in making about the
modest, and that it is intended to avoid into this organ, all along
the octaves: with the latter in the estimation
ED 44-044
gn anon
oo
I rejoice that several of our young men
of the
*denomination’s growth and prospects.
the appearance of either establishing Rus- and even purposed discords are a part of people, acd the necessity of a govern- have recently settled
THE
VOIOE
OF
WARNING.
as pastors of country
grammar
in
musical
compositi
In
the
on.
Jeet the harmony that characterized the
ment system is demonstrated.
The doctrine of a future eternal retribu- sian supremacy on the one hand, or ut- Tong run, to change the figure, we may,
But le- churches. - It speaks well for them, and
last General Conference,
and the same
tion is objected to as inconsistent with the terly neglecting the Greeks on the other. dear, vigilant brother, print something in gitimate and honestly conducted savings for the churches.
Let the young men
Russia did not forbid the Porte to sensylt the church paper that may heln
generous enthusiasm of work to build up
van
help-you
banks need-haveno fear, for where con- preparing for the ministry keep this
goodness of God. But who has ever
in
-and strengthen that part of the cause that
fidence is really deserved, the higher mind, that the field is the world, and
proved the assumption? Who can show the European powers as well as Russia on
that
« God has committed to our keeping, inthe reforms for the Greek provinces.
It ——WHAT is needed in this world, quite rate of interest will attract
that in a universe of moral beings, where,
all the de- the place which the providence of God
fuse the brethren as they come up to the
is
also
claimed
that
there
is
no
longer
any
as much as anything else, is an unyield- positors which a wise management will may indicate, is the place
under the great laws of freedom and rewhere they may
yearly -gatherings, ard then let them
pretext for debarring Russia from the ing fidelity, to principle, and a regard for care to have.
The prime necessity is reap the surest and best harvest for time
sponsibility, each one forms his own charconfidently reach out after the fruit that
possession of Bessarabia, as the freedom
truth that admits of no trimming or time- safety,—the guaranty
of that is not nec- and eternity. Many of our country churches
is always within the grasp of the faithful acter - and determines his own destiny, of the Danube is secured by the interna- serving. John Brighthas furnished several
essatily confined to the government.
are unable to give a minister a full supwherein if virtue enter vice may enter,
toiler,and there wuld be no doubt about
illustrations of this straight out, uncomport, hence ministers must be: willing to
too, there must be a limited duration of tional commission.
‘the upbuilding or the ingathering.
Prince Gortschakoff’s tone in regard to promising kind of truth.
We refer to
divide their labors between two or more
BRIEF NoTE®
‘Making due allowance for every other either? The moral world exists with all Armenia is much more energetic. He another describedby Mr. Smalley in a rechurches
, till they become strong enough
Mr.
E.
A.
Smith,
its
good
the
assistant
and
all
its
editor
evil
under
of
the
the govern- says Batoum is far from being
helpful influenee,it
still remains true that
equivalent cent London letter in the Zribunc: .
Star, reports a safe arrival in London.
to give a minister a full support. It
mént of infinite Love. Who can show
the most of our real gains must be -planto,the pecuniary idemnity, whieh it repreMr. Bright was asked to dine last. week
The Chinese letter, which appears in this
may not be so pleasant but it may be as
that it may not always sexist?
ned and worked for. We do not stumble
sents.
The Russian acquisitions in Ar- with the Princess Louise, and’ a smart number, was inadvertently crowded over from successful.
But the small churches must
We are not disposed to discuss this
party
was made for him, mostly Duchess- the last issue.
into success. * God helps those who help
menia have only a defensive value. Rusbe cared for. The things that are ready
question very largely ps an ethical or
es, 1 believe. One of these great ladies
thernselves. Special aids come in the most
sia wishes to hold them, so as not to have presently began, as the
A Christian Baptist church in Maine has re- to die must be
speculative one. We
fashion now is, to
strengthened.
And who
doubt if it can be
. freély-after we have the most carefully
cently dismissed its pastor because he used
to
besiege
them
at
the
Leginning
of
each
abuse
Mr.
Gladstone.
Mr.
Bright,
in his
shall look after the scattered flock, but the
done safely and surel§ by finite minds:>
tobacco.
What
if
it
/iplanued
should
come
to do without them if necessary.
to
that
way,
war. These territorial cessions are. the grave
in
all. under shepher
asked
this
personage,
ds ?
D. WATERMAN.
To us it is a stupendéus matter of fact and
An
natural consequences of the war. If Eng- ‘¢ Madam, have you any children?” She the churches?
;
if the
d
breath of the Holy Spirit is to "experience.
FED SE
IFSod has placed us in the
admitted
she
had.
‘Chen
We
regret
permit
to
learn
me,
of
thie
illness
of
Miss
Libland wished to avert them she had only to
“be felt, lifting us above and out of self,
The New Building for Storer Normal
Madam, to advise you to
midst of this greaf{mystery, and given us
them on bie Cilley, which is so serious‘as to prevent her
join Russia in exercising pressure upon the first opportunity where take
and prompting us to the struggles that
School.
they
may
from
see
attending
a revelation for t i guide of our conduct,
to any active duties at present,
the Porte, which would probably have Mr. Gladstone, and when they are ‘in his
“win the victories, it will be when we are
even to answering correspohdence.
Her
atWe
have observed with considerable inemge to conform to its compelled it to grant the
iin the watchful, earnest, seeking attitude,
reforms without presence, say to them they are standing tack is similar to what she experienced in
terest the effort which the Free Baptist
king to be wise
war. England-having refused to do so, before one of the greatest Englishmen India.
with definite objects toward which we
:
Woman's Missionary Society is making to
who ever lived, and who
has done his
We trust that
‘would aim, and the. methods in hand to
There is no doctein€ more plainly, fully, she now has no right to question the country perhaps the greatest service it and all to whom the churches in New England, aid in erecting a Girls’ boarding hall for
the
matter
is presented, will
reach them. The rain of. righteousness earnestly set forth
ground for which Russia has shed her was ever permitted an Englishman to do,
in the Bible, than this blood,—namely,
the Harper's ‘Ferry Normal School. Tt
must come from God, to- be sure, bat it
the right to establish a by preserving it from a wanton and sce the wisdom of the proposition to furnish
one of a future endless retribution. It is
seems
the
to be a providential effort, for, no
students’
rooms
in
the
Theologica
l
departMr, Bright has done a
state of things which henceforth will ren- wicked war.”
will.most naturally fructify those fields difficult
ment of Bates college, and will cheerfully re- sooner had a fesv of the ladies
to see how language could pregood
many
plucky
things
moved forin
his
time,
and
der such sacrifices unnecessary,or at least
that have received the -most: of the ‘hussent it more explicitly or strongly. We
this deserves, all things concerned, to be spond in aid of the work.
.
ward in accordance with certain impresJbandman’s toil.
less onerous.
: reckoned among them. For it
Errata” In the article, ““ Girls’ Boarding sions that they felt in
was said
present a few familiar references, not necthe matter, than
* It is no time for indifference or doubt.
The assertion that Russia’s annexations not only in a’ circle of Anglo-Turks, but Hall,” on the first page of last week's issue, in
essary to quote to those who have the
contribut
ions
began
to
come
in, as if to
in
the hearing of a hostess who must be the bottom line, please read,*‘this” thousand dolFrom all parts of the denomination we
in Armenia will interfere with the Eurosacred Word in their hands, but which we
assure them that they were moving in the
presumed
to
share
the
violent
prejudice
lars
instead
have reports of renewed interest, loyalty
of
“three”
thousand.—Also
Rev.
request all who have any doubt on. the pean trade with Persia conflicts with the of the rest of the royal family against the Wickham
right direction. One brether, practicing
Tozer’s name in the Star, of April
“ani zeal wn the part of the brethren. subject
carefully to read once more and statements previously made by the British man whom her guest
eulogized
so 3, in the article on “ Home Reunion Society,” heroic self-denial, has pledged 850; a
ministers. Such assertions push mistrust warmly.
* The promises are rich.
Revivals have ponder. They are the following:
;
lady who was intending to buy some new
was printed Toyer,
Isa. 8: to the extreme.
3
* blessed many of. the churches, and the
The
complaints
concern10, 11; Ezekiel 18: 20; 83: 7, 8; ProvThe Christian Intelligencer referring to the articles of clothing suddenly changed her
only needed thing is to go steadily forerbs 1: 24—28,and 29: 1: Eccles. 12: 14; ing the indemnity are claimed to be equal- ——MR. EDISON is a prolific inventor. The N. Y. Herald's statement concerning the de- mind and without solicition gave $25
ly ill-founded. The sum is out of all pro- phonograph alone might make him famous.
‘award.
Thus the standard will be ad- Dan.
cline of Methodism, says that “ Arminianism
12: 2; John 5: 28, 29; Mark 3:
towards the new building ; another lady
portion to Russia's sacrifice. In the de- But he is also the originator ofthe electro: “will not bear protracted
* “vamced, and there will be no lack of true
examination. It al from New York inclosed
29; Matthew 25: 81—46; Romars 2: 6—
5 by mail for
ferment of the payment of the idemnity it motograph, for which he received the ways has, and always will, run out.” It does
hearts to rally around and uphold it.
8; 2 Thess. 1: 7—9; Rev. 22: 11.
is easier to see a design to keep the Porte eighth patent issued by the United States look like it, with nine-tenths of the nominally the same object, and a pastor pledges his
There is work before us of the most
- These are not man’s words, but God's.
Sunday-school for $10 or more.
:
Calvinistic pulpits in the
Important kind. The old harvest fields are
We may try to evade their force, to ex- up to its engagements in the interest of for original discovery; and is the inven- free grace and free will, and‘country preaching
the
These
are
small
sums,
and
they
do
not
Westmins
ter
not half gleaned, and new ones are open- plain
all
tor
than
of
a
the
design
American
to
paralyze
district telegraph confession
Turkey, but
them away, speculate about them,
practically hung up as a curious
make a thousand dollars. But it is in
ing im theSouth and West full of promise.
against suspicion.” (the ‘messenger service), the stock re- relic,
ignore or reject them. But there they “there is no DE
Just
this way that the money may and can
porter,
Providence calls us to them.
the automatic system, the chemiThe Spirit stand, and will forever stand. Our own Prince Gortschakoff says in conclusion :
Our Presbyterian friends in Scotland are be raised, and we believe will be. The
cal
recorder,
impels soward them. The opportunities of experience
the
Roman
letter printing evidently getting away from the old Calvinistic
The situation may be summed up thus’
and observation verify them so
© the past or the success that has crowned far as is possible
| The existing treaties have’ been ‘succes- telegraph, the celebrated = quadruplex theology of Wrath to the better one of Love. ladies do not employ a soliciting ‘agent,
in the nature of the case. sively infringed by the Porte in violating
system, on which the Western Union pays Rev. David Macrae, who boldly attuckéd ‘the wishing to avoid that expense, and also
+ them are as nothing compared with the
Soon our mortal life will close,” ahd the its obligations toward the Christians. him-a large royalty,
a speaking telephone, Calvinistic features of the Westminster confes- to receive the money out of pure love for
k privileges that the future holds out.
eternal state will burst upon us. Now Lord Salisbury himself recognizes that and the
electric
pen
for duplicating let- sion in the last Synod, is not only. tolerated, ‘the work. This increases the need of in1Bhus the circumstances in which the
while we have life and reason, the invita- Bros changes are necessary in the treaties ters and
but has a considerable following in the United dividual interest in the matter.
circulars, of which 18,000 are
If barely
itherto regulating the East. “It remains
“Yas!y Meetings will convene offer every tions of mercy, and the offer of salvation,
Presbyterian church, Dr, Schaff is more than
now
for
twenty or a hundred persons should unin
Lord
use.
Salisbury
The
to
study
say
how
of
he
the
would
laws of half right we trust when she
encenragement. But they are .circum- what is ‘the wise course to pursue ?
says that ¢ The dertake the
reconcile these treaties in ‘their present “electricity is one in which he finds great
work in different denomina:
stane
that demand intelligent, faithful,
five knotty points of Calvinism have been
Jt ie charged by some that we take terms and the recognized rights of Great delight as well as profit.
smoothed off by God’s own working in the his- tional centers, bringing the subject to the
oe
ney not faint-heartedness,not pleasure in dwelling upon the proofs and Britain and the other powers, and the atattention of the people and soliciting such
tory of the church,”
; gaseonadle, but energy, enthusiasm, hope. realities of the world of woe. Not so! As tainment of. those conditions which one —THE
so-called spelling reform seems
sums of money as might be freely given,
The
learns
Spiritists
with
are
pleasure
having
the
an
English
exceptiona
governlly
“Let there-be a unity of conviction, of sen- watchmen on Zion's walls and teachers
ment desires,—namely,
Its ob- hard time just now. In addition to the three —anywhere from a few pennies to” as
government, to be making some progress.
+timent, of purpose, let tlie young and the of divine truth we would be
faithful to Peace and liberty for the oppressed popu- "ject, which is to simplify English orthog- or four complete public exposures* of famous many dollars as can be procured,—the
-old take hold together, let the East and our high calling and commission. There ations. It is equally for the Marquis
of raphy,— like duz for does, tuf for tough, test mediums in Chicago of late, Mr. Jennings, one thousand dollars ‘could be quickly
+ the West keep their forces united as they have been in all ages those
who have Salisbury to'say how he could attain the hav for have, etc.,—is a worthy one, and of San Francisco, who heretofore has success- raised.
fully performed wonderful things under what
always .have done, and then let each sought to heal spiritual maladies simply desired end outside the preliminaries of
There is a pressing necessity for the
San Stefano, and yet at the same time take if it can be divested of too great a simi- were supposed to be very stringent conditions
Meeting work earnestly for its by saying peace, peace when there is
no due account of the rights Russia has ac- larity to fanaticism on the part of its ad- imposed by committees, has met his: Waterloo ‘building, and the managers at Harper's
peace. But all such are false teachers, quired by the sacrifices she has borne vocates will be
likely to advance the at St. Douis. His ingenuity was great, but the Ferry would like to lay the corner stone
.blind leaders of the blind, and incur a alone.
lord Salisbury’s despatch con- ‘more rapidly.
At
the centennial cele- vigilance of the investigators was greater, and the 30th of May, under the auspices of the
tains no reply to these questions. It
most fearful responsibility. |
his tricks of ‘ materialization,” and the like,
Woman's Society. ‘But they are deterbration
in
Philadelphia, representative were
seems that the entire liberty of association
so clearly exposed that there was nothing mined not to go in debt, and therefore the
|
He is not our best friend who conceals and action
would have been more natur- educators and writers from Canada, En- left for him but confession.
the dangers in our way and lulls us to a ally found by formulating
work will not be eommenced until money
by side gland and the United States arranged an
IT will be seen that the next meeting of the enough is secured to carry it to partial
re, it will serve to consecrate false sense of security ; but rather he who with the objections contained side
in that de- international association for the purpose New
England Convention and of the Mass.
completion.
tl

285 the world"and glorify. God,

&

[
>

importance to almost no other sghoel
at once an
people, .rally
our
mong
por and the ; do os by the
_ gather the dimes
tenth of May ?

It can be easily

if

done,

in the matter.

each will feel an interest

Of course the principal appeal is to the
ladies, and the principal reliance is upon

that

sex

their own

them, for it is to aid

Every pas-

the new building is needed.

their

tor and superintendent might give

church and Sunday-school an opportunity

The small sums from many
10 help.
Whatever
sources will do the work.
money is forwardedto the Treasurer of

the F. B. Woman's Missionary Society, at
Dover, N. H., or,if so preferred, to N. C.
Brackett, at Harper's Ferry, West Virgin-

"ia, will be most gratefully received.
thing that can be so easily done

A

as this,

and so greatly needs to be done, most certainly ought to be done.

Hlinisters and Churches,
We had Rev. J. C. Nye with us a part

of the time last year, and the Lord blessed his
labors.
He has baptized fifteen and added
them to the church.
The interest is still good.

.

E. ALLISON.

THERE is a gracious
the Carolina Mills (R.
been already received
.tism, and six or seven
ed last Sunday.
Bro.
of the church.
Bro.

N.

revival in progress in
1.) church.
Three have
into the church by. bapmore were to be baptizB. D. Peck is the “pastor

WOODWORTH

writes

as follows

from Crystal Lake, Florida: —* We are

enjoy-

ing quite a revival of religion at Crystal

Lake.

. But few were interested

in our

prayer-meet-

He

was

presented

with $30.00 in money on leaving his late pastorate in Gilbert’s Mills....Rev.

C.

H, Smith

closed his labors with the

Free

Eight or ten have been converted, several re<laimed,
and the whole community unusually
moved by the power of God.
The work has
proceeded on the line of entire consecration
-and full surrender of all te God, soul, body and
spirit; and some of us have come to see that
nothing short of this meets the divine requirement, or will stand the tests which so peculiarly try the Christian in our times.
The writer

has been invited

to

remain

the

in

April..«..Rev. Alvah Strout (Bradford Center,
Me.) is at liberty to correspond with churches
desiring his services.
rr
— + fe

Among the Churches.

forty miles apart.

:

.The Gaines church has the only meetinghouse in the Q. M.
Their house is well located amidst a somewhat sparsely settled com-

munity.

The

membership

is

not

large but

pretty well united and strongly attached to
their church interests. Fora “little time past
there has been a gathering spirit among them
and some revival influence. They have secur© ed a pastor the coming year for half the time.
The West Pike church is in the midst of a
wilderness country,
They have a convenient
place for worship in the shape of a large
school-house.
‘This church has had
severe
trials of late,
Amidst
the
severity of the
Storm some prophesied their overthrow and
But the storm has measurably subsided,
ruin.
the moral heavens are brightening and the
church is hopeful.
Some thought to take ads
vantage of their state of trial to divide them,
but in this they have not been able to succeed
God came to their help in
to much extent.
their time of trouble. For many years this
church has been somewhat distinguished for
their harmony and
spirituality. We * trust

there are better days in reserve
faithful

and true, they

have

for them,

nofhing to

If
fear.

See Ps. 27:8. May they daily live by faith and
walk in Christ “ the way.” Gal.2: 20; John
14: 6.
The Bingham church, like others in this
gion,is small. They have been weakened

reby

division, and yet they have abundant opportunity to enlarge their borders. To the writer it
seems inadvisable for these brethren to content
themselves with a monthly appointment while
they have a field so large and open before them

that really needs to be occupied. In our view,
persistent, judicious effort in this section
Would pay largely. Would that our friends
here might go forth with an increase of energy

to improve their opportunity to strengthen
themselves and do a good work for Christ.
But to the

Inquiry,—What

efficient ction

can be taken to materially strengthen the cause
in this region? The resources of the. country
are sufficient to warrant effort,

but our

breth-

ren being few in numbers claim inability
for
aggressive movements.
The Lord give wisdom and bless the efforts

«of his people.

J. W. HILLS.

PERRI
Ministerial

}

Personals.

Rev. B. F. Pritchard has resigned the _pastoate of the Bayside Parish in’ Cape Elizabeth

(Me.), after neurly eleven: years of service.
He is at liberty to correspond with any church
desiring his services, Address: P. 0. Box
1572, Portland, Me.:«Rev.J.

W.

Hills not

having fully determined upon his field of labor
is at liberty to correspond in regard ‘to it.
Those wishingto do so can address him at

‘Windham, Bradford Co., Pa....Eld. G. H.
Button began the pastorate of thé Fabius (N.

years

REV. H. Seward, ‘of Leébeck,

Mo,, recently

baptized a man aged 92 years,

There iS some

have

over

no
of

various kinds to draw people

‘
The

¢

(Mich.) Daily Citizen of April
plain itsélf:

8th, will ex-

fallen a hush of sadness.

As

the kind words of parting were spoken, when
the pastor's voice was uplifted in prayer, pleading with the most High God, and when calling
down his benedictionto rest upon this people
whom he was leaving, the feeling
throughout
the congregation was strong andtleep im every
heart that a good man was going out from our
midst....
Three years ago, Juiy 1st, he commenced his
labors, the resident members of the church then
numbering about forty. It now numbers one
hundred, aside from many who have moved
away who still hold membership here,although
not residents of the. city, Bro. Drew always
looked to the Sabbath-school as the strong bulwark of the church, and uniting his labors
with Bro. Wm. Hitchcock, the energetic and
efficient superintendent, the school
has been
doubled in numbers; and is still being added to

in members, and

increasing

brethren have
$1,050.00 ; also a

paid off the
mortgage of
floating debt of $300 and for

in interest.

to the church

The

$550, and

$250 towards completing the audience room,
which they have occupied nearly a year. The

Quarterly Heetings

AROOSTOOK Q. M.—Held its March session
withthe church in Blaine.
The Spirit's presence, earnest preaching and a crowded house
characterized the session.
The soclal meetings were seasons of sweet communion with
Jesus and each other.
The business meetings
were loving and harmonious.
Two churches
were received to our body.

Next session with the Presque

Isle church,

before the 4th Saturday in
L. V. TOWLE, €lerk.

Religious Miscellany.

anism.”
The Congregational

- The managers of The

May 16.
Many persons complain of the high

Here is an example.

living of

One writ-

ing from China gays: ‘ We are very weary,
having walked every step of the way, over two
hundred and forty miles. The sun is very hot,
and hot blasts of wind sweep across our faces,
and we have had nothing but dry bread and
Indian corn for our dish.”
Will those who
complain please put themselves down to the

same bill of fare?

.

The Roman Catholic church in the United
States has one cardinal, 11 archbishops, 54
bishops, 5,548 priests, 5,634 churches, 1,777
chapels and stations, 21 theological seminaries,
1,121 ecclesiastical students, 74 colleges, 519
‘academies and select
schools, 2,130 parish
schools, 248 asylums, and 102 hospitals,
The
number of priests was increased during the
past year by 221, and that of churches by
342.
:
At a late meeting of the Free Presbytery of
Nairn, Scotland, it was reported that the condition of the farm servants was deplorable, the
greater number of them having Japsed into
heathenism.
One member stated that 75 per
cent. of the unmarried servants. in his district
never entered a church-door, and their state
demanded the attention of the Legislature, as
it might develop into Socialism and Communism.
‘
In the Northwest there is a body of Swedish
Lutherans known as the Swedish Agustana

Synod.

The Synod embraces 118 ministers and

87,000 communicants, and has a college and
theological seminary at Rock
River, Ill,
where ministers are trained to preach in the

English and
has lately

Swedish

undertaken

languages.
a

The

mission

Synod

among

the

Indians.
At the last meeting of the Methodist Episcopal Mission Board, in New York,

was reported to be in debt to

the

the

$206,989

treasury

amount

of

/

The receipts of the Reformed (Dutch) Foreign Mission Board have been greater during

this than the preceding fiscal year. The sum
needed to pay outstanding obligations and to
close the year without debt, is $42,000.
The Manhattan Congregational Association,

composed of ministers who left the regular association of Congregational clergymen of New

York and Brooklyn on account of their

oppo-

sition to Mr. Beecher, met Wednesday in the
Broadway tabernacle. The Rev. ‘Washington
Choate, of Brooklyn, and the Rev. A, T.
Shafiler of New York, were elected to membership, and a resolution was adopted request-

ing the pastors

of all Congregational churches

to have collections taken.up in aid of

the

fam-

ishing people of China, The rest of the session was passed in examining seven students
who have passed their probationary

term

and

‘now apply for license to preach.

Episcopal church in that city and

Brooklyn

is

declining, and claiming that, unless some radical chihges are made in the government, it is
in danger in that vicinity of extinction: If the

N.

JELLY,
bland

be
than
The
by

6x8 Chromos,

* Pope Pius IX...

pair

home,

Choicest Stories, Sketches,

Poetry, etc.,

Penn.

Y. M.

William 8t., N.Y.. Guarantee
Value ofmoney sent.
$1500

free

every one Double
in prizes, and big

5

i

rs

dteowdd

Books
;

The pulpit of the 1st F.B. ¢hnrch of Fairfield, Me.,
will be vacant after May
1, Ministers contemplating a change of their field of labor, please address,
B. R. RACKLIFF,

Addresses,

regard

to

June

11-13.

E. H. PRESCOTT,

Mich., a

sions,

library

Mrs
Mrs
Rev
Mrs

statement

showing

1. the name

|

taken,

:
'L.

Shiite
Dover,N. H.

the

26.00
10.00
1.04
5.00
50.00
25.00

In Rutland, O., April 2, by Rev. S. H. Barrett, Mr.
Daniel F. Humphreys. of
Braxton Co., W.Va. and
Miss Capitola Oaks, of Meigs Co., O.
o
In Topsham, Me., Jan. 16, by
Rev. A. G.Hill, Mr.
John Ha, of Kennebunk, and Miss Nettie J. Robinson, ofT.

will be

will also be a sermon

May

1,

at

J. Mariner.

in the evening

A cordial invitation is extended.

at 7

Ministers’

wens

essay,

Rev.

Ls

E.

Bixby.

4.

Lecture,

ten

minutes

“The Elements of Growth in Grace,” Rev, A, M.
Totman, b, Fear, ** The Pagtor’s Work,” Rev, J.C.
Robinson, 6. Discussion,
Thnited
to 85 minutes,
“Ought Ministers to Sanction Marriage
between Believers and Unbelievers?” led by Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore.
7. Essay, ** Christ’s Second Coming. When?” Rev. H,
E, Cross. 8.Essay, ** Promotien of Revivals,” Rev.
A. Crabb. 9. Essay, * The Church and Temperance,”
Rev. L.D. Boynton.
10. Essay, ** Duties of Church
Members to their pastor,” 8. Pouley.
Ll, Discussion
liniited to35 minutes, ‘*Are Church
Debts Justifiable9?
led
by Rev. M.B. Felt.
12, Essay, * The Bible the

Word of God,” Rev.D, C. Miller,”

13, Essay,

Bible in the Schools,” Rev, H. J, Brown.

** The

l4, Essay,

** Moral Battle-fields,” Key. A.D. Sandboru. 15, Essay,

** The Pulpit and the Press,” Rev. A. H. Huling,
16.
Essay, *
The Sabbath-school,” B, A. Gurney. ‘17. Kssay,** Recognition of Friends in Heaven.” Rev.J.P.
Prickett.
PER ORDER,

New England

Free

Baptist

Convention.

At Freeman Place chapel, Boston, April 23, 24, 25.

Washington, N. J.

Mass.

2.80,

P. M.

Paper," The

Province and Power of
Denominational - Literature,”
by Rev. C. A. Bickford,
Providence, R.I.
, P.M,
Praise Meeting. Followed by a
Union Communion

Service, conducted by Rev, Silas Curtis,

H.

Addresses by several clergymen.
RAILROAD

* Single, tickets between

cts, good either

ways

more,98 Weybosset

St.

To

Concord, N.

FARE,

Providence and Boston, 75
be had of D.

R. Whitte-

I
———

52t4

30¢.,

35c.,

upward.

40c,,

AND

up

ELEGANT VARIETY,
EACH UP TO $40.

MOTRITHG

;

BONNETS

2

r Toil

HEAVENWARD.
The latest and best collection of Sunday School
Songs by JAMES R. MURRAY, P. P. BLIsS,and other
’ “and
the best songs of the lamented BLISS. No other
book equals if in popularity. Sold by most Booksellers. Samples, in paper covers, mailed for 25
cents. Price in boards, 35 cts. $30 per 100.
New Gospel Hymns and Sacred Songs.

SONGS
OF FAITH.
- A leading religious journal thus speaks of this

to §7.

FROM

FROM 81.75 TO $25.
LADIES’ DRESS, BREAKFAST,
CAPS.

THE

$1.50

3

n

CROSS,”

with

many

(sie;

MOURNING

of this kind.

music

have séen in any book

Price in boards,

35 ote

words

and

mu-

$30 per hundred:
7
Words only, 6 cts. $5.00 pex-handred.
CHAPEL ANTHEMS is the latest and best
Dr.

J. B.

HERBERT.
.

THE GALAXY.-New book. for Comventions,
Singing Schools, etc., by J. WM. SUFEERN.
Ba

BOYS’ AND YOUTHS’ HATS,

Besides

ieces: of

and words than we

CLR

others...

these, there is a larger number’ of living,

book for Choirs, etc., by
Price $1.25.

AND

size as: the No.

1 and No. 2, prepared by Messrs. Sankey and Bliss.
It has in all over 240 choice pieces. Among these
are many of the most popular and soul-stirring
€dmpositions of our day such as “HOLD THE
FORT,” “THE NINETY AND NINE,” “WHAT
A FRIEND WE HAVE IN JESUS» “WHAT
SHALL THE HARVEST, BE,”
TING AT
hear)~inspiring,

Alm

FELT
AND
i

AND
SILK

Price $1.00.

Catalogues of Music and

free.

Send

15

cents

for

Music Books

sample

MUSIOAL WORLD containing
$1.50 per

of

sent

BRAINARD'S

$2.00 worth of music.

year.

Cleveland,

STRAW.
NORMANDY

CAPS

WILLIAMS

& MANSS,

Cincinnati, O.

Ohio.

© WM. A. POND

*

-

New

& CO.

York.

NO. 9, 8¢. PER YARD.

ALSO,
SATIN,
SATIN AND GROS GRAIN, AND
TWO TONE RIBBONS, IN ALL WIDTHS AND SHADES,
DOUBLE-FACED

EQUALLY LOW PRICES

on this interesting subject.

paid,

on receipt of the price.

AGENTS WANTED,
EBEN.

FLOWERS.

Cloth

$1.50. Cloth gilt, $2.00.
Either of these books will be sent postage

for these fast-selling books. Territory
application to the undersigned,

given on

FEATHERS,

52 Bromfield St., Boston.

SURE REWARD!
$4 to $10 PER ACRE.
‘Beech and Maple Land in Michigan, in the Mil=
lion Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
and Indiana Railroad Company.

Y

Running
Pure

Railroad

habits

Land

and State

of the

are

THRIFTY

out.

specially
NEW

Title perfect?

Grand Rapids, Mich,

Hlusteated.

sells.

and young. In everything it.is varied, pleasant,
suggestive, truthful, “A book to create and refine

suited to the

W. 0. HUGHART,
Land Commissioner,

12mo.

that

MEMORIES,

Wise counsel and rare entertainment for old

There are in the care of the

State

of Massachu-

setts a large number of boys from ten to twenty
years of age, They are in such care because they
are without friends; or because their friends are

unable to provide for them. We desire to find
homes for the smaller ones and places to labor for

the larger ones. , They will be sent on trial, and if
found to be satisfactory after trial, arrangements

will ho iad for them to'remain for such
ma,
es)
.
For furthér information please address
| GARDINER TUFTS,

State House
Boston,

$1.50.

“A Gem.” Every one ‘wants ‘“Pansy’s” latest book.
D. LOTHROP & C€0., BOSTON,

1) SRG

Any

olDoo:

worker can make $12 0 day

time

as

WM. H. CLARKE.
Price, Cloth $3; Bds $2.60.
r. Clarke’s celebrated * New Method for Reed
Organs” is universally reco,
ed as a standard
book for instruction. A
by the same skillful
hand, and in which the same fine taste is displayed
will be universally welcomed. ' It has’
large’
size, and

about

120

:

charming

(40 cts.) Provides admirably for all the wants
of Clubs and Lodges. Just the book for GOSPEL
TEMPERANCE
ETINGS.

Ditson & Cos Musical Monthly.

Nos. 11 and 12 (each No. 25 cts. : $2.00 per year),
continues the good work of supplying the best music at the lowest price.

20 pages

of choice

in each number, selected from Ditson & Co’
uable copyrights.

Mass.

at home.

music

val-

PEARL DROP
| BRILLIANT GEMS «oii ong
Coote, Mac!

Contains 25 fine and eas
. Piano
pieces. by Kinkel,
, &o. Capigal for learners.

Kinkel and others.

of Pi-

:

Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & 59.
tf1

6

Boston,

922 Chestnut §t., Phila.

$5ortland,
10 $205" Sls oresi AYSre
t hi

e.

Outfit free. Address TRUE & Co,

ngusta, Maine.

Clark's Reed Organ Melodies.
By

Fine selection

BOYS,

ENGLAND

LINKSIN REBECCA'S LIFE,
By PANSY.

For the book

FORSYTH

taste, to fn Head and Heart at the same time.
Rare chance for men and women to_make money.
Address; J. C. McCurdy & Co., Philada, Pa,
tl:

FARMER, and is the qest possible epportunity
for placing sons and daughters in a new home,
with a far better beginning than that of their Fathers.
:
Send for pamphlet, English or Gérman.

Addréss

AND

STS. N. Y.

A work brim full of the choicest reading in the
English langnage. Bright and Cheerful through.

NEW NEW-ENGLAND HOME.
This

CHRY¥STIE

HOME

;

suf-

Hulls Temperance Glee Buk.

Agents Wanted.

Grant.

and

Music Books!!

pages, Sheet Music

Water,

of

all it says,

CURED.

pieces.

Streams,

"Ready Markets,
Schools.
Completed through Centre
the

Lord & Taylor

Bugs,

/

This notice means

New

ORNAMENTS, FROM 3¢, UPWARD.
LADIES’ TIES, FRINGED ENDS, from 15c. to $1.
A= THE STOCK THROUGHOUT IS ENTIRELY NEW, OF THIS SEASON'S MAN| UFACTURE A D IMPORTATION.

| GRAND,

No “ Hoppers,”

not givefi.

ferres from Dyspepsia are respectfully invited to
give it a trial. Orders by mail receive “prompt attention, Prepared and sold only
by Chas. E.
Bristel, Draggist, Opera House
Block, Ansonia,

6t13

OSTRICH TIPS, 20c. TO $5 EACH.
FANCY FEATHERS, oe. TO $5 EACH.

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.

Bristol's Dyspepsia Cure will instantly relieve
and ultimately eure any case of Dyspepsia. 1s not
leasant to the taste. Price ni package $1;
sample package for trial 25 cents,by
mail Fostpaid .
Money cheerfully refunded if full satisfaction is

SPRAYS, 5e. TO $3 EACH.
MONTURES, 15¢. TO $5 EACH.
WREATHS, 50c. TO $7 EACH.

SHUTE,

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,
Plenty of Timber,
‘No Drought,
No Chinch

.

NO. 12, 10¢. PER YARD.
NO. 16, 13¢. PER YARD.

Prayer
A new book

all SILK.)

NO. 7, 6¢. PER YARD.

Paper covers 50 cts.
Wonders of

DYSPEPSIA

Ribbons.
GROS GRAIN (WARRANTED
NO. 4, 4C. PER YARD.
NO. 5, 5¢. PER YARD,

TALKS ov TEMPERANCE

PROGRAMME,
TUESDAY, 7.80, P. M.
Organization,
Service o
rayer and praise, led by Prof, H
. Gage, Boston,
ass, 8, P, M. Paper, '‘ Church Discipline Indisensable to Church
Purity and Prosperity,” by Rev.
Jo D, Dudley, North Scituate, R. I.
‘WEDNESDAY, 9,A.M,
Service of plaver, led by
Rev, W.L. Noyes, Lyndon Center, Vt, 9.30, A. mM, Papei “Denominational Loyalty vs. Sectarian Bigotry,”
ed by Rev. E. W, Porter, Lowell, Mass. 2, P.M. Service of prayer, led by Rev
G.W. Wallace, East Killingly, Conn. 2380, P.M. Paper, ** State Associations.
Preferable to Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings,” by Rev.
", K. Chase,
W. Buxton, Me.
aper, * A Unlon of
Opén Communion Baptists Practicable and Desirable,”
by Rev. G. C.
Waterman, Dover, N. H,
7.30, p.
Sihrayer and praise, led hy Rev. J.J. Hall,
| | Service
Manchester;
N, H. 8, P.M. Paper, * Biblical Education the Prise Factor inthe Home and Foreign Evangelization,” by Rev. W. H, Bowen, Lewiston, Me,
THURSDAY,
9; A. M. Service ef prayer, led by Rev.
B. Minard, Boston, Mass, 9.80, A. M.
Paper, *
Systematic Beneficence our Hope for Church Extension
at Home and Abroad,” by Rev. J. T. Ward, Ashland,
N.H. 2, P.M.
Service ot Rrayer, led Prof, J. W,

Charles McKeone, Se & Co.,

S. BRAINARD'S SONS, Publishers,

GOUGH'S

o'clock.

Conference.

Warranted notto shrink or injure the clothes. Made only by

SPECIAL SALE

soci-

ASSIGNMENTS:
1. Essay,
‘‘ Christian Baptism,”
Rev. P. Christian.
2, Essay, ** Scriptural Sanctification,” Rev, E, M. Baxter.
3. ‘* Our Church Polity,”

chemical

in existence,

13t16

TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS,
A LARGE

}
Another battle on high
:
ORGANS prices. War on the RAGING
—
N0DOliSt TENEWEN. JASE mmmmm———
Beatty’s latest Newspaper full reply (sent free) before buying PIAXO or ORGAN.
Read my
latest
Ww AR owest prices ever given. Address, DANIEL F. BEATTY,

10, A.

TowA NORTHERN Y.M. will be held at Horton,
Bremer Co., Iowa, commencingjune 7.at 1, Pp. M., and
continue over the Sabbath.
R. NORTON, Clerk.
3t16
.
111. Y. M.

HATS,

CLOTH,

There

1-2

n any soap

Now supply your Sunday School with

(ulitrimmed)

35c., 40¢., and

CHILDREN’S LACE
AND BONNETS.

Price in cloth $1;
Also,
The

dedicated

the pastor, Rev.

n. new

to us. It wilflo more work,

and wash better

\" EYER

Millinery Parlors,

|

Dedication.
Me,,

SOLD.

soap, made

new book:
“This new collection is the same

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JEFFERSON C0. Q. M,, Neb., will be held at Rose
Creek City, commencing on Friday, at 2, p, M., May 3.
A general attendance is solicited.
WM. MARKS, Clerk.

by

MISSES’, AND CHILDREN’S

SPECIALTY

Clerk.

new church
of the Court St. Free Baptist

21,000,000 POU

A perfect laundry

principles known only

Sts.

‘POPULAR PRICES. |

150.22
A. DEMERITTE,
Treas.
'

BRANCH, Mich.,,Q. M. willhold its next session with
the Snow Prairie church, commencing
Friday, May
3,at2, pr. M.
C. F, MyEus, Clerk.

Sermon

|

13.18

Sabbath.

GRAND RAPIDS Q, M, CONFERENCE will be held
with the Tyrone church, commencing Friday. May 3,
at 1, P.M. Itis the annual session of the Q. M., also
of the ** Female Mission Society.”
Let the churches
be well represented.
Annual tax needed.
Rev, T.
W. Hallock isexpected to preach the opening sermon
Friday evening.
F¥. F. BAILEY, Clerk.

The

Chrystie and Forsyth

DRESS

Society.

WOLFBORO’ Q. M. will hold its next session with
the 1st Ossipee & Wakefield church, comiuencing May
A.D. FAIRBANKS,

OVER

LADIES’, MISSES’, AND CHILDREN’S (untrimmed)

-

381, at 2, Pr. M., and continue over

ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!

‘&

Married

and 4. the amount

Please attend tu it at once.
PER ORDER.

gt

ety,iAuburn,

Shes

1G I

of

Om10 & PENN. Y. M. will be held with the Greenwood church in the Crawford Q. M., Penn., commencing on the 3d Friday in June, Persons going by rail
will stop at Geneva station, on the Atlantic and Great
Western R, R,, whence conveyance will be farnished
to the place of meeting and return.
We would call
the attention of the Q. M’s especially to the: change
in time from the 3d Friday in ept. to the 3d Friday
in Jue st 10, A, M,
O.D, Patcu, Clerk.

M.

MILLINERY,

20c¢., 25¢., 30¢.,

Harmony Q M per Jane
e
:
per Mrs E F Welton to
Wood L'M

Sunday-schools.

books, papers

3t15

J. A. BENDALL.

and Price List.

Shade, School and Sailor Hats,

MAIL.

Allen for Miss Ida O Phillips's
salary
:
C H Littlefleld Gt Falls N H
E W
Page N Y eity for Girl's Boardin
Hall
Harper's Ferry
E True Rochester N H do
C Brooks Dover N H do

school;2, the name and P. O. address of supt.; 3. the
number each of officers, teachers, scholars, conver-

of collections,

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States;
C. 0 D., free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular

LADIES’,

Children’s Soc Lynn Mass per Nellie F

Clerk.
‘

The pastors of superintendents of Sunday-schools in
Michigan are requested to forward to Rev. J, B, Drew,

ST

Forwarded.
BY

Woman’s Miss Soc
M Zell La Ru
do Concord N H
cons Mrs H F

locality

HAMPSHIRE Y. M. will be he'd with the Wash-

Michigan

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

LORD

TR ER

F. B. Woman’s Mission

will be held with the
Friday, June 7, st 1,
in

Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,

L W Tucker Shannock Mills RI
H J Rowe Beloit Kan.
Rev E M Corey Clyde Mich,

or route will address Rev. O. C. Hills or Samuel Wariner, Wellsboro’, Tioga Co.,
Pa.
:
G, H, FREEMAN, Clerk,
8s
*

5

CARPETS.

&e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

3 “Young—S-W S08

Vacant Pastorate.

information

i

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain.

Ministers’ Confer=

ger—Mrs Dr P M Whitten—H Whitcher—C E Ward—

NEW YORK & PENN. Y.M.
Delmar church, commencing

:

i

Straw Goods, |

— Hotices any Ippointments.| LM, artha

3t

MISFIT
.

Grand,

and a

sent

:

{i

¥

TAYLOR,

of beautiful

any

health,

BEAN.

»

All warranted PURE and manufactured from selected COCOA.
Highest Prize awarded at Paris, Vienna, and Philadelphia ExHibitions.

and

:

to all sending fifteen cents, (stamps taken) to pa
Lostage, The publishers, J. L. Patten & Co., 16:

Dover,

AND

J D Ashbaugh—S8 D Bates—J Backus—S Ambrose—
D A Arnold—J J Allen—G H Bowie—B F Burgess—
MD Blake—J Bomey=3 J Bird—BF Boller—W Bacon—W L Badger—C E Brown—C M Brookings—FE
Barton—L Blandin—-8 L Bowers—S W Bunker—W
W Briggs —Mrs J G Babbidge—~J Cane -D Calley—W
G Church—O
Crosson—Z
Chadwick—C Clark—w
Clark—J Crain—8 G Church—A D Chandler—Cousins
& Banks—S Collins-BF
Dimm—Miss A Dudley—J
E Dunton -C Dawley—M J Dudley—E Dalley—8 L
Dittrick—L Decker—M M Eaton—B Ellis--T
dington—W
8 Day—F M_French—J Dean—J Foss—N-H
Farr—D
Frisbee—J
Fletcher-J
E France=E C
French—CW Grifin—R Gelatt—Mrs A T Graut—H
F Gove—A
C Godwin—B
§ Lt
Graves—gH
Greeve—J Green—A D Greene—B 8
Huuting—WHenderson—M Hopkins—C B Hart—E
J Keeville—B F
Jefferson—Iron Bound
Leodge~IL G
Jordan—H P
Lamprey—W Jenkins—M H Knight—A E Knight—A
J Kirkland—S R Littlefield—J A Lowell—A Lewis~J
Lamb—E P Lathaw—H
Knowlton—J B Leighton—E
Manson—H Moore—8 W Morsec—8 McGorden—Mrs E
D Marshall—J G Munsey—F
E Morgan—S S Nickerson—R J Myers—E 'W
Norton—J Moxley—C ¥ PenLARGE
AND
VARIED
ASSORTMENT
ney—dJ Pugsley—C 8 Perkins—E W Porter—C TL RusOF STYLES IN
sell—F Switzer—H Seburn—R Stoddard—S Smith—B J
FRENCH
CHIP, LEGHORN, MILAN, PEARL, PEDAL,
Smitli—G W Shaw—H Shear—A Shepard—F J Scribner—E Stevens 2—H -Seward—N Sporn—M Thurston—
TWIST,
COBURG,
OANTON,
ITALIAN
LACE,
WEBL Shawler—D Turner-D.G
Stewart—J A Smilie—H . STER, SWIS8 AND AMERICAN CHIPS, TOGETHER
Shepard—J W Scribner—L Smead—A
Strout—L R J
WITH ALL OTHER FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC BRAIDS
Varuum—W Wrighi—A Wentworth—H F Wood—Mrs
E A Wentworth—J Wood—J G West—J M1 Wallace—
J 8S Walker—H M Washburn-C M White—C
E Wid-
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worthy to adorn

desiring

;
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" Letters Received.

used,
with
most
drug-

Three Months’ subscription te LEISURE HOURS, a
handsome 16 page literary Fo
filled with the

P. M. Any

"Are highly recommended for their great ‘iourishing and
strengthening properties, and will be found equally
Ww ell adapted for invalids as well as ‘those in
;

Rey H G Woodworth Warren IN.
Rev, fy Strout Bradford Center Me
Rev € H Smith Effingham Center N H.

ap-

1y42

Free.—A

pay, given to agents.

XY. &

Post-Office

3 Platt St.; New York.
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-_

ee

r,

ence.

There is hardly any article in every-day use in
which people are more apt.to be deceived by appearances than soap. This fact we know by experience; but the Toilet Soap called Maize Flour,
and the Laundry Soap called Oriental Detersive,
which we have recently tried, are decidedly superior, and the best we have ever used.
ch ——

W.

PREPARATIONS
|

!

and nutri-

tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can
with more benefit secured to the patient
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold

Chromos

1.

ASSIGNMENTS: O, C. Hills, Baptism,its Relation to
Regeneration.” Levi Kellogg, Atonement, its Nature,
Design and Effect. J. Ingerick, The Book of RevelaThe Work of the Holy Spirit, with
tion. J. Cooper,
the Tupeureny and with the Christian, 8. Aldrich,
Sanctification, 8. Butler, Revivals, Can the Church
D. A. Pope, Faith.
Hav e¢ Them when They Choose?
Wm. Campbell, Sketch ofsermon on Rev. 3:20. E, B.
Collins, The General Judgment. 0, 8. Brown, Resurrection ofthe Dead. N. E. Campbell, Sketch on John
3:16. Gee. Vanwezen, Sketch on Math.11:28.
F. G.
Stevens, Foreign Missions.
Joseph Wood, TemperTotThereon. E. B.
ance, The Duty of the Church
rep,Home Missions. Plan of a sermon from.all ministers present.
By order of comm ittee of arrangements.
oie

proved by thie Academy of Medicine of New York.

Chadwick, Boston,

The New York Herald has an article on
“ Methodism,” showing that the Methodist

OIL

For lung diseases the most mild,

Two

ocoal|

?

C.F.

*

LIVER

gists and E. H. TRUEX,

Baptists,” by Rev.

nes,

CARD.

Rh

by Rev.

Those expecting to be present at this ‘session of the
Institut e are requested to send their names jmmedis
ately to E.W.
Porter or G. 8. Ricker, Lowell, Mass.
It is hoped that all the minjstevs in the Y.M. will be
present,and be prepared to présent a plan of a sermon
for criticism.
‘A. L.. GERRISH,
Com,
A. GIVEN,
G. 8. RICKER,
Arrangements.

de-

and For-

——

Jackson,

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian
church will meet this vear in Pittsburg on

has

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of fie
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Bes JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible Hunse,
N.Y.
ly

QUERUS COD

.

Sermon

his Influence on Christendom,” by Rev, J. M, Brews
ster, Providence, R.'I. 11.30.
Criticism, of
Plans
continued. 2, P.M. Devotional meeting. 2.80, “Wine
at communion,” by Rev. B. Minard, So,
Boston. 8.80.
** The Relation of the Destruction of Jerusalem to the
Coming of Christ,” by Rev. 8, D. Church, Taunton,

Business Iotices,
A

evening, April 23,

D. Peck, Carolina Mills, 10.30.

eign Bible Society have appropriated $2,500
for translations and eirculation of -Scriptures in
various Asiatic languages.
At their last meet,_
ing they also made gifts of theEnglish Scriptures in the Southern States,

NEW

The Southern Presbyterian General Assem‘bly will meet at Knoxville, Tenn., May 16.

American

PoasbAY

Mass,

te !

ghton, Lawrence, Mass.
THURSDAY.
9, A, M.
Devotional meeting. = 9.80,
* Romanism an our Duty Respecting It,” by Rev. B.

siring to make engagements, either temporary
or permanent.

ington ‘St. church,

_ Kansas Sunday-schools- report-100,000—ehil-

of

churches

?

rish, Olnayville, R. 1, 4.90, Criticism of Plans contin"ued, ' 7.80. Praise meeting. 8, ** Future Punishment,”
by Rev, J. M, Purkis, Chepachet, R. I,, and, A. L,

It is intended

and

WALTER BAKER & GO.

Lowell, Mass, 8.30. * The Relation of the Mission=
ary Spiritto Christian Growth,” by Rev.
A. L. Gers

and * Armini-

again.

»

Mission of the Free

to the church.

Ministerial Bureau

been opened in Boston

8t, Free Baptist ¢hurch, Lowell,
PROGRAMME,

nney.

The Christian Intelligencer ascribes the de-

The General Conference of the M. E. church,
South, meets at Atlanta, Ga., May 1st.

missionaries.

of entertainments

to bring together ministers

Rev. J. B. Drew, pastor of the Freewill Baptist church of this city, preached his farewell
sermon to his people last evening,
The house
was filled to its utmost capacity by interested
and attentive listeners, upon all of whom there

commencing Friday
June.

attractions

cline to “ emotional preaching”

The Jackson (Mich.) Church.
following extract, from
the Jackson

building the towers

ing upon the

trip

EDNESDAY, 9, A.M, Devotional meeting,
9.30,
a, The Church and the Southern
Question,” by or A,
P. Tracy, Lyhn," Mass. 10.80." * The Use of Church
Ristory in Judging Creeds,” of Rev. C. D. Dudley,
Scituate, R. 1. 11.80, Oriticism of Plans of Ser
mons. 2, P., M,
Devotional
meeting. 2.30. * The

six thousand

Lebeck church, and Bro. Seward intends to
baptize others next Sabbath at the Walnut
.

|

more members, The writer in the Herald
attributes the decline to the constant changes
in the ministry, to over-government by the

official members, and to the custom of depend-

Creek church.

At the Paige
April
25, 24, 3,

condition.

religious prosperity in that region, Bro. Wm,
Grigg was to baptize two last Sabbath at the

and

Mass. & R, I. Ministers’ Institute.

The Presbyterians,it seems, have only fortyfour churches while the Methodists have fiftyformer

delegates

fre the round

from Hols stations, provided
tickets are Doug t at
the stations, and the applicant presents a certificate
from the pastor of his church showing that he is ern
titled to the ticket. No other reductions could be procured.
JAMES L. PHILLIPS.
for Com,

the old churches are attended by small congregations and are in a very precarious

will carry

attendants for ene and one-third

ago.

cessful, but beyond these there have been
new churches organized, While a number

twp, yet the

Western.

dren.

Having been among the churches for awhile
it may not be improper to report some things
noted in regard to them.
All the churches of the Potter Co. Q. M. are
weak and numerically small.
For a time during the year past they were all destitute of pastoral labor,
For some time they have had only
monthly appointments. . One minister, having
charge of four churches, would, a little after
the old style of Methodism, have his four
weeks’ circuit, some of the meetings being

members more than it had thirty

The Missionary Society has built four churches

ed upon his labors there the first Sabbath

The Maine Central Road

to-day only 750

within the bounds of this conference during
the past fifteen years, and they have been suc-

fourth year

vith this people, and has concluded to do so.
We are expecting, as the church is able to
testify to full salvation, to see greater displays
of God’s mighty power to save.
A. F. HUTCHINSON.

dist church in New York has

Baptidt

First

ings when first established; nearly all who can’ society are owing only a few hundred dollars,
and are now making provision to pay a part of
leave home attend now.
Some whole families
it, all that is immediately pressing.
ait
have been converted.”
;
While Mr. Drew has been borne down by
the great sorrow which has encompassed him
he has led and encouraged his people in their
‘Wrst DERBY, VT.
We are glad to learn
difficulties, and has rejoiced with them in their
“that R 'v. 8, 8S. Nickerson is to remain with
triumphs.
The physicians at Kalamazoo
gave
him to understand that the only hope for Sister
1his church for the present, at least, and that
Drew’s recovery was to take her from the asyextra viforts are being made for a work of relum to the country, and devote his time to her
vival.
Members of the Young Men’s Christian
care, Hence his giving up his pastoral labors
Association began meetings with him last Frifor a time.
While Brother Drew has been
among us he has proved himself to be an inday.
Pray that the Spirit may attend the
defatigable
worker,
a good lender, an exemplameetings.
:
ry Christian, a sympathetic friend and gentleman,
The pulpit is to be filled by supplies for
Care Er1zaserH, ME.
We are glad to be
some months, andit is earnestly
hoped that in
able to report quite a revival interest with us
the meangime his affairs may shape so that he
may be able to return to this pastorate again.
during the last winter. = Meetings were held in
Rev. H. 8S. Limbocker was to preach last
the evenings and some afternoons for three
Sabbath.
weeks, and although not an extra sermon was
preached, yet the Lord graciously blessed the
consecrated efforts of our own people and the

_.daborsof others,-lay workers, who came to ns
* filled with faith and the Holy Ghost.”

figures of the Herald are correct, the Metho-

church, in Boston, Mass., on the last Sabbath
in March, and has accepted a call from the
people at Effingham Center,
N. H., and enter-

seemed to have

New
Paris, Pa.
The Dunning’s* Creek
church bas been in a very low state for several

years,

Y.) church, last Sunday.
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Will not all the friends of that institu-

tion, which is now doing a work second in
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Paralysis and Chloroform,
Rhinoceros and Pachyderm,”

Metempsychosis, Gherkins, Basque,
It is certainly no easy task.
Kaleidoscope and Tennessee,
Kamtschatka and Dispensary
Would make some spellers colicky;

sight, but not a

soul

seemed

about,

And Etiquette and Sassafras,
Infallible and Ptyalism,

Allopathy and Rheumatism,
And Cataclysm and Beleaguer,
Twelfth, Eighteenth, Rendezvous, Intriguer,

was wide open. He looked in and saw a
woman standing at the fire superintending some cooking ‘operation, with her
back to him.

‘Is yer Jimin, Mistress?”

And hosts of other words are found
On English and on Classic ground.

‘¢ Na,” she

Thus Behring Straits and Michaelmas,

head.
plays.

Thermopyl®, Cordilleras,
Suite, Jalap, Hemorrhage and Havana,

said,

And Schuylkill and a thousand more,
Are words some prime good spellers miss
In Dictionary lands like this.
Nor need one think himself a Scroyle,

turning

her

:

yet.”

Cinquefoil and Ipecacuanha,
And Rappahannock, Shenandoah,

without

« He'll be doon at some o’ his
He's nae been in frae the schule

It’s the same wi’ Tam. Losh! I'm
wunnerin’ what's keepin’ him.”
;
‘¢ Keepin’ him, say ye, what wad kee P
a laddie?”
.
Half satisfiedthe
, shoe-maker went back

-

—Cal. Home Journal.

merrily on the fire. He felt a little anxious. The boy was always home in good
time. He erept round again to his
neighbor's.
“ I'm gettin’ feart about him,”

Circle.

he said,

‘ he’s niver been sae late’s this.”
:
*“ Hoot, awa’ wi’ ye, he'll be doon maybe, at the bathin’

TAMMY'S PRIZE.
“ Awa’ wi’ ye, Tammy man, awa’ wi’
_.ye to the schule, aye standin’ haverin’,”

and the old shoe-mak er looked up through
his tear-dimmed spectacles at his son,
who was standing with his cap on and
his book in his hand.

the door.

“ An’ is’t the truth, Tammy? and does the

maister say't himsel’? Say't ower again.”
The boy turned back, and stood look-

ing on the ground.

fayther.

Rutherford

that'll get the prize i the coontin’.’ »

“ He said you, did he ?” said the old
man, as if he Er
it for ‘the first
time, and not for
hundredth.

wi’

the

lave,

but

I'll

gang dcon the village wi’ ye, an’ we'll
soon fin’ the laddie.”
She hastily put her. bonneton her head,
for the night air was cold, and they both

stood together outside the cottage.
He clutched her arm.

Through the still night
dark street came

the

What was that?

air,

sound

along
of

the

muffled

feet and hushed voices as of those

who

bore a burden. With blanched face the
.old man tried to speak, but he could not.
A fearful thought came upon him.
.
They are coming. nearer.
They are
stopping and crowding together and whispering low. The two listeners crept up
to them, and there in the

middle

group lay Tammy dead—drowned.

of

the

Again Tammy made a move for the With a loud shriek,
Tammy, my
door, and again the fond father would Tammy,” the old man fell down beside

have called him back, had not the school
bell at that jnstant rung out loud and
clear.
;
‘ Ay, ay !” said he to himself, after

his

son had gone, ‘ a right likely lad, and a
credit to his fayther,” and he bent again

to the shoe he was working at, though he
‘could scarcely see it for the tears tha

. started in his eyes.

;

:
the body of his son.
They carried both in together into the
little room behind the shop, and went
out quietly, leaving one of their number
who voluiiteered to stay all night.
The shoe-maker soon revived.
He sat
down on one side of the fire, and the man

who watched with him sat on the
The kettle was soon

on the fire,

other.
and

he

The satisfied smile had not worn off watched its steam rising with a
half in.
his face when the figure of a stout woman terested indifference. Then,
at times, he
appeared atthe door. The shoe-maker eh inarn toreme
mber
took off his spectacles and wiped them vy ; Nh and he wo that something

Bid then
‘A

turned {0 the new-comer:

bra’ day till ye, Mistress Knicht.

An’ hoo'llye be keepin?”
ou

h,

brawly,

Maister

the auld anes are sare cracki

%

:

Set yersel’ doon;” and

complying with this invi@@tion she sat

down. An’ hoo's yere Sandie gettin’
ontheat
schule, Mistress Kunieht?”
* "Deed,
noo ye speak ont, he’s a sare
loon ; he'll nivet look at's lessons.”

“He winn bo

in’ ony o’ the prizes,

Pm thinkin’, at tha gate.”
4 Na, na; he'll niver bother his heed
aboot 'them ; but he's sayinyer
’ Tam Il
hae the coontin’ prize.”
“Ye

= [|

dinna say sac! Weel,

07 (0

thatis
news” and he looked tp. with 'illeén
-

ide.

“The lad was talkin’
it ‘eed I niver thooht aut.o't

But there's ‘nae sayin'.”
#°

little

Fizzle. He was one of those wide-awake
boys who poke their noses into almost
everything they see, and think they know
half as much again as all the rest of the
world. He went to school very young,

The

TI tak’

it;” and the shoe-maker moved hastily up
to the table.
The minister handed him the book, and
silently taking it, he made his way to the
door...
0... LL
ne
A quiet old’'man moves listlessly about
the village. He does nothing, but every one
has a kind word for him. He never walks

and his mother wantedto have him learn

A STRANGER IN THE SOHOOL.
On a warm day, a large school of boys

Tammy, speak to me ance—jist ance—Fm

awft’ lohesome-like.,”

Theén the waicher

would lead him quietly to his seat by the

long till the stir of the outer world aroused them.
The school is filled with happy,

ant

faces.

The

prize

day

has

pleas-

come.

Taere stands the minister, looking very
important,and the school-master very ex-

cited. The prizes are all arranged on a

by its teach.
:

Both of these books are. carefully prepared
»
and one need have no question about including:

true of all the others. A home love breathes
_through them all. The second chapter urges

them in a Sunday-school or fumily library.

the tender treatment of children, and would
help many a parent to see their duty in a purer
light. The chapter on the love of home takes

THE KINGDOM OF JUDAH.
By the author of
‘* The Wide, Wide World,”
New York:
Robert Carter & Brothers,
16mo. pp. 385,

Miss Warner has given us another fine book
for the Sunday-school.
There is something
exceedingly pleasant in thinking of this suthor

its key-note from that line that finds a response

in almost every heart, ¢ Be it ever

so humble,

there's no place like home.”
The chapter not
only recognf¥es the truth in. the line, but also

who won an enviable reputation years ago, de-

seeks to point out some of the ways in which
the home may be made attractive, so that it

will

be always drawing

the thoughts.of the

fied in making a lengthy extract:

Good homes are like good apple-tfees,~they

ropagate after their kind.

hat you

see in

ew England in one era, you see in Minne.ota in another; and what you see in Cork and

Connaught to-day

Island, or on the patch skirting your town.
When I make a home my children will love to

they will’
memory.

have

swarmed

from a place

like

the effort.

The story represents two boys and

two girls

who accompany their uncle to Syria.

He goes

on business while they take the opportunity
to study the kingdom of Judah on the spot
where its history was enacted.
During the

If you could search out all the colonies which
Nantucket,

you would be sure to find the same clean horae-

life to

the story, the book would have been, as the
author suggests in the preface, cumbersome.

,you see to-morrow on Goose

think of in forty years, I make what
have made then out of their loving

voting the last years of her

of teaching the Bible and religion to children.
*“ The Kingdom of Judah” is just the book for

family reading of a Sabbath afternoon.
One
should read aloud from it while the other members should hold their Bibles ready to look up
the references which occur on nearly every
page, for if the texts had all been {included in

wanderer fondly back to it. We shall be justi-

to read and write well before he did anything else; but he preferred to study
‘‘geog'fry,” grammar and ’rithmetic besides. As he was so very bright, he soon
learned to write very badly-spelled words,
and ceuld tell you in quite incorrect lantowards the river, but shudders when its guage what a verb or an adverb was.
If
name is mentioned. He sits in his work- he was likely to say Michigan was
shop often, and looksup expectantly when ‘‘ bounded” by Connecticut, oe
he hears the joyous shout of the boys as boys of his age, it may be, neve
of
they come ous of school, and then a look either place. For, young as he was, you
of pain flits across his face. He has one see little Fizzle had come to a point where
treasure—a book, which he keeps along he must choose between two ways. He
with his family Bible, and he is never could half learn a little about a great
tired of reading through his blurred spec- many things, or he could well learn a
%acles the words on the first page—
few things. He made up his mind he
would do the first ; and that's the way he
BARNES SCHOOL.
went on and grew into a big Fizzle.
- FIRST CLASS,
:
When he wanted to read he never took
PRIZE FOR ARITHMETIC
one nice story and read every word of it,
AWARDED TO
but he skimmed over the easy part of a
THOMAS RUTHERFORD.
dozen,
and jumped them all together in
— London Christian World:
his mind. As soon as he owned a tool"++

tries to profit

ing.

fe you find there; with wider margins and
more opulent tendencies, to be sure, but still
the same organic life.
And soit is every-.
where and with us all. When
we wonder,
then, how the homes will look in which our
children will live when we are dead, or think

day they travel about Palestine, and at their .
resting-places study and
converse about the.

kings.

There is much information

furnished’

we would like to come back and look at them,

regarding the customs of the ancient Jews.
The book will be especially valuable, taken in
connection with the International lesson series

own home, and there we are.

PRINCESS

if we are true to these simple lessons und laws,
here is the glass: we just glance round our

the same

It will be about

home we are looking at;

talking about us as

we

taik about

they will be

of the present time,
EVE.

By

Clementine

-Helm.

Translated by Rosa Sachs.
Boston:
Lee &
Shepard. 16mo. pp. 803. ($1.50).
This is an entertaining story, narrating the

those who

have gone to their rest; they will have to
fight the same battles, and to meet the same
trials—for one thing happeneth to all=and the
career of “ the spoiled child” Eve, an orphansame old light will shine, and the same old Jor
ed daughter of a French steel-engraver,whose
pulse. through the place; the goand factor will
willful ways brought her into all sorts of dif> this we have in our hand, and home will answer to home like the cups in the
eycomb ; ficulties, even to ranning away from home and
or, if things go harder with some of the chil
being put to hard tasks by an old German begdren than they go with us, and they never re- gar woman.
After various adventures she is
box, he almost made a cart, and began a alize such a home, still what we give them will returned to her friends, a
changed and greatly
bless them all their days; the visfon will abide
fine table, and finished a remarkabl y when the reality is lost, and the vision will
improved person. But ever in her most waybe
pretty rocking-chair, which tipped over the diviner reality, because .the things.which ward moods, Eve showed that she had a noare not seen are eternal,
=
Howard Pay He owwas. |
’
“Tiving ina garret in Paris, on the edge. of
pulsive
nature.
The
book
seems to have been
stupid” to spend time and trouble in mak- starvation; and there came to him a vision of
the old home; and he sang it out of his heart,
translated
from the German.
It furaishes
ing only one thing, and making it perfect. and wist not what he was
doing, never dreamuseful hints to aid in the training of irrepressiing
for
an
fnstant
that
what
he
learnt in sufferAs he grew older people liked him, be- ing
ble children.
It is one of the * Young Folks
he should teach in
become imcause he could talk about ail things under mortal; but so it was. song,This and
burden came to Prize Library” series, and is full of the little
him then, “ There is no place like home ;” and
conceits and oddities that one may usually find
the sun, and was really very entertaining then,
I suppose, he did
feel the bunger, or
in a foreign tale.
if they did not want to get any genuine see the garret; and the not
tears would fall on the
information. He was not worth a last year’s paper, and the hand would tremble, ashe drew
The Image Unveiled is a temperance story
the picture after the pattern he had scen in the
almanac to anybody who was after facts.
raount. The rivers ran
of real power, Its naturalness gives it force.
in the sun, the
uplands were green again, the streets were
A young lawyer marries a beautiful girl, who
He tholight, when he grew up,he would propled
airesh, the old chimes of Trinity smote
be a lawyer, but he began by studying
is heart, and within the vision there was had been reared in luxury, but whose charace
medicine. By-and-by he knew more one fireside, and voices and presences; he was ter had been formed in a pure home. atmosin the old
phere. He approves of and practices social
about physic than a lawyer needed té run over. home again, and God made his cup
wine drinking.
.
The wife foresees the evil, and
Then,
as
the
homes
grow
sacred, the land
know, and not half enough about mediHe
will grow sacred ; for these are not one thin s tries her utmost to warn her husband,

and girls were conning
over their lessons. |

The teacher tried hard to keep “order, to

make all take to their studies, to help
those who needed aid and to make all
happy.
He opened the doors and the
windows to give them fresh air, but all
would not do. Some felt discouraged
with their lessons, some felt sleepy, some
felt cross, and everything seemed to drag

and linger. By aud by the heavy tread
of a foot on the doorsteps was heard, and
without knocking, in walked a hard-faced

man, somewhat old in years, but with a
firm step. The children at first felt afraid
of him, but they soon found

that

beneath

cine for a doctor; then he had a smatterHe painted big aniBut in- mals whose skins were colored very

pleasant smile and a kind heart.

stead of sitting down and staring at the handsomely,

school, he sat down by the side of a little
girl who was trying in vain to get her
spelling lesson. There were tears of discouragement in her eyes,
*“ Well, what's the matter with our little
one?” “0 sir, I can’t get my lesson! It's
so long, and the words are so hard. I
can never learn them !”
“Let us see. How many of those
words are there in one column?”
*¢ Fifteen, sir.”

““ And how many columns in your
son?”

les-

‘Three, sir.”

“Very well.

That

whose

legs

were

not

shaped like any living beast’s. After a
while he began to wonder what ailed him
that he failed in everything he tried. He

grew poorer and poorer, while men who

had been boys with him, who had worked

like drudges over a few things, these,
grown up, became great men, rich men,
famous doctors, lawyers and ministers,
while he was a little Fizzle grown into a
big Fizzle. Then folks began to sneer
and snub him.

Each year he grew poorer

and more discouraged. At twenty he
thought himself a great genius, at forty
he used to hang around a blacksmiths
shop, and wished he had learned to shoe

makes . forty-five horses.

words to be learned. How many of these
are easy, so that you can spell them at
once? Count them.”
“Twenty-five, sir.”
:
*“ Then you have twenty left which you

but

At sixty he

had given

up all

hopes of being a lawyer, a doctor,
artist, or a blacksmith,

and

he

or an

kept his

soul and body together by cleaning old
:
feather-beds.
Now, if anybody wants to know how to
call hard. Now, take the first; look at it become such another big Fizzle, let him
sharp, see every letter in it, count the let- begin at once to be a little one, to half
ters, see just how the word looks. Now | learn everything he begins, to begin
shut your eyes, and see if you can still something new as soon as it gets
see just how the word looks. Spell it hard to understand the last thing he unover softly to yourself. There, now, you dertook. Follow up such a course faithspelt it right. Now, do so with the next, fully and he will not fail of neglect,
selftill you have them all.”
disgust and a poverty wherein he may
“O sir, that is very easy. Ican get not even be able to find old feathers

:
my lesson now!”
Then the visitor went to a boy who was

to clean.— Church Journal.

puzzling over a sum in arithmetic. He
was discouraged, and almost cross.
‘Let us see. What's the matter here?”
* This: sum, sir. (I can't do it, and
every sum grows harder and harder! It
seems as if the man who made the book

We learn from a London journal that
certain experimients are going on in rela|tion to despatches in the air, of a very
curious character. It seems that an ocean

SO
begin 2

iWONDERFUL MESSENGERS,

humming bird, of great docility,

intelli-

tried to see how hard sums he could put gence and spirit, has been found in Iceland,
I

which flies at a speed

of

150 miles

an

well, ‘only you have

right.

not said

it quite

Turn to it, and see.” There, now,

you left out one important link. You now
understand the rule. Try the sum now,
putting in the part you left out.”
0

sir,

it's easy

now.

I see,

and

able world. A pair of these birds, not
long ago, brought despatches from Paris

to a lonely spot

in a wild and rocky

part of Kent, within ten miles of London,
in one and a half hours:
I

can now do them all,”
“Yes; but youmust not be thinking
about your ball and kite and play. You
must give all your mind to the thing you
are studying, and then it will be easy.”
~The .stranger next sat down by a boy |

Press

carrier

pigeons took the despatches on to the city,
the whole distance from Paris to London,
by actual parcel mode of conveyance, be-

ing done within one and a half hours.

If

the experiments at present being made,
in training gnd educating them, continue
successful, it is hoped by next Summerto
establish a daily miniature ocean mail be-

and this another. You shall belt a land wit
fortresses, and she will still be as weak as
Taunton Water if the homes are not fastnesses

of a strong manhood; and build
will make the land glorious hy
and * get up” revivals that shall
devolees; yet if in your home

churches that
their beauty,
fill them wiih
there is not

some such life as I have tried to open,

if you
an ism, the
duy will come when your religion will be little

persists in indulgence, and at length becomes a

confirmed drunkard, wastes his property, the
family is supported
by the exertions of the

wife and
death of
fury of
a bitter

mother, until at length through the
their dear boy, caused by the drunken
the father, the husband passes through
ordeal of reform, and the old home

raise your children to be slaves to

and first joys are won

better than a fight of kites an crows. Ichabod
will be written on-the key-stone of the temples, and the Christ will weep again, and ery,

two images unveiled: the one, the demon of
intemperance ; the other, the beauty of a re-

*¢ If thou had’st known, even thou, in this thy
which belong to thy peace.”
~ But let us be sure of this, and then this land

day, the things

we live in will grow all sacred by reason of
these true homes.
One shall be salt with the
spray of the Atlantic, and another of the Pacific; but they shall Shen into each other, and
be one. Or one shall be falling back into ruins
as‘you see them here and there in the New
Ham shire wilderness.—the old folks dead and
one, the children moved away where a new
ome shall be growing to a larger and finer
fitness,—but thé long and touch ng tradition
shall make the old home beautiful; the children’s children will go back to hunt up the old
cellar and the spring, to bring a blossom from
the door-yard which
has managed to tight the
wilderness and hold its own until the right
man comes to look for it in the light of the old
days, and say to the strangers,
This was our
place once; here was our hearth-stone, and
yonder are our graves,”
-

That is a sample of the contents of the volume,
* Referring Back” gives a glimpse of

the boyhood and youth of the author, while
‘ Wild Lilies” and ‘ The Parable of the Prodigal Son” abound in practical lessons. “ A

Carol with a Caution,” which closes the book,
makes some excellent suggestions about the

expenditure of money, especially at Christmas
and other festival occasions.
The style is

characteristic.
It i8 plain Anglo-Saxon,
and
every page suggests the ring of pure metal.

ECHOING AND RE-ECHOING.
By Faye Huntington, author of ‘Those Boys,” * Dr,
Deane’s Way,” ¢ Mrs, Deane’s
Way,” ete.
16mo. pp.

\

'

LINKS IN REBECCA’S LIFE.
By Pansy, author of ‘ Ester Ried,” * Cunning
"‘Workmen,” “ Grandpa’s Darlings,” “ Four Girls
at Chautauqua,’ ete. Same publishers, &c.
| pp. 420,

‘We have before us two most excellent books.
They are stories, but with so much that is

practical

and moral

on

each

page that

their

influence can not fail to be healthful and stimulating.

;

:

¢¢ Echoing and Re-echoing” teaches both rhin-

ister and people how an earnest, prayerful sermon may sink into the hearts of those who

hear, to be echoed in their lives and re-echoed-

in their influence over others.
Ralph Ried
was a faithful pastor, yet, like others, often
labored under discouragements.
But the
good seed was being sown where he least expected. His sermons awakened thoughts in
some of his hearers, arousing them to greater
Christian exertion,

which eventually proved a

great blessing to the church. - The story is
well told.. It will encourage ministers to make

stored home.

back,”

So there were

It is with the latter in view that

we close the book, and commend it to the attention of all who may need its lessons.—New
York: National Temperance Society.

The Table of Plenty is the suggestive

of a hundred,
selected with

title

pages of Scripture quotations,
ference to the support and

comfort that ma

drawn

sons in affliction

ér trial.-

from them by perThe selections were

made in the intervals of suffering by one

who,

feeling for strength and help in the midst
of
an almost wavering faith, found the Bible to
contain all that the heart can yearn for or the
soul require.
Every passage cited, we believe,

contains

the

word

*“ all,”

abundance of the promises

and

hence

is more

the

apparent,

The passages are a mine of comfort and

bless-

scattered so freely

They

ing, and will prove a rich treasare,in that they
bring together and present to the eye the gems

through the

Bible.

are printed on separate leaves, the

whole

be-

ing tied together by a dainty blue ribbon,—
New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

The April number of 7he Metropolitan
Pulpit and Homiletic Monthly contains a
large number of carefully condensed reports
of sermons. The following are of special ine
terest: Declaring what God has Done for the
Soul, 8, D. Burchard, D, D.; The Sinner’s Resolve to Return, O. H. Tiffany, D. D.; With-

out God in the World,R. 8. Storrs, D. D.; The

Coronation of Christian Character, Stephen H.
Tyng, Jr., D. D.; The Absent Christ, Wm, M.
Taylor, D, D.; Christ’s Refusal to Divide an
Inheritance, M. Eugene Bersier, the great
French Protestant preacher; The Gracious

Salutation, Charles Gerok, D. D., Germany.

Besides,in this

number is an able article hy

Dr. Armitage on An Accomplished

Ministry,

and other articles on How-to Keep Prayer
Meetings at a White Heat ; Different Preachers
and Different

mage

Methods—Drs.

contrasted,

etc,,

etc,

Hall

and

Tal-

Then we

have

Hintsat the meaning of Texts; suggestions,
themes, etc, et: There are many things in
this number very valuable to preachers and

those

who

are

News-

LITERARY NOTES.
Cowper,in two volumes, and Thompson, in
one, are the new issues in the Riverside British Poets.
Mr. Browning’s coming poems, both -in meters new in his work, are ¢ The Two Poets of
Croisie” and ¢ Le Saisinz.”

“Hoki) DA Jook Bi Bpaoninged

that declension. See how every
than half what he says.” « Aye)
by telling them how at school he had written, ahd what letter ends everywordcase.is more
replied the Doctor; *‘ but which half?”

agement to every earnest seeker’ for usefulness

inthe

Master's vineyard.

how the SBunday-school

‘She shows, also,

lessons may be made

-

interested in the subject of \

preaching.—New York: The Religious
paper Agency.

table before the minister, and the forms who
greater endeavors to lead their flocks to a highwas trying to commit the declension
for the prize-winners are before the ta- of a noun in the
er life, and laymen to listen for truths appliLatin Grammar.
Over tween America and Europe, the whole cable to their especial needs.
ble. And now everything isready. The and over
he had repeated, but alas! he distance between sunrise in one hemiWe are learning to be sure of Pansy’s books.
"Mr. Edmond About characterizes Victor
minister begins by telling the parents could not; make
the memory hold it. He sphere and sunset in the other.
She strikes each time at some needed reform Hugo as ““ the illustrious author who rules the
present howhe has examined the school, was ready toDai | down the
Sb
-b-a
and constantly teaches some
r-eo+ey——
useful lesson. nineteenth century as Voltaire ruled the
book.
and found the children quite up, to! the
“Links in Rebeeca’s Life” is a reproach to eighteenth,”
:
:
Somebod
y.
tried
to
excu
se
a
lide to Dr. | faint-hearted, idle Christians, and
mark, and then he addresses a few words | To
‘an eticour.
pen and ly en
"A treatise on ‘‘ Art Embroidery” and the
Johnson, saying: ‘* You must not believe

to the children, winding up his remarks

ab

call.

the lesson and

elt al

He's awa’.

bod where the Body)
lay, a
gaze on'the straight, handsome features down.”
‘I see.

“ Aweel, Mistress, the new anes’ll be fire, and there they sat the whole night

deen the morn.

for him.

will

Now what
the's
rule by which hour, and is able to find its home, over
bl and bloodless cheeks, quiet and’ cold “in this
sum
is
to'be
done
P
‘Repeat
it. Very ‘sea apd land,from any part of the inhabitRutaerford. death. * Tammy, my man; my
ain

:

0s ihe) sheet) Tre come aboot for my
guidman ;
it.”

whom, to begin with, we

dearest object in it—not excepting the chil

dren, of course, for whom Mr. Collyer always
makes liberal provisions.
And what is true of one chapter is almost

ONE OF THE “FIZZLE” FAMILY.
There was once a very smart boy,

to his hous
ande,
found the kettle singing | his hard looks there was a bright eye, a ing of other things.

To miss the name of either river,
The Dnieper, Seine or Quadalquiver.

said,

prize

laddie’s na weel.

al-

though now and then a sound of laughter
was borne up the street.
:

_Diphthong and Erysipelas,

“Dll tak’ Tam’s

at

Ny

went out again to the door to see what
news there was of his son.
The sun had completely disappeared
tow, and the village would have been
quite dark had it not been for the light in
the grocer’s window a few doors down.
The shoe-maker leaned against his cottage and tried to see if any one were in

** Pray, sir, by what name shall we ask
for you!”
*¢ Mr. Hardstudy, sir, at your service!"

7

me

give any

¥

he

The minister nods to him, and he begins
the list, It is with almost a saddened
look that the children come to take their
prizes, for they think of the sharp, bright,
active playmate who was so lately with
them, and they gaze timidly towards his
father who sits in their midst.

&

for

and

pin le a

and

one ajhft.”

send

a

in,”

tates a moment, and looks at the minister.

“Oh,” said he, *‘ just

YE

comes

Ill

any time, and I will come

he

:

RARER

about it.

hoped

ae

waicht till Tammas

And Lachyrmose
and Synchronism,

He just said, « It'll be Tammy

~

fear’t

and

would soon call again.

JPR

“I'm jist some

er thanked the stranger,

om

a luxury every evening.

sitting,and takes his place amongst them.
Every one looks compassionately towards
him, and women are drying their eyes
with their aprons.’ The school-master hesi-

were

ee

chief fare, but a cup of tea was taken as

all

opening chapter, on “ Growing Aged Togeth-

er,” is remarkuble for its fidelity to the prin | termination to get real help
from fhem, ang
ciple of unfading love between husband and she succeeds. The dryest of
them give her
wife—a love that never loses the freshness of fresh ideas for her daily
work.
The lesson on
its early bloom, but grows nobler and strong- Absalom furnishes her with
hints which she
er with each added year,
Young couples just skillfully suggests to a friend, leading him to
beginning their new career could hardly do bet- consider his ways and to cease pursuing
evil,
ter than heed the friendly cautions and ad- Sheappliesthe lesson on the temple by pervice presented in it, and so be prompted to suading her young friends to go
with her to
equal strivings after a blended - domestic life, the chapel and assist
in putting it in order,
such as will make their home the dearest spot
Sometimes the verses come to her as con.
on earth to them, and each to the other the demnation
of her own folly, but she accepty

ot

Stand up, ye spellers, now and spell—
Sinee spelling-matches are the rage,
Spell Phenakistoscope and Knell,
Diphtheria, Syzygy and Gauge.
Or take some simple word, as Chilly,
Or Willie, or the garden Lily.
’
To spell such words as Syllogism,

to

be

and

temptations

uh

THE SPELLING CLASS.

made a move

to

tea.
.
¢¢ Presairve us, I can niver min’ whaur
"| ye put the tea or hoo muckle. It’s an
aw fu’ waicht on the min’ to make tea.”
His wife had died two years before, and
his little son, with the assistance of a
kindly neighbor, had managed to cook
their humble meals. ° Porridge was their

0-0-0
roe

If some of these his efforts foil,
Nor deem himself undone forever

out

them,

Justashe was leaving, the teach- |

yielding to

re

the little parcel, which turned

Nay; not here, but earth’s stern deal!
Hath fixed my heart on high,
And filled my soul with thoughts of spring,
‘Where young hopes never dies
AD, life’s fair tree in heaven hath leaves,
To heal the heart on earth that grieves.

smiled and praised

He advances to where the children are happy.

less faults, sometimes

and afterwards suffering bitter repentance,
but ever maintainingan earnest desire to pe
an honest, faithful Christian.
She studies her
| Sunday-school lessons with an intense de.

bt

That will remain though memories sleep?

the figure of un old man, white-headed

to the

is like many

1878. | other young ladies, impulsive, full of thought.

Shepard.

This is a simple, natural, truthful book, deal
ing in a sincere and honest way with matters
that lie closely around the heart of home. The

and

Rebecca

~~

That in my heart hath worn
A furrowed channel, broad and deep,

seat,

and with a strange, glassy look in his eye.

‘“ Thomas Rutherford,” reads out the
master, ‘‘ gained the prize for arithmetic.”

He filled an antiquated kettle and set it
on the fire. Then he went to the cup| board and brought out half a loaf, some
cheese, a brown tea-pot, and a mysterious
parcel. He placed these on the table,
and then gravely and carefully unrolled

It did ere Time had torn

he

turning

round he stumbled through the darkness

My loved away, and brought the grief

muckle

then

of his workshop to the little rooin behind.

Bat will the May bring all the bl

“ It wasna

and

to

youngest children.

a

"Of mild and balmy days,

he muttered,

seat

lessons

ie

him,”

When verdure green will clothe the hills,
And flowers bloom nest
ing
rills.

Tammy

door.

Thus he went from

helped all. The scholars forgot the heat.
They-all.
had their lessons, the teacher

&

of

interesting even

a

The pinching winds still eold and chill,
Blow damp o’er muddy ways,
Yet this sweet song warm earnest gives

Family

the

forward,

Lee

($1.00).

instruction

ee

bring,

Like song of early birds of Spring.

;

towards

{ The sun was just sinking behind the horizon, and the light was dim
in the village
street. He put up his hand to Hf eyes
and peered down in the direction of the
school.
;
‘“ What in a’ the world’s airth’s keepin’

And touched a chord within my heart,
That thrilled in days of yore,
With bliss nought else could ever

moved

from the

Boston:

pp. 151.

the

aT

got up and

drop—when

end of the room, a figure totters

Chicago.

18mo.

making

Rr

This sunny morn a little bird
Sang sweetly by the door,

have heard a pin

might

od of

in the Old Testament

THE SIMPLE TRUTH.
A Home Book.
By
Robert Collyer, Minister of Unity church,

I

ness rose before his mind—perhaps of
too slight a fabrie were they built ; but he
Pretty nook!
saw Tammy
a great and honored man,
And baby’s singing shall drown the crying
Of the cross old world and its endless sighing; and Tammy's father leaning on his son’s
. greatness.
.
.
.
¢ Heigho!”
Bb
ro
“¢ Presairve us a'l it mair nor half-six”
(half-past five), and he started up from
A SPRING OAROL.
his reverie. *¢ Schule’ll hae been oot an
BY 8.8, C.
‘oor, an’ the laddie’s no hame.” And he

excitement—you

How

revival of decorative work, by M. 8..Lockwood and E. Glaistér, is announced by S. W.

Tilton & Co., Boston.

dak

Pretty brook!

with

it all

“Very well. Put away that bit of
paper, get another, and try it again, and
again, till you can write it without a
single mistake. You can say it then, for
writing will fix it in the memory.”

prize-winners, and the children
are almost

breathless

paper, and on the other side write

over again from memory. So ho!
many mistakes have you made?"
“ Two, sir.”

they shone on the table in their gorgeous
gilding, during the speech. And now
the school-master is going to read out the

for he

As it leaps from its moss-fringed nook—

every

pt bit

And baby can sing like the brook—

speech

bet

Heigho!”

children laughed,

same

helpful
in
the
daily
life, through the
week, and gives many ‘hints about the meth.

LY

©

the

the

year, but it made thesexcitement greater
when they had the prizes to look at,' as

smiled away to himself, and occasionally
picked up a boot, which he as soon let
drop. Visions of Tammy's future great-

“ Oh, summer is fled, and autumn flying!
:

sae;”

then

heard

Fiterary Hebieho,

Yes!

wh

on a pleasant. train of thought,

The brookiet sings, but the larch is sighing!
8

sayin’

The shoe-maker seemed to have fallen

Pretty cones!

And

for they

right?”

Pet

hung with cones—

was

of it.

one

CN it

Pretty stones!
oi

ha'e a

now, is every

Well, shut your grammar, turn over your

Pe

“¢ Ay, ay, the laddie
and she went away.

There,

et IN

The pretty brooklét runs over the stones—

is a vexa-

tion,” etc., but that now he found the use

prize?” continued the old man.

MOTHER'S SONG.
The larches a

thought that ¢ multiplication

j

PP

¢ Aweel, guid-day to ye and I'll look
in the morn for the sheen.”
‘“ An’ are they sayin’ Tam'll

5A

Poetry.

ee

TE

a

THE MORNING STAR, APRIL 17, 1878,
Witernry Wiscellany.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
The touchstone; by which men try us
most often their vanity.— George Eliot.
Ever,

times ne

fr
him—and

made

e is as God

is

o ften-

deal worse.—Don Quixote.

banks of the

murmuring

Mulla.

But

during this seeming idleness Spenser put

\

3

friends

y

feited lands of the Earl of Desmond, | ‘especially when as to-night rain is threatthrough the influence of Raleigh, on ening. Some carrying bundles, others
which he resided for several years, ‘baskets, we took our way in the dark to
Raleigh visited him there several times the boat. = We have a half mile to walk;
and found him ¢¢ alwaies idle” as it seem- at first along a public, road, then through
ed to his restless mind, wandering among narrow streets and alleys, reeking with
the green groves, or dreaming on the filth and redolent with odors you would

gladly avoid.

As we reached the jetty,

hidden in great

depths;

and

the way to sek

-does not appear to all the world.— Goethe.
He that prays

to God with a troubled and

discomposed spirit, is like him that retires un-

to a battle to meditate, and sets up

his closet

in the out-quarters of an army,

chooses a

frontier garrison to be wise
lor.

and

in.—Bishop

Tay-

The beginning of faith is action; and lie only
believes who struggles; not he who merely
thinks a question over.— Carlyle.

. THEFATHERS

OF ENGLISH LITERA-

TURE.

Edmund

Spenser,

—
BY FRED

MYRON

COLBY.

IL.

The reign of Queen Elizabeth has been
called the golden age of English literature. Perhaps it deserves the title, for it
"was adorned with as noble a galaxy of
Jiterary stars as the world has ever seen.

The quickening of intelligence which had
taken its impulse from the invention of
printing, from the discovery of a new
world,and from the influence of the Greek
classics, had broughtabout a revival of let-

ters of which the Utopia of More was the
earliest result in England.
Yet that
wonderful production, much as it indicat-

ed the breaking up ofthe narrowness and
limitation of the gloomy middle ages,
was but the foreshadowing of the intellectual energy that was to follow and produce still nobler creations.
Elizabeth Tudor

inherited

her

father's

love of learning and like him protected
the culture which the age stimulated.
With all the hereditary despotism of the
Tudor race, mendacious, arrogant, tainted with vice and voluptuousness as she
was,Queen Elizaboth yet possessed those
external qualities which made her, like her
father, one of the most popular sovereigns
“ Good ‘Queen Bess,” are

still

the

ideal

monarchs of the English people. Neither
were great sovereigns, like Henry the

serian verse was the very expression, the
type, of the life in which he lived.
To

modern eyes, its’strange and weird conglomeration of classic fawns and nymphs,
of giants and dwarfs of the popular fancy,
and medieval knights and damosels, may

soldiers

of

any

other

127.

A beautiful arch spans about thirty feet
of the middle of the stream. The ascent
is by stone step, there being no carriag-

es of any kind in this part of the country.

The bridge is about

twelve feet wide,

and, by the time we reached

moment

our missionand
, the Saviour we came to

preach.

There was perfect quiet and

close attention. The sun was setting as
we lifted up our heaits in prayer on be-

likely to be saturat-{ half of those who, with upturned,

earnest
ed. But the faithfgl coolies, encouraged faces, listened as we told them of Jesus.
by a kind word and"a helping hand, soon It was sad to think, as we parted with
had all under cover, and much less in- them, that they might, muny of them,
the bedding seemed

never hear ' the gospel again. ‘And we
could only hope they would accept the
appear grotesque -and fanciful. - But its weeks is about thirty feet long and nine salvation we had pressed upon them
wonderful array of figures and its su- feet wide. The middle is covered with a ‘| most earnestly, We are now at the head
pernatural machinery were hardly more roof and divided into two rooms. One is of tide-water, twenty-four miles from
incongruous than the real life of the twelve feet by nine, the other is eight Shanghai. There is no wind, and while
world around him, In that age of dis- feet by nine. There is a small open deck part of the men are trying to propel the
covery and varied adventure there was no at each end, the one at the stern having a boat through the water by sculling, others
marvel stranger than the wild tales slight covering to protect the boatmen are pulling at it with a long line. There
which weather-beaten mariners from the while sculling. The two rooms are light- is a good chance for a walk along the
western seas were telling every dy in ed by three small windows on each side. tow path, at this twilight hour, and we
the streets of European cities.
Dream- One pane. of glass, thirteen inches by all get hold of the tow-line causing the
land had ceasedto be more marvelous twenty-four, constitutes a window. The boat to skim over the water rapidly. We
than reality.
.
mast is about thirty feet long, and low- shall stop for the night a few miles ahead
Spenser modeled his poem after the ered when passing beneath the numerous and altogether travel less than -thirty
¢¢ Orlando Furioso” of Ariosto, but it was
miles to-day.
After supper and devobridges. «4%
:
English in every sense of the word. The
We made up our beds upon bamboo tions, we - gathered about the table and
warm and sensuous voluptuousness of the lounges and slept soundly,
listened to reading till time to retire. In
Italian poem was entirely wanting in the
When we came on deck in the morn- the morning the boat was moving before
“ Faerie Queen.” There is nothing of ing the boat was gliding over the water we were, though we were up in time to
the Italian gayety about its rhymes.
It with a fine breeze. The sun was shin- have a walk before breakfast. The counis calm, grave, and pure.
~All the per- ing clearly, and all signs of rain had dis- try is very much like what we saw yessonages are symbelical, and all the inci- appeared. Upon each side of the narrow terday. We pass many fine cotton fields,
dents significant of moral truths. Glori- stream open, well cultivated fields stretch The balls are just bursting, revealing the
ana, the queen of Faerie, who gives her far away.
beautiful. white fiber within, and many
:
title to the poem,is an emblem of virtue.
There are no forests to intercept the little finders are busy gathering these
Twelve knights, personifying moral attri- view. Here and there you see a tree or ‘treasures. Closely imbedded
within its
butes, give their narhes to each book. In a cluster of trees,and groves of the grace- folds are small, round seeds.
These are
its religious theory it is Puritan to the ful bamboo are numerous.
Villages and removed in a simple and ingenious mancore.
hamlets dot the landscape. Walled towns ner. Two small, iron rods,
roughened
Spenser was the last great poet of are thirty or forty miles apart.
with a file, are revolved by a treadle.
chivalry. The world he described is an
The farmers, for mutual protection, live The rough rods catch the
fiber of the
ideal realm of marvels. Enchanted cas- in towns, villages or hamlets.
. The farms cotton as it is presented to them, and cartles, fairy u .rdens, gorgeous pageants, are separated by canals, ditches
or paths, ry it through, but they revolve so nearly
solitary forts, one after the other come
or the boundary may only be marked by in contact as to press out the seeds and
upon the view. Allthe pure and noble corner-stones. - Except
around some of leave them on the other side. I am told
virtues symbolized by red cross knights the houses and gardens,
there are no by a gentleman from the Southern states
and beautiful ladies stand out as grandly fences or hedgesr
Neither horses nor that this is exactly the same kind of maheroic as the characters of a romance. donkeys are used in agriculture,
though chine as was formerly used for the same
The freshness and power of the poet’s gen- sometimes a cow is seen attached
.to a purpose in the South, though the Chiall the imagery and coloring of an eastern

fairy tale. His

poetry

has been called

jured by the pelting rain than we feared.
| The boat we are to occupy for two

plow Tesembling those used in ** Bible nese have shown superior
times.”

The

plow

is, however,

not so

much used as an instrument resembling
a hoe with four prongs. It is attached to
a long bamboo handle and raised high in

skill in using

‘iron rods instead of wooden ones, as the
southerners did. The cotton is prepared

the most poetical of all peetry. No Enfor spinningby 4n equally simple procSecond, Edward the Third, or Henry the glish poet before him had equaled him.
ess. A long bow, similar to those used
Fifth.
Both were tyrants, subjecting Save Shakespeare and Milton none have air and brought down
with great force, for shooting arrows, is the principal part
everything to their own will, and perpe- since surpassed him. ., .
2
: penetrating the soil to the handle. By a of the apparatus. The cotton is placed
trating fearful crimes, but both were
The appearance of the «Feri Queen”
sharp pull the clod is. inverted and the upo
a table
n or boards, and the "catgut
patrons of learning.
To this one fact seemed to have settled the question for- next stroke inverts
another in its place. string of the bow brought in contact
they owe their greatest fame.
ever whether there was to be any English The cultivation is very thorough,
and but just as it receives a sharp blow that sets
Among the throng in Elizabeth's court poetryor not.
The old national ®erse little land goes to waste,, =
it in vibration with great rapidity among
®
+ the noblest form is that of the elegant sing- which had sprung into grand life with
The blows are
If ¢¢ Necessity is the mother of inven- the fibers of the cotton.
er who
laid the *¢ Faerie Queen” at her
Chaucer died again as suddenly.
There tion,”
we should naturally expect the quickly repeated while ‘the string is
feet. Edmund Spenser was born in the had been no great burst of song in Enmoved adroitly among and over the cotChinese to make wonderful discoveries;
year 15568. His parents were poor, ‘but gland for two hundred years when Spenfor old Dame Dire Necessity has been ton till the tangled and matted mass is
were of good “lineage, being connected
ser laid the first cantos of his poem be- pinching
them for many a century.
And thoroughly beaten and lies in a pile as
with the Spensers of Althrope; even in fore Queen Elizabeth.
But since his time
as I leavethe boat and stroll along the light as feathers. With two small pieces
the poet's day, as he proudly says, ‘a there has been no interval of silence.
bank, crossing the fields, what I learn of board the Chinawoman forms her
house of ancient fame.”
He studied at The stream of poetry has flowed on unin‘“ rolls” without the use of the cards.
from the farmers and see with my own
Cambridge while yet a boy, and left the terruptedly, sometimes scant and low ineyes convinces me that we have but lit- The spinning-wheel is a cheaply conuniversity at the age of nineteen to live as deed, but never entirely dry.
structed but efficient little machine.
“A
tle to teach them about agriculture.
The
a tutor in the household of a gentleman
Spenser was now the brightest star in land is stimulated with liquid manure, treadle revolves a wheel carrying a band
in the north of England.
Those were the Elizabethan firmament.
over three spindles. - Turning the wheel
His poem
days of obscure poverty to the young had been received with a burst of general and allowed but little time to be idle. with her foot she has both
hands at libThe cotton crop is oeing removed,but the
poet who, full of ambition, highly eduwelcome. To-day heis’still ¢ the poet's ground where it grew, is alreday green erty, with which she spins three threads
cated, and of great genius, felt the hard- poet,” but he was then the poet of all
at once.
The warping, weaving, &e.,
with winter wheat.
Here is a field of
ship of his lot all the more poignantly. Bngland. The gentleman, the scholar,
are
done much as country people used to
beans nearly ready to harvest, and beAfter a few years he drifted south again, the soldier, the laborer, every class and
tween the rows, vegetables, resembling perform these operations, thirty or forty
and at London was fortunate enough to every age, read the ‘Faerie Queen’ and
years ago, in New England. They make
tarnips, are springing fresh and green,
make the acquaintance of Sir Philip Sid- admired it. Queen Elizabeth bestowed a
and in a field of more advanced vegeta- good, stout, cotton cloth. If is used as it
ney, then in the full tide of his fortune.
pension upon the poet of £50 a year, a
bles, the dark green leaves of the clover comes from the loom, bleached or colorOf all the characters of that age, prosum equal in value to about one thousand
ed. Blue and black are the most common
plants are seen.
:
Re
lific as it was in famous men, Sir Philip dollars of ovr present money.
Tat
colors.
It is in this region tnat we see for the
Sidney was the loveliest and noblest.
A
Full of hope and happy anticipations of
To-day the wind has been more favorafirst time the cultivation of the indigo
rare poet himself, learned in all the wis.the future, Spenser went back to Ireplant. The plants are of a light green, ble and we have done less walking. We
dom of the schools, possessing the graces
land. He now married, and celebrated
reach Soochow,seventy miles from Shangnearly resembling sage in color.
of a courtier and the talents of a comWe
the occasion with one of the most charmhai,
just after sunset and in time to enter
saw none full grown and so can not speak
mander, he was also a Christian hero. In
ing bridal songs extant. Troubles among
his last moments, when dying on the batof the size. You would never mistrust the water gate beforeit is closed. = The
his Irish neighbors harrassed him in his
tle-field of Zutphen, he only exhibited the wild retreat, and before he could finish that this light green’ plant contained the city is intersected by canals and the boat
stops but, a short distance from the misself-sacrificing virtue which was his grand
elements of indigo. The method of prepthe great poem whose first cantos awaksionary
friends we wish to visit.
Mr.
characteristic through life.
¢¢ His needs
ened such applause,he was forced to leave aration is very simple, and you would Burnel! is intent upon his work, and beare greater than mine,” he said, as wathink could hardly be improved.
The
the country, He fled to London where he
ter was brought to him and he saw the
plants, leaves and branches are gathered fore we retire several of the missionaries
soon after died, broken-hearted and in
have been called upon, and meetings areager look of the wounded soldier by his
poverty. His funeral was attended by when mature and steeped in water in ranged for the morrow, the only day he
side, and he handed back the cup.
large
vats,
When the juices have been exall of those brave and chivalric nobles
can spare for Soochow.
This city is
Sidney’s treatment of Edmund Spenser who adorned the age with their genius tracted the. leaves, &c., are removed and
the
Paris
of
China
and
besides
other atopened a new life to the poor, improvi- and splendor, 1lis earfy friend Sidney a little lime thrown in to cause it to predent poet. By his noble friend he was was dead, but there was Raleigh, the cipitate. The water is removed and the tractions contains the fingst pagoda in
China. But our friend is about his Masintroduced to Dudley, Earl of Leicester, prince of cavaliers, the handsome and sedimenf, which is pure indigo, when
ter’s
work, which has more charms for
who employed him on several foreign
dried is ready for the market. W hether it
generous Essex, the gallant Pembroke,
him than sight-seeing.
He spent the day
missions. It was at Sidney's house that
and the gifted Southampton, who all fol- crystalizes in drying I am unable to say, in meetings with the missionaries and na‘he wrote his earliest ‘work, ‘“ The Sheplowed him to the grave. . Few kings as it is bought and sold in tubs of a pasty
caerd’s Calendar,” a pastoral whose me- have had so noble a following. He was consistence. The vats are built of bricks, tive Christians, and we left in the evening for Hangchow.
lodious rhyme celebrated love, loyalty,
buried" in Westminster « Abbey beside
J. M. W. FARNHAM.
and religion, no less than it did the fan- Chaucer, and the'dust of - the ‘two great
for covering them.
They
>
Pe
>
v
production poets has long since mingled together .
-cied shepherd's life. ''This
in the ground,
three or four
won for its author a high degree of fame,
feet
in
diameter,
and
as
deep
as
broad;
bb
CUTTING HIM OFF WITH A SHILLING—
ore
and incited him to undertake grander
generally we saw three, four or half a The origin of the form of disinheriting a
themes. He aynounced that he had in
BOAT LIFE IN OHINA.
dozen together.
It seemed a profitable natural heir is said to be the following :—
contemplationa poem which would rival
crop and extensively cultivated, though In former times in England it was held
SuHANGHATL
Feb.
14,
1878.
the ‘* Orlando .Furioso® of Ariosto, the
Mr, Burnell, - the evangelist, wishing there were no means of learning the an- that a will was void in which the heir
Italian poet, who was then the model of
But while telling you of was not noticed, on the presumption that
to
visit: the Missionaries at the inland nual yield,
poetical excellence;
alt
these matters we may have walked many his father must have forgotten him, gn ‘|
cities
of
Soochow
and
Hangehow,
I
have
About this time our poet got introduced
planned to accompany him with my fami- a mile and it is time for tiffin, so we will this, as Blackstone reasonably conjectat court. Whether it was Sidney or
Sir ly. I shall avail myself of the opportunity signal the boatman to draw the near banks ures, has arisen that/ vulgar error of the
Walter Raleigh who performed this office
to give your readers a pen aadink, orl that we may go on board. By means of a necessity of giving the heir a shilling, or
is still a matter of dispute. Certain
itis, might say pencil, sketch of the : country charcoal furnace,sufficient cooking may be some other nominal sum, to show that he
however, that the latter worthy was no
was in the testator's remembrance,
and our daily life. While away we shall done to furnish comfortable food.
less a patron to Spenser than Sir Philip.
travel nearly three hundred miles, and
The
sun
was
fast
sinking
over
Wongdac
They that covet forbidden honors forfeit
The ten following years of Spenser's life see a fuir specimen of the great plain
Bridge as we "approached i. ‘We all
allowed
were spent in various pursuits,
ones. Adam, by eating of the
The stretching more than one hundred miles went on shore to have a look at the fortitree
~ patronage he had expected from the each side of the Yangtse. We went on
of
knowled
ge which he might not eat
fications on the north bank of the canal. d
of, debarred himself from the tree of life
queen was withheld through the Jealousy board Monday night, to start at daylight
The walls are built of earth, about twenof Lord Burleigh, her prime minister,
the next morning.
It ‘was late! in the ty feet high and whitewashed on the out- of which he might have eaten.—Henry.
His friend Sidney fell jnto the queen’s disevening before the bundlés ‘of bedding side.—~ About the gateway dragons are
When the mind, like a pure, calm lake,
grace and could not help him, Event- were corded, the baskets and boxes “of
painted in gay colors upon the waite reflects back the light hich. is shed from
ually he turned up as secretary : to: Lord
food and dishes packdd and other piepa- walls. The soldiér§ had just been re- heaven, the image of Ged is upon
it com:
Gray, and, about the year 1580, followed
rations completed. It is: unpleasant to leased from drill and were standing, idly mensurate;wi its capacity,
for the, tiniest;
th
that nobleman'to Ireland. Here He &e- go forth from a comfortdble
home on a ahout, and we received as little insult as drep'of dew images forththe true though
«cure
d EAHE'S
d trritary’ from the for- dark night to commence a boat journey ; a similar party would meet
in. passing as not; the full vadiangeof the sun,-= Bethune.
[1
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country.

Wongdoo bridge is a fine stone structure.
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Freewill Baptist Publications,

and

united with the Mt. Pleasant F. Baptist church
of Racine, where he remained a member until
his death, Charlie was a graduate of the Racine Highschool, and was still pursuing nis
studies, and anticipating a full college course,

Spen him,
nd hopes,
pects in the
to life, that

Sou

he.

gu whchof te who

8. Hart, died of
typhoid fever, in Racine,
Wis., Nov. 4, 1877, aged 21 years.
He embrac-

ed the Christian religion when

I her
0
:

ally and the loss of her ehildre
she was never heard to complain or murmu
r,
but felt, that her heaven)
y
,
all things well, Her disease was such tt Joi
has
a su for for MARY years. Ds
it all a patient, quiet spirit was hers. Bathh
has joined
the church 'trin

the top,
nearly a hundred people had ‘assembled at the, rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible,
came onl. ‘We had sent on the bundles
church we have lost a wise and
of bedding in advance and thought them about us and on the two sides. We ethbraced
CHARLES D., third son of Mr. and Mrs,
the
opportunit
y
to
tell
them
of
,
safe in the boat, but here we suddenly
ver |
John
the rain we had dreaded every

into form the great poem he had contemplated
in former years at Penshurst.
—Bickersteth.
Herne
The ‘* Faerie Queen™ “is. an allegory
are busy in this world gath- ‘founded - on’ the ‘traditional * history of came upon them, still upon the" wheelpire handful or thorns to sit upon.
cay
King Arthur. The fairy world of Celiic barrows and exposed to ‘the rain, now
—Jeremy Taylor.
romance
which his’ gorgeous imagination falling fast. Most of the party took refch easier to meet with error than to
error is on the surface, truth is clothed in the undying rythm of Spen- uge under the roof of a rest house, though
find i
ht De, always underlie
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. a bookof 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3
cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first halt century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with
considerably
detail, the early events of our denominational
‘history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.
Memaoir of George A, Bey,

she

was a trae belpmeet, as a mother loved to sac-

rifice for her children, and as a Christian
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Free

union with the Freewill Baptists.
Christian Baptism

the Strafford F. B. chnrch, of which she was a
home.

:
of the

give the rise and progress of this hoy oI y

died in Strafford, Vt., March 29, aged 66 years.
Sister P, wus converted at the age of 17, was
baptized by Elder Aaron Buzzell, and joined
member when called

postage, 10 cents.
The Memorials

ever

aimed to be faithful to her vows, and was deeply anxious for the welfare of the church of

which she was a membes.
Death had no terror for her, for she trusted in Him who bas
robbed death of its sting and the grave of its
victory.
Her grief-stricken husband and three
children are all walking in the way that will
lead them to that home where death will never
enter, and where all tears shall be wiped from
off all faces,
B. F, JEFFERSON.

contains a Narrative of his

Life, Letters, Ser-

mons and Lectares. Price 75 cents,
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of doctrinal thevlogy, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

his paren's to Indiana in the fall of 1817, and
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Butler's Commentary
;
by the same author,—Prot.J. J. Butler, contains "two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other ov Acts, Romans and Cominthians.
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading, $1.0; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,

married Miss Lucy C. Grant, Oct. 8, 1835.
Bro. J. experienced religion and was baptized
by Elder Cyrus Dudley,
and was
one of
the original members of Providence F. B.
church, organized July 28, 1838. He was ever
ready to bear the burdens of the church, was
an active and zealous worker in the cause, and
has been a subscriber and agent for the Star
for forty years. About three years ~inge,
. feeling the decrepitude of age coming upon him,

the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, are.
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year

meetings, with their statistics; the names of
al
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers

he disposed,of his store and retired to his farm

of our

benevolent

societies,

an

account

of our

seeming to wish to spend his remaining years
with bis family, and escape the cares of un
active business life; but he did not cease his
work as a Christian laborer, He visited the
Centennial, was prostrated by a sudden attack
of dysentery while there, from the effects of
which he never fully recovered.
He made ful!

DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.

all his business, and gave directions in detail
relating to his funeral, and for some months
before he died conversed about death and eter=nity with as much composureas he would of
a journey to the city when in health.
He died
a8 he had lived, a consistent Christian ; and bis
end was peace.
E. B.
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I. D. STEWART,

Bro. EZEKIEL PRESCOTT died in So. Montville, Me., March 28, aged 60 years.
He became a member of the F. B. church in So.
Montville, in early life, and rendered efficient
service as one of its deacons, and also clerk
for anumber of years.
He was clerk of the

Montville Q. M. 31 years, and attended

Biographies

Marks,
Burr,

in Button, Vt., March 23, aged 70 years. The
deceased commenced the Christian life in early
youth, and
stood firm and true to Christ
up to the 70th year of her age. She finished the
Journey with triumphant faith, having an houorable discharge from the war, and we trust
has gone home to heaven, to be joyfully welcomed among the victors, receiving a crown of
etornal life, Sister Harvey was a member of
the KF. B. church in Sutton.
She suffered much
for about a year from cancerous humor, but
patiently endured all, being ready to depart,
even longing to go.
She leaves a companion
and two children, grandchildren, and others,
who had learned to love her,:to mourn her

absence.

Dover. N.

H.

For sdle also by
FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Chicago, Nil,
PENFIELD

& CoO., Hillsdale, Mich.

D. LoTHROP
Mass.

nearly

& CO., 32 Franklin St., Boston,
4

all its sessions, He wus a good counselor in
business, and attached to his denomination.

Michigan Central Railroad.

and served in that capacity up to his death.
He suffered much in his last sickness, but tri-

Depot, foot of Lake.st., and foot of Twenty-second

He was chosen clerk of the P, Y. M.

umphed in Christ and

has gone

His death falls heavily upon

friends. But they know
joicing near the throne.

that

the

to

in 1876,

his

of his

she joined the church triumphant. Two children=all she bad—hyye~preceded her; and

she leaves an aged companion to mourn her
death; but be trusts what is his loss is her
gain,
The church has lost a worthy member
and the community an estimable citizen.

EMILY, wife of Lewis Godfrey, Exg., died in
8: Vershive, Vit, March 25, aged 53 years and
10 months, of scrofula tumor. Sister Godire
was born In Orange, Vt., lived there about
years, thien moved to Corinth, Vt., where ‘she

‘when she

Vershire. | She experienced

Neliglon

life and became a meinber of the

to which she was
(life,

'L.

‘came to
in early

F. B. church,

strongly "attached

She was married to

st.

Godfrey

Ticket

Office,

67

Clark.st,,

Grand

Hotel, and at Palmer House,
Chicago Trains.
Leave.

he is now reJ. SMALL.

ELSIE, wife of Amos Richardson, died in
Tunbridge, Vt., Jan, 28, aged 83 years and 8
born in Hancock,
months. Sister R. was
Mass., May 2, 1794, and wheo but a child she
moved with her parents to Canada East, where
she experienced religion when quite young
and became a member of the M. E. church.
About the age of 20, with friends, she went to
Canaan, N.
H., where she remained until Feb,
24, 1820, when she united in marriage with
Amos Richardson, when she with her husband
united with the I. B. church of Hanover, N,
H., where she remained a worthy member until she came to this place. Then she united
with the F. B. church of Tunbridge, East Hill,
where she remained a worthy member uutit

lived four or five years,

The Great Central Route,

rest.

hearts

.

is a valuable little work, and every Christian
ow
be benefited by readingit.25 cts; postage
3 cts.
Butler's Theology
:
?
discusses briefly, bat clearly, all the questions

DEA. SULLIVAN JAQUITH died at his residence in Wright's Corner, Ind., Feb. 5, in the
69th year of his age.
Bro. Jaquith was born
in Essex Co., N. Y., Aug. 30, 1809, moved with

MARY L., wife of Bro.

————
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Yeios Summary

New York.
“ Boss Tweed

(For
the week ending

New York, at noon

Saturday, April 13.)

MoNDAY. In the Senate the Pacific Railroad sinking-fund bill was discussed, but no
vote was reached. Nearly the entire time of

the House was occupied in discussing the doorkeeper ‘question.

Finally the

democratic

cau-

cus nominee, Gen. Charles W. Field of Ga.,

was elected to the position, by a vote of 123 to,
101 for Gen. Shields. A bill was subsequently

passed authorizing the President to appoint

en. Shields a brigadier-general on the retired
list.

TUESDAY.

The

discussion

of the Pacific

the debate on the tariff bill was opened by Mr.
gy

The bill to repeal

the bank-

tions of the Maryland legislature relative to the

presented

and

re-

House, after a protracted discussion, the pension appropriation bill was passed.
FripAY.
The Senate was not in session.
In the House, the bill to reimburse the college

of William and Mary in Virginia for property
destroyed during the rebellion was discussed
at length. Messrs, Loring, Reed, Townsend
and others participating.
No vote was reached. The bill restoring George ‘A. Armes to
his former rank in the ormy was passed, and
the Senate amendments to the general deficiency and diplomatic appropriation bills were
. non-concurred in.
SATURDAY.
The Senate was not in session.
In the House, a resolution appropriating $5,000
for the erection of a monument over the grave
of Themas Jefferson was passed.
The postoffice. appropriation bill
was
discussed at

of the whole,

and a hill

was introduced proposing a reduction
expense of printing public documents.
A

Broken

the

Rin g.

The great Pacific Railroad

broken.

in

Ring

Kapiolani,

letter. \ It als

ferred
to the judiciary
dommittee. - The defi;
ciency appropriation bil} was passed, and an
adjournment taken until!
Monday.
In ‘the

lengthin committee

Newburgh, N.Y.,

on the Tth proximo.
;
A barn in Underhill, Vt., owned by Palmer
Irish and occupied by L. B. Parker, was burned on the 8d, with fifteen cows and several
young cattle and sheep.
Eight stores and one dwelling-house were
destroyed by fire in Lancaster, N. H., last
Tuesday evening, inflicting a property loss
of nearly $40,000.

Queen

In the Senate, the Blair resolu-

electoral commissiofi’ were

at

army of the

13,000

barrels

of the Sandwich Islands, |

has sent a calabash of exquisite
polished
wood to Mrs. Hayes.
Six hundred masons are on the strike in
New York for $2.50 per day.
\
The Rev. Georgé Putnam,D. D., died Thursday evening in Boston-at-the-age of 70 years.
The Porte has informed its representatives
abroad that
it recognizes the
San Stefano
treaty and will comply with its terms to the

rupt law was discussed briefly in the Senate
without taking action thereon. ' The House
was occupied principally in discussing the Pension Apprapriltion bill. No vote, however, was
reached.’
J
’

THURSDAY.

will be held

the

of salt and much other property was destroyed by fire in Bay City, Michigan, Thursday.
The property loss is estimated at $200,000.
The Archduke Francis Charles, futher
of
the Emperor of Anstria, has left a third of his
fortune of $12,000,000 to the poor,

ate, and the measure reported by the judiciary
committee was passed, 40 to 19. In the House,

WEDNESDAY.

and nervous exhaustion.
The annual reunion
of

Potomac

jail,

seems to be

The bill which passed the Senate last

week was bitterly opposed by the ring, md
the lobbying against it was of the most unblushing and impudent. kind.
The severest
contest in the Senate was over an amendment
to the bill offered by Mr. Blaine which, if it
had passed, would have placed the Government at the mercy of the Railroad company for
twenty years to come, and practically wiped
out it¥ interest in the Road.
The amendment
was defeated, and the subsequent passage: of
the bill was one of the most crushing defeats
that the Congressional lobbyists have suffered
in a long time.

expresses

a defermination

to

carry out
the/reform demanded by Russia.
]
Early Saturday morning at the farm of
J. N. Stribling, three miles northeast of Ashland, Ill.,a large barn and conténts, among
whieh were five horses and one mule, was
entirely consumed
by fire.. No
icsurance.
The fire was caused by the carelessness
of
one of the men leaving a burning lantern
within the barn.
For the first nine days of April, 1877, the
receipts from internal-revenue sources
regated $2,823,521.92; receipts of the corresponding period this year,
$2,434.771.95, a falling
off of $388,749.97.
The receipts of the fiscal
year, 1877, to April 9,were $88,908,322.29 and
for the same period this-year, $83,179.933.95,
a decrease of §5,728,338.49.
The number of lettérs which left the New York
post-office for Europe in a single day recently
was 62,760, exclusive of registered letters.
In Japan the national debt amounts
to
about -$363,225,678;of which $13,000,000 are
foreign debt held in other countries, $121,080,000 paper money in circulation, and the
remainder various issues of bonds
called the
home debt—it being held by the people of the
empire.
Japan has also thirty-three National
Banks, which have issued about $43,000,000
of paper money.
;
Four hundred and twenty choirs, in all
eighteen thousand
voices, from eighty departments
of
France, have entered
for
competition
for the great prize for choral
singing at the Paris Exposition,
July 14th—16th.

The choice of fourteen Republicans in distriets where the Chamber of Deputies had
ordered new elections,
is another striking
illustration of the drift of pnblic sentiment
in France.
Gains such as these will consolidate the Republic and perfect the work which
the recent constitutional.
laws are intended to
defend.
Two-thirds of the iron furnaces
ip Pennsylvania are in full blast.
A year ago twothirds were idle.

Political.

RISE AND

PROGRESS

OF THE

Though the avowal be made

BEET

that

been introduced

from

at.

the

° Oliver

de Serres speaks of it as a kind of forage,

and appears to have presaged the possibility of extracting
the matter which

fermented

as

cattle

food

for

advocated by

juice,

was

the

Its value

enthusiastically

Abbe

'Commerel,

a pamphlet published at Paris
under

the

Culture,

title

I'Usage, et

les

in

to

a

Margraff,
conceived

the

aemonstrated
the beet be-

that

beets

contain

as much as 6 per cent. of their weight
of sugar.
The following extracts from

a memoir,

which

he

published in 1745,

show in an interesting manner how this
valuable discovery, of whose immense
future he could
‘have no
conception,
gradually dawned
upon
Margraff: ¢ I
took the roots of white beets,
cut them
into slices,
and allowed them
to dry.
Then I reduced them to a coarse powder,

eight ounces of which I put into a
stopped bottle, and poured upon them
sixteen ounces of rectified spirits of wine.
The

whole

was

then

subjected

which was pushed up to the
of the spirit,

while

at the bottom

the

to heat,

boiling

powder

of the

point

collected

vessel was

stirred

about from time to time. Immediately
the boiling point was reached, I removed
the

vessel

contents
squeezed
from

from

the

fire,

poured

its

into a small linen bag, and
out the liquid part thoroughly

the

latter.

, The

liquid

makerS

at

thus

ex-

pressed was filtered while still hot, poured

succumbed in the unequal
contest, but
me few brave spirits still maintained the
competition.
Among these was M. Crespel-Delisse, who had already gone through
the crises of 1812 and 1814. With renewed energy he established a central
refinery at Arras, attached to it nineteen
agricultural estates, destined to supply
its wants in raw material, and

of

France

rose

yearly.

In

Delisse’s

to

4,000,000

M.

made

the subject

labors were

beet,

In

when

competition

called into

from

than -a coarse

(cassonade), and there has been

Heavy Defalcation.
S. Angier Chace, treasurer of the Union
Mills in Fall River, is a defaulter for over half a
million dollars. He issued notes signed by himself as treasurer of the corporation, and kept
the money for private speculation.
Several of
the directors are financially ruined by these
base transactions.

Thursday, passed

Labor.

of Representatives,

a bill to prohibit the man-

was

the

classes

many’s

of

¢ convict labor,” has been used in more than
one instance to prejudice sober-minded people
against the employment of inma‘es of prisons

in any productive industry.

to

Scutari.

efforts

Secretary Thompson has issued his order to
the commanders of all United States men-ofwar in the South Pacific waters concerning the
the

laws

upon which it is based, says: ¢ By direcho®

of

orders

the President you are hereby instructed to em-

ploy any and all ships, officers, marines and
seamen under your command to keep watch
upon all vessels navigated or owned, in whole
or in part, by citizens of the United States, or

The

on the

eorrespondents

at mediation

are

favorably

to the Muscovites, a congress can be held.
The Prince of Roumania has announced his

intention of abdicating

if the powers permit

Russia to
usurp that provinee.
The independenee of “Servia is to be proclaimed on
Sunday next.——Fifty-seven of the principal

houses in Clarksville,

destroyed

by fire

on

Tennessee,

Saturday

night,

has appointed a board of officers to review the
evidence in the case of General Fitz John
Porter.——The Euglish university boat race
took: place on
Saturday,
Oxford
winning

EAM
is a]
"Educational.

‘The Cincinnati
Normal
School is to be
united with the University under
the name
of the Normal College
of the University of
Cincinnati.——The British Parliament provided last year for the education of 2,248,000
children in England and Wales, at a cost of
$3.50 each.——The Board
of Education
of
Wheeling, West Va., has passed a resolution
expressing disapproval of the spirit of military display and the organization of military
companies in the schools.——The Maryland

any

ing out the appropriation to support

of Delegates has decided on the virtual

if, therefore, You ehh nd sufficient prodt that

the Kansas educational exhibit at Paris,
isto be a “ Kansas Monument,” as

an

such vessel ‘or vessels are so gu ioyed, you
will cause her to be carried, with
her officers
and crew, to the most convenient port or district in the United States and delivered to the
United States marshal of said distriet, to be
dealt with according to law.”
.
.

Resumption.

The action of the Senate committee on
finance Saturday, settles the fate of the antiresumption bill. Its passage will not: be recommended. Instead ofit the committee will
recommend four propositions, designed, as

they think, to facilitate resumption.
July

1 forall dues,

inter

age

notes
of

recivable
i]
-tender

after

and payable for all exoept

on the public

ebt;

second,

to make

in payment for four
per
, to prohibit the cancellanotes and require the Sec-

to reissue them, and fourth, to repeal
the act of 1875, known as the eighty per cent.
clause.

cease

Fach

;

labeled, made up

\

of heart disease in Ludlow street jail last Fri-

day. He had been confined there during the

\

it.—In
there
it is

of cuts of the finest school

buildings of the State, so

mounted

as to make

a handsome pyramid. It will be a very attractive feature ofthe collection, and will
| erve to give the beholders, at a glance, an
idea of the best school architecture of the

was

a

was made.
The second step was also
the work of a German, though his name,
Achard, indicates descent from a French
stock. In 1795, he grew large quantities
of beet on his farm in Silesia, and extracted from them sugar in abundance.
He even got as far as refining the product,
and in

1799

presented

sugar
to
Prussia.

Frederick

specimens

of

William

III.

loaf

of

In 1800, Achard published his method
in a work
entitled ¢‘ Instruction sur la
preparation
du Sucre brut, du
Sirop,
etdel’Eau-de-vie de Betterave,” which at-

tracted the

attention of the Institute

of

France. This body caused a detailed report
of the new industry to be drawn up, the
matter being then of much consequence,
owing to the loss of the French colonies.

Sugar became still dearer when the Continental

blockade

suppressed

maritime

traffic, rising then to six and even twelve
francs per
Kkilogramme.
Impressed by
the necessity of procuring for the pop-

ulationan

article of diet which

had by

cultivated in

France

which

were

in any
degree capable of replacing the
sugar cane.
In this manner
grapes,
plums, maize, sorgho,’ carrot, and maple
were
passed . under review.
Rewards
were offered for the encouragement of
investigation,

and in 1810

Proust

received

from the Emperor
Napoleon the Cross
of the Le
of Honor and a sum of
100,000 francs for his discovery of grape
sngar;

while

one

of

his

competitors,

Fouquet, was
awarded
40,000
in acknowledgement of his efforts
same

direction.

Grape

sugar,

francs
in the

however,

isnot crystallizable; it is friable; it must
be employed in quantities twice or thrice
as largeas are required of cane or beet
sugar; and in the form of syrup, extracted directly from the grape, it is even less
satisfactory.

professors, tutors and lecturers.— Postmaster

Further
researches
were necessary,
and
now the turn of beet root came.
The first French factory for the extract
of sugar from beet was founded at Lille,
in 1810, by M. Crespel-Delisse.
Some
Spaniards
interned in the Department

James, of New York, will preside at the

du

Commencement

meetinggof

the alumni

next

of

Wisconsin University, United States Senator
Roscoe Conkling will deliver the oration.—
Wisconsin has seven ' colleges as follows:

Congregational colleges at Beloit and. Ripon;

Nord,

who

were

10,000 in the next.

at Milton; Pio Nono College. (Roman Catho-

Chaptal, Fourcroy,

lic),at Milwaukee;

van, de
Deyeux,

Racine

College

(Episco-

Minnesota legislature

has awarded to a responsible party a contract

for furnishing the State with school-books for
fifteen years, for less than half the retail
price, and at an estimated saving to the people of more than
4000 a year.——President
Blanchard of Wheaton College states publicly

familiar

with

nominated

a

The

Institute

commission,

composed

of

Cels, Teissier, Vauquelin, and
who were meanwhile occupied

in studying the methods recommended
by Achard, and seeking to
improve
upon them.. On March 21, 1811, a resume
of

their

invéstigation

the title of ** Instruction

appeared

in his hand

that it is sugar.”

mechanical

march

the annual

since 1827.

production

At

of

timated at 1,000,000 kilogrammes,

at 27,000,000 kilos., in 1853

responding

a report of Chaptal’s, aspired to solve

petuous genius

ot Napoleon, excited by
the

Provinces.

of

market

per bbl, full

FY] 50

5,227 bbls by the Grand Junction

has

per

bb

for

export

Vegetine
Vegetine

5,057 packages, including 1,406 boxes and 3,651
tubs, against 6,819 packages for the correspond-

ing week last year and 6 838 in 1876. Total receipts
since the first of January 117,480 packages against111,075 packages for the same time last year. Exports for the week have been 121 packages.
~~
Receipts of new Butter are steadily increasing,
and last week’s extreme prices can not be obtain.

ed.

There have

been sales of choice dairy lots

at

28 @ 30c, but at the close 29¢ is considered a top
price, and the tendency is still downward. Fair
to good

new

is

selling

at

20

@

25¢

per

pound.

sought

after

Choice new creameries are in limited supply and
selling as fast as they arrive at 30 @ 35¢ per pound.
Good

to choice old Botter

has been

at 18 @ 20c per pound, but it is now all cleared out
and what remains is of very poor quailty and

ranges mostly

from 8 g 12c.

We quote:

Creameries....oeveeenes Svesatesinnnnas «ina30 @ 35
Fine fall dairy 106s...
..cvc00n soereresees
7029
Good t0 CDOICe «sus
Common tO (Air.
Bakers......ccoeens

vss avis iisansvnnnsa 25 8 2%
cessssasrtssssassrsananens 7@10

The receipts for the week have been 874 boxes
against 18 boxes for the same week last year. Exports for the week
boxes. The stock of fine
Cheese is

1840

at 75,000,000

getting

reduced and

we

notice

Health, Strength,
Vegetine
AND APPETITE.
Vegetine

a

little

drugs

when combined formed a highly poisonous
mixture, and it may so happen that innocent mendicaments may unite to produce
explosive.

Vegetine

heror hi health, Stengh

Choice MCtory..coe
Fair
to good,..

Common
Choice

eet

cennnes

12%
i1

........

@
8

JJ0

Western...i...ouaes

Vegetine |
Vegetine

Common to good. eeariirinanns sreine VY

For

the

atten-

frequent

.indi-

potions.

13
2

withheld,

in

others the gastric juice becomes deprived
of its solvent principles or may be arrested, liver ailments may withhold the
alkaline bile, and so on; so that the medicine, especially if solid, instead of producing the slightest good, acts
merely
as an irritant and foreign substance, and

occasions, at best, loss of valuable time.
Dr. Comstock gives several striking instances of invalids rejecting medicines
in a unaltered state, the drugs being in
all instances given in the form of pills,

and he calls

especial notice to the fact

hitherto apparently overlooked
that if,
in a depraved
state of digestion from
disease, solid food can not be digested
for the nourishment of the patient, solid
medicines can not be digested and appropriated to the cause of disease.
Dr.
Comstock, we think, might have gone a
step further and questioned how far all
large doses are beneficial, or in other
words how much of the dose does the
work and how much is simply excess
and consequently foreign matter.
The
homeopathic practice of medicine
furnishes any number of instances where infinitesimal quantities of specifics produce

a

steadier

basi#,

as plainly apparent as that resulting
a large dose
allopathically given.
equivalents, so to

the same.

but

no

consider

Pea, Northern

Do

H P

per bu.....covvuun.

Western HP.

Do

BARRON

Saar

165

+ + sans sesssnss
ssn 145 @

the

“

easily

lots at

IT IS A

Vegetine| Valuable Remedy.
Vegetine |

sori Bos®y, Feb. 7,187.

-

egetine

| Dyspepsia,
| general

it = 3 va

able Josmedy or

Kidney

Complaint, anc

debility of the system.

I ean heartily recommend it to all

Vegetine

Mrs. MUNROE PARKER,
i

86 Athens Street.

VEGETINE.
PREPARED

BY

H.R.Stevens, Boston,Ms
Vegetine is sold by
INTO
:

all Druggists.

dteow?2

SHAPE, and
%
OSGOOD'S REBELLION.

Illustrated

$1.00.

i

HOW TO BE GURED.

are weak.

quiet, with sales confined to

and

are

6

‘in

prices

good

de-

Southern quartered, DEW.... seesveeeesenn, 3

a 6
*%
@b

LR
RR
URI)
North and Eastern, qr & sliced, old......... 8

@7
@b

Good...t.. Seteetesiansstnnanns 12

@15

Bliced.seeririenins Fens auseres

ba

Evaporated, choice. @tirerrieteetetacies 17 @18

POTATOES.
The market is somewhat easier than last week,
with sales of Eastern Rose at 55 @ 60c per bu. and
60c is an extreme pricé at the close. Jackson
Whites are dull at 35¢ per bu. Seedlings and Pro-

COMPOUND OXYGEN
TREATMENT (tc
NE

oroony Dhaai
tion.
]
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A YEAR. Agents wanted, Business Jeg! timate, Particulars free,
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Richardson,

& 00., 8t Louis, Ma,

WAR OF 1512,

Soldiers and Sailors of the war of 1812, who sery

ed fourteen days or wera in battle, and their wid
OWS, are now entiled to pension. Address JOHN
DEERING, Attorney at Law, Washington, D. C.

Stoneham,

I

Mass.;

and

in medicine are truly wonderful. No
now afford to lose time and money in
tain remedies, when, by consulting
certain, speedy and permanent cure

had

Mrs.

discoveries

sufferer can
trying unceyDr. Greene, a
may be ob.

ned.

Dr. R. Greene holds FREE CONSULTATIONS at
ie office, 34 Lomple Flace, Saston, Mass., from 9
; also
etter enclosing
stamp. Pam-

ped Ay id

y

:

THE MORNING

pe

i

STAR

S an able and progressive paper; devoted large.
Ii to Religious culture an intelligence, but pil
tains departments on
:
;
Sabbath Schools,
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellan
Litera
Review,
News
Summary, &e.,&c,
It is under the direction and
patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal
fowards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
.
TERMS:
$3.00 per vear;or, if
paid strictly
in
hy

J

r

REMITTANCES

13teows

NOW READY!

South Natick, Mass.”
from Cherry Valley,

writes

of Chronic Diseases, and his skill

advance,

St., Phi)”

of

R. Olmstead, E. Franklin, Vt.; Moses Hazen, No.
Sutton, N. H., and thousands of others have been
cured of Cancer. Mrs. 8. W. Gleason, W. Brookfleld, Mass.; Silas A. Cutler, Northboro’, Mass.,
were cured of Scrofula. Tx P. Heal, Rockport,
Me.; Mrs. Henry Hancock, South Natick,
Mass.,
cured of Rheumatism. Mrs. John W. Ballou, Bath,
Me., dyspepsia and heart disease, Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell,
Waterville, Me., catarrh. Mrs. O. Gerrish, Portland, Me, erysipelas. Mrs. Samuel Marden, Salisbury, N. I. and Mrs. C. L. Parlow,Waddington, N.
Y., consumption. Mrs. J. Sutherland,
St. George, N. B,, salt rheum. Dr, E, C. Crabtree,
North Haven, Me., dyspepsia. C. C. Ryder, Barre,
Mase. 3 Mary Lowe,
Marlboro’, ‘Mass., humor of
ood.
Letters from
patients cured of Lung
and Liv r
Diseases, Female Complaints, Seminal Weakness,
and all Chronic Difficulties are received daily by
Dr. Greene from all parts of the country, and” vol.
umes might be published showing the “superiority
of his treatment.
:
Dr. Greene has devoted his life to the treatment

lifics have been selling at 50 @ 55¢ per bu, and it is

pari as
of

entirely cured me
THOMAS O'NEIL,

for ten years.”
;
From O. A. Wilcox, Ashland, Mass.: “I believe:
Dr. Greene’s remedies will cure any disease that
human power can cure.”

hard to sell many at over 50

Cnducheson
a natura

treatment

F. Darling

Mrs. O. G.

mand at 17 @ 18¢ per pound. We quote:
New York, quartered, new, per pound..... 5
y

“Dr. Greene's
rheumatism.

We quote:

DRIED APPLES.
quartered move slowly

Choice Evaporated

28 Higli St., Charlestown, Mass.”

“I was terribly afiticted with Serofula, and was
entirely cured by Dr, Greene. LEVI EASTMAN,
E. Harpswell, Me.”

James

The supply
of Apples, although not large, is
enough for the demand, and prices are steady
at
$4 @ #5 per bh], for lots as they arrive. Thin
lots from store range somewhat higher. We
quote:
Choice, per bbl....... aserrnnnns sesssann
COMMON to BOO. iecresss sesnsssnivinses 350 @

Sliced and

WHAT PATIENTS SAY OF HIM.
‘I have been cured of Cancer, which cure, un-.
der God, I owe to Dr, Greene.
y
Mis. CHAS. BUTLER,

Mass. : “Dr, Greene cured me of fits which

ONIONS,
The market is largely supplied and
dull at
#1 50 per bbl,
btn
Squliursi
GREEN APPLES.

’

Beaytiful engravings, or chromos, hanging on the wall are almost as agreeableas

150

«155 @160
.140@ 150
«220822
«280 @ 240

CRANBERRIES.

The market is very

Address

S-o-b-bl
roe

70

FREAS,

speak,

Hence in

more

NS
MORE
A. DINSMORE,

No. 19 Russell Street.

Vegetine

high

vives Gein

Medium, choice...........
common to good.
Yellow Eyes
Red Kidneys

ful.— Scientific American.

much

A.

DR. R. GREENE
is undoubtedly
the
most experienced and successful
ysician in New England for the treatment
of Chronic or long standing diseases.

proportion of the dose is useless if not
harmful, while it usually has the farther
demerits of being expensive and distaste-

and

TO
MRS.

Vegetine

of

12¢

There has been a little more inquiry for Mediums, with sales of
to choice at $150 @ $160
per bu. Some receivers refuse to sell best lots

from
Now

Iatter example it follows that a very large

oil-paintings,

years, and

in need of such a medicine.

1

LOVED

for a given result are present in one case,
they are equally so in the other, the end

reached being

for several

think that,
for Scrofula or Cankerous
Humors or Rheumatic Affections, it
cannot be excelled; and as a blood
porter or spring medicine, it is the
pest thin,
have ever used, and I

have used almost gverything. I can
cheerfully recommend it to any one

Vegetine

@llx

and some sales have been made at an advance

sc per dozen, but receives
enough to quote. We quote:

the most marked effect, certainly an effect
if tke combining

in my family

Vegetine |

12X

higher rates can be quoted: Sales of Eastern at
12¢, Northern at 11 § 1150, and Western at 10 glle
per dozen. At the close there is a firmer feeling,

If

they can never enter the circulation and
hence can not produce the result intended.
There are various diseases which affect
these fluids.
Thus, they may be carried
off by hemorrhage
and sweats, in some
be

have used your * Blood Preparation”

There has been an increased trade the past few
days and prices are on

Choice, per bbl........ .

may

MASS,

Dear Sir,~This is to certify that I

Vegetine |

EGGS.

fluids of the stomach and intestines, they
can never be
absorbed; if not absorbed,

saliva

BE

CHARLESTOWN,
H. R. STEVENS,

Vegetine

@ 10%

120

small lots at $3 @ $10 per bbl.

the

CANNOT

EXCELLED.

Vegetine | suffering
puffering from the above complaints,
pYegeune

|

medicines are not dissolved in the digestive

maladies

No. 49 Sears Building
4
Boston,
Mass.

Vegetine

r

restored

aud appetite.p

| convinced

ville, Indiana,

the

few bottles of VEGETINE

Insurance and Real Estate Agent,

Vegetine

g

COMMON.
dO
coeeseerse.s
srsn
“ee
GYOOR PRAR. ..ovvscsiiciineiyistsvoacnslial

to

A

Vegetine

The sales have been confined to small
steady prices. We quote:
Choice Canada, perbu...ieeveiiensinnn,.

gestibility of their curative

great

of VEGETINE.

V

per pound, and
h some holders

the knowledge that still another danger
lurks in the apothecary’s vial we are indebted to Dr. J. W. Compton, of Evanstion of physicians

use

Vegetine

16mo.

harmless

has called

has received

the

good to choice range frgm 12 @ 13¢

and physiological effect to those intended
to be administered. Not long ago we noted

who

daughter

Her declining health was a source
of
great anxiety to all her friends.

{| MR. STEVENS,
| Dear Sir,~I"Rive taken several
bottles of your
Vegetine, and am

duce substances wholly different in nature

dangerously

My

benefit from

Two English stories of rare interest to Boys.

Itis not an uncommon
blunder
for
young or ignerant physicians to write
prescriptions, the ingredients of which
chemically reacting upon each other pro-

a compound

GIVES

Vegetine

INDIGESTIBLE MEDICINES.

of how two

MRS. L. GORE,
Cor, Magazine and Walnut Sts.,
Cambridge, Mags.

| Vegetine

firmer tendency,but the demand is quote-moderate
and no higher prices can ‘be obtained. Sales ot

0-8-4
40+

an instance

medicines that ever was.

and

distribution in neighboring
markets.
The sales
of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have
been $7 @ #3 50 per bbl. but the latter price is now
an outside figure.
BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have been

es-

be acknowledged
that the career of the
home-grown
sugar ,in Austria and
in
France has
been a brilliant one indeed.
.
5

been

higher than recent extreme
prices, hut even at
present comparatively low prices jobbers are nots
disposed to purchase beyond immediate wants.
Last year, however, the stock of both Wheat and
Flour in the couniry was very much reduced,
while this year we have abundant supplies to fall
back upon, with every prospect of another large
crop.
e stock in the hands of dealers is comparatively light and the season is at hand for a
more active demand, but the trade will purchase
cautiously until
prices settle down on a peace
basis. Included in the receipts of the week
are

date

in

have

Vegetine

has

sugar was

time

winter wheats were selling at $9 @ $10,and Jeading

says

that

British

Patents as high as #11

* Let us measure by the aid of figures the
distance we have traversed in our oawar¢g

same

Vegetine

lack

science

Diuretic.

Dear Sir,—I will most cheerfully

Vegetine

At this time last year the market was quite excit.
ed , and leading brands of Michigan and St Louis"

this end!
Toachieve this victory nothing
less than a triple alliance of agricultural,

pour Extraire
the im-

bbls to the

Nowadays it is assured-

and

ARE

Reliable Evidence.

Vegetine

‘become quite dull again, the more peaceful news
from Europe having almost put a stop to business,
and sales can not be made except at concessious.

ly sugar, and good sugar, too.
But what
vigorous
efforts
and what indefatigable
perseverance have been required to attain

chemical,
sufficed.

The exports for the

1,859 bbls, of which 309 bbls were to the Cape

sugar

and crying sadly , ¢¢ Papa

PROPERTIES

ent and
Vegetine

Good Hope. 310 to St Pierre, Miquelon and 1,240

of pleasantries at its expense.
Many may
remember a caricature representing the
little King of Rome holding a beet-root

under

l¢ Sucre de 1a Betterave.” Soon

years,

had

Darcel, Guyton-Mor-

that the College is flourishing and bas more
students the current term than for. any corerm for

the

manufacture
of cane sugar, lent him
their assistance as workmen,
and
the
venture soon became a great suczess.
Prom 400
kilogrammes
manufactured
the first year, the output rose to over

Lawrence University (Methodist), at Appleton; Carrol College (Presbyterian), at Waukesha ; Milton College (Seventh-Day Baptist),

pal at Racine.~—The
William M. Tweed, the noted corruptionist
and public thief of New York, died suddenly

strik-

State,~The faculty of the State Unjversity
numbers
sixty-seven
professors,
assistant

The first

J# to make legal-tender notes receivable

Margraff

plants

.

abolition of the State Normal School by

nown as coolies;

of

at 100 1-4,

any subject of China, J jpn, or

co

procedure

easily in 23m. 12s.——Gold closed on Saturday

House

Oriental

This

this time
become an actual necessary
of life, the Government
caused experiments to be made, one by one, upon all

by foreigners residing in the United States, as
you may have reasonable cause to believe to

have ool; i

to

Russian territory in Asiaand a war indemnity

.

Slave Trade in Chinese.

The order, after citing

received

received at St. Petersburg.
Prince Bismark
belives thatif the powers
will consent to the
retrocession
of Bessarabia, the extension of

were

men permitted to work should be reduced in
number as far as
possible. The odious phrase,

coolie trade.

city have

involving a loss of $500,000.——The President

summarily refused.

The communistic theory is that

5

at the Russian capital do not speak as hopefully of peace as they did last week, and at
Moscow the war feeling predominates.
Ger-

business

ufacture of boots and shoes in the State Prison
at Trenton. This is a yielding to a demand
similar to that made upon the New York Leg-

islature, but which

News.

ple and St. Petersburg are less pacific than for
several days past. The Turkish commanders

munitions

He also expressed a willing-_

Jersey House

Latest
»

part of the Muscovites, and it is reported that
the Porte is removing valuables, arms and

ness to dispose of $100,000,000 of 4 per cent.
bonds at par, with a commission of one-fourth
per cent. The Secretary subsequently concluded negotiations for the placing of the $50,000,
000 four-and-a-half per
eent. loan, the last syndicate taking the bonds at par and accrued ‘interest and 1 1-2 per cent. premium in gold.
Ten million dollars’ worth are to be taken at
once, and $5,000,000 monthly for the rest of
the year.

The New

was burned to

resist any attempt to occupy the place

In the course of conferences of Secretary
Sherman with the bank officials in New York
last week, the Secretary said that $140,000,000
in gold was necessary to resume in Jan. 1, 1879;
that he had $90,000000 on hand, and he wished
the banks to subscribe for the balance of $50,-

Convict

Railroad,

Monday's despatches from both Constantinoin the former

Financial.

000,000 in bonds.

and Montreal

death at the Pemigewasset House, Plymouth,
mere
laboratory
experiment.
Half a
N. H., on Wednesday night, by accidentally
setting fire to his night clothes.
: century
had
still to pass before any
practical
application of his
discovery

1876.

the

no

MEDICAL

Alterative, Tonic, Soly-

add my testimony to the great num.
ber you have already received in fa
vor of your
t and
medicine
VEGETIN
Ido
think enough
ta bo sai in thiely yeas orl was
rou
over
rs
that
dreadful disense,
£ hi
and had
such bad touthi
- peils that it
would seem as
though 1 never could
breathe any more, and VEGETINE
has cured me; and I do feel to thank
God all the time that there is so good
a medicine as VEGETINE, and 1 also
think it one of the best medicines.
for coughs, and weak, sinking feel.
ings at the stomach, and advise
everybody to take the VEGETINE, for
1 can assure them it is one of the best

was

brown

. ITS

System.

Vegetine

unexpected

with that of the cane,

little more

the Whole

Vegetine

Crespel-

fact, the produce

first

MARKETS.

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invigorates

'
SATURDAY, April 13.
Reported by HILTON BROS -& CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
uincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.
The receipts for Flour of the week have been
28,758 bbls of all kinds against 18,122 bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877, and 26,621 bbls in

of'a special report by Chaptel; in 1827, he
was awarded the great gold medal, and
1864, the Government of the Second Empire claimed for him a national recompense
as a public benefactor to his country.
It
is scarcely necessary to recall how few
industries have
had such difficulties to
surmount and have achieved such rapid
successes.

VECGETINNE

The Old

Little Darling”

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.

kilo-

1824,

* Our

Mr. H. R, STEVENS,

constructed

A caueus of the Republican congressmen was
into a flat-bottomed glass vessel, corked kilos., in 1846 at 247,000,000 kilos., and in
held in-the national House of Representatives
The Stewart women’s hotel has aceommoda~ up, and set aside in a‘ cool place.
The 1871 at 336.000,000 kilos. In 1875 the proWednesday evening.
The civil-service reform
tions for 1000 guests, and starts with nearly 200‘duction had risen --to--450,000,000 kilos;
lL
spirits.of
-wine-at—enee—became
turbid
~The
total
cost
of
the
institution
las
been
$3,
s—e————=poliey
of the President was discussed,
and a’|
while the home consumption
did not
ex700,000,
and
no
income
on
the
outlay
is
exand
at
the
end
of
some
weeks
small
motion requesting the President to rescind his
pected. If the hotel earns a surplusin any year,
ceed 250,000,000 kilos., and thus 200,000,crystgls
were
formed,
gaving
all
the
order relating
to participation of office-holders
the rates will be reduced provortionately, and
in politieal
affairs was referred to the national if there is a loss the deficiency will be supplied characteristics of tolerably pure sugar. 000 were available for exportation.
Lookcongressional committee.
The proceedings
by the Stewart estate until it has been clearly
ing back to the glass vessel in which
These
I
dissolved
anew
in
spirits,
were harmonious throughout, and the temper
demonstrated that the experiment can not-sucMargraff first crystallized the juiceof beet,
and action give assurance that there is to be no
and
thus
obtained
them of greater
ceed.
:
schism in the party, and that there will be no
heated with spirits of wine,
it must fain
purity.”
.
John E. Lyon, president of the Boston, Consuccessful war on the administration.

cord

THE

once

whole

chemist, named

fact

sugar

la

saccharine plants,
such as
beet-root, with
alcohol, and

established

re-establishing

restoration of the

de

who was
born in 1709. He
the idea of treating various

indigenous
carrot and

home-grown

or

published at Cincinnati; for one dollar a
year. This magazine,in addition to an
admirable assortment of literary material
contributed by brilliant writers, is a special boon to the ladies on account of its
splendid fashion department,
illustrated
with fine plates of all the novel things in
costume, as well as descriptions of lingerie.

colonies.
On
the same day that peace
was declared the price of sugar fell twothirds, and declined, little by little, to
1 fr. 40c. per kilogramme. The majority

grammes

German

by

la

Avantages

The
honor of having
the existence of sugar in

cost,

sur

Betterave Champetre.”

longs

enormous

You can get either

Bucket”

by subscribing for ‘Andrews’ Bazar,”

with

special workshops
for the manufacture
of the necessary plant. His contribution
to the general output of sugar in the

in 1786,

of “* Instruction

Oaken

established.

Empire carried

ocean traffic, and the

of

by the barbarian hordes that ravaged
Gaal at the time of the Roman Empire:

furnished
its

obtained.

of five

it the ruin of this organization, established

Bohemia

In his ‘ Theatre @’ Agriculture,”

decree of

the creation

The downfall of the

art of extracting sugar from the beet,
which has now attained such a marvelous
development,
is not of French origin.
Even the plant itself is not indigenous,

having

main force.” A
directed

four imperial factories at once

at the cost

owned

by

schools of chemistry, to which
100 pupils were to be attached, 100,000 acres of
land were to be cropped with beet, and’

The following is extracted from the
Inaugural Address delivered by M. Drouyn
de Lhuys at the Agricultural
Congress
at Compiegne, in France:
:
of patriotism, it must be

“APRIL 17, 1878.

January 15

SUGAR INDUSTRY.

Friday, of heart disease

Ten million feet of lumber,

railroad funding bill was concludedin the Sen-

Wood in a long speech.

‘
Ludlow-street

died, in

problem

Rural and Domestic.

Miscellaneous.

There are over five hundred = Vessels awaiting loading or charter now lying in port at

Congressional.

STAR,

icy

pa

must be made in money-or

melUior
Of theo hi bo mesenres,
sen
rocu
Loseiiie:
| moneWhey
in a registered letter, »
?
We
Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may
sent at our expanse,
In
writing to this office,
persons will
please des

iguate their STATE, as well

as town,

and

the old and the new address when they
change in the direction of their
paper.

give both

order

The Star goes to press Tuesda
and
communications for insertion ought morning,
to be ere on
Saturday

previous,
:
>
particularly requested to
--Each subscriber is
note the date on the label for the gxpira on of his
subscription, and to forward what is due for the

ensuing year, without further reminder from this.
Liberal discount is made to those who pay in ad
vance, and our object is to secure advance payment as the rule.
:
8. 8. PAPERS.

Po) Sabbatuachod) Dupers, The Listte Ser ant
and

ublisl
mate
weeks
880M
tit of tho
4 International Series for’ both adults:

children.

:

;

Sample copies of any paper sent free.
Address,
Rev. I. D. STEWART,
DOVER, N. H.

°

